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Preface

Preface
This thesis is the result of more than five years of research in the field of natural
language processing. It makes a contribution to a theory of natural language processing
by means of knowledge graphs.
In the summer of 1956, J. McCarthy, M. L. Minsky, N. Lochester and C. E. Shannon
invited T. Moore, A. L. Samuel, A. Newell, H. A. Simon and others to come to
Dartmouth University to discuss the problem of machine intelligence. They decided to
use the term Artificial Intelligence to denote this research area. After that time Artificial
Intelligence became an independent subject of research.
Natural language processing is one of the most early directions in artificial intelligence.
Knowledge graph theory is a new kind of method to deal with natural language
processing. Knowledge graph theory began in 1982 as a joint project “The construction
and analysis of knowledge graphs” at Groningen University and Twente University in
the Netherlands.
The development of the project can be separated into three main stages. In the first
stage, the initial purpose was to use graphs to represent knowledge in expert systems.
The first thesis in the project was written by Bakker [Bakker, 1987]. In his thesis, he
developed an information system to obtain implied relationships. The second thesis, by
de Vries [de Vries, 1989], deals mainly with the problem of extracting causal
relationships from a text. In the third thesis Smit [Smit, 1991] investigated robustness
and consistency of extracted knowledge graphs. At the end of the first stage, expert
systems in medical and social science were made successfully.
The second stage started from the works of Willems [Willems, 1993]. He finished his
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thesis with the title “Chemistry of Language” and started off the rather ambitious
project of representing language by knowledge graphs. At the same time, van den Berg
[van den Berg, 1993] completed his thesis with the title “Logic and Knowledge Graphs:
one of two kinds” that deals with the problem of representing logical systems in terms
of knowledge graphs. This work can be seen as an extension of the work of Peirce
[Peirce, 1885] on existential graphs, that also stands at the basis of Sowa’s theory of
conceptual graphs [Sowa, 1987].
The third stage started from 1996. In that year Hoede and Li [Hoede & Li, 1996] began
to work on the representation, not only of English, but also of Chinese, by means of
knowledge graphs. At that time, Professor Xueliang Li proposed to start a joint project
at the University of Twente in the Netherlands and the Northwestern Polytechnical
University in China. In the joint project, two Chinese students, Xiaodong Liu and Lei
Zhang, would study Chinese by means of knowledge graphs. This started the research
of dealing with Chinese.
In this thesis titled “The Chemistry of Chinese Language” the focus is on the research
of some interesting topics in processing Chinese by means of knowledge graphs. The
thesis consists of three main parts. Part A, Knowledge Graphs for Chinese, includes
Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The theme in Part A is using
knowledge graphs to deal with Chinese. In Chapter 2, we discuss some special features
in processing Chinese. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we mainly deal with word graphs.
In Chapter 5, we study the similarity and difference of passive sentences in Chinese
and English. We picked out Chinese passive sentences that are very difficult to deal
with. In that chapter, we introduce the sememe analysis of Hjelmslev and discuss its
relation with knowledge graph theory. Part B, Translation, consists of Chapter 6 and
Chapter 7. The focus in this part is on the topic of language translation, a very
important and interesting topic in artificial intelligence. In Chapter 6, we give an
outline, as an example, of the translation from one kind of language to another one by
means of knowledge graphs. In Chapter 7, we compare two methods to deal with
natural language translation, Lexical-Semantic Driven of Yao and Knowledge Graph
Theory. Part C, Expert Systems, consists of Chapter 8. This part can be seen as the
counterpart of the work of de Vries. In Chapter 8, we try to find as many Chinese
words that are indicators for “causal” relations as possible, and classify them. We also
investigate an example text.
For the reader, who wants to have a complete survey of the work done on word graphs,
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we put some material in the Appendices. In Appendix I and II, we summarize the
papers of Hoede and Li [Hoede & Li, 1996] and Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang,
2001b]. They discussed the representation of the first set of words: verbs, nouns and
prepositions, respectively the third set of words: the logic words. In Appendix III, we
give the representation of Yao’s 49 relation types by means of knowledge graphs. In
Appendix IV, we show the analysis of all the Chinese CAU-words that we picked out.
The main result of our research is that arguments are brought forward to defend the
thesis that knowledge graph theory is language independent. For this universality claim,
the thesis gets the following three results:
(1) We first study the problem how to deal with Chinese by means of knowledge graph
theory. We study Chinese as a language and investigate whether specific features of
Chinese can be represented with the knowledge graph formalism. We study classifiers;
we study the similarity and difference of passive sentences in Chinese and English; we
introduce sememe analysis and discuss its relation with knowledge graph theory. The
conclusion is that the theory is indeed able to represent all these features.
(2) We study the topic of language translation. We give an outline, as an example, of
the translation from one kind of language to another one by means of knowledge
graphs. This process knows three parts:
( i ) The mapping of a sentence on a sentence graph, which is called structural
parsing, see Zhang [Zhang, 2002] for a systematic investigation of this part.
( i i ) The transformation of the sentence graph for one language into the sentence
graph for the target language.
( i i i ) The uttering of that sentence graph in the target language. For this part too a start
was made by Zhang [Zhang, 2002]. In this thesis a text written in ancient
Chinese is translated into modern Chinese, showing a.o. how Chinese has
developed as a language.
We also compare two methods to deal with natural language translation, Yao’s
Lexical-Semantic Driven and Knowledge Graph Theory.
(3) We study how to build a knowledge base for expert systems. We try to find as
many Chinese words that are indicators for “causal” relationships as possible, and
classify them. We also investigate an example text.
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As a result we know that knowledge graph theory not only can represent and deal with
English, but also can represent and deal with Chinese, a very different language, as
well.
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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, as the technology of microelectronics and computer permeates to every
technical field, mankind is walking into a new period of swift technical development.
Its major sign is the extensive application of computers and information processing.
Since the 1980’s computers have entered the knowledge processing stage. The unusual
swift development of microelectronics and computer technology has led to
considerable research accomplishment in artificial intelligence. Knowledge
information processing systems and intelligent computer systems are a new sign that
computer technology has stepped into a new stage of development. These
accomplishments produce more and more influence on social transformation and
human thought. This makes us carry out more thorough theoretical research and makes
us explore such overlapping research areas as logic, computer science, mathematics,
psychology as well as philosophy.
Linguistics is an ancient science. Since the 1920’s linguistics has rapidly changed its
position in modern science. People think that linguistics is the breach of the
development of the field where philosophy and humanities meet. It is vital for social
science, natural science and thought science, and has taken the lead in modern science.
About 1950 computational linguistics, i.e. natural language understanding as a new
area of studying language by using computers has evolved. It has not only promoted
the development of linguistics maximally, it has led to language engineering.
In the summer of 1956, J. McCarthy, M. L. Minsky, N. Lochester and C. E. Shannon
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invited T. Moore, A. L. Samuel, A. Newell, H. A. Simon and others to come to
Dartmouth University to discuss the problem of machine intelligence. They decided to
use the term Artificial Intelligence to denote this research area. After that time Artificial
Intelligence became an independent subject of research.
Natural language processing is one of the early directions in artificial intelligence.
Before the term artificial intelligence appears, during the time that computers come out,
the idea to use the computer for handling natural language has prevailed. At that time,
the main research is focused on translating one kind of language into another kind of
language by a computer system. Natural language denotes the mother tongue of some
human language group, such as Chinese and English, etc. It stands opposite to artificial
language like Esperanto and the various programming languages used for computers.
Language is the carrier of human thought, is the important tool of communication
among persons. According to the statistics, the computer is used in calculations for
mathematics in only 10% of the time, in processing control it is used less than 5%, and
more than 85% of the time it is used for language writing and information processing.
Given the development of computers, along with the reduction of the price of
computers, and the increasing property and popularity of computers, this tendency is
increasing.
In the present society of information explosion, natural language understanding, one of
the key research areas in language information processing technology, is always an
important aspect in the field of artificial intelligence. Its research is concerned with
traditional linguistics, psychology, philosophy, mathematics and computer science.
Now the research of natural language processing has broken the boundaries between
these subjects. By the mutual infiltration of concepts, mutual influence among relevant
subjects, a new overlapping subject has formed with new concepts, new theory and
new technology.
It is very obvious that if computers can understand natural language better, there is a
favorable environment for people to use computers. The information communication
between people and computer can use the mother tongue. This will reduce the
complexity of operating computers by people. Conversely, since creating and using
natural language is the expression of human intelligence, the research of natural
language understanding is also helpful to reveal the profound mystery of human
intelligence.
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So, what does it mean that a computer “understands” human language?
People do not have identical opinions on what is meant by “understanding”. However,
in the area of artificial intelligence or the field of language information processing,
people generally think that the produced output for some input text is essential to check
whether a computer “understands” language. The cognitive-psychologist G. M. Olson
poses the following four conditions for language understanding:
●

●

●

●

Questions-answering: The computer can reply to the relevant problems in an input
text correctly;
Summarizing: The computer has the ability to produce the summary of an input
text after accepting a batch of language material;
Paraphrasing: The computer can repeat with different vocabulary and sentence
patterns the input text;
Translation: The computer has the ability to translate one kind of language (the
source language) into another language (the goal language).

Regardless of what further property the computer has, no matter what algorithm the
computer program uses, if the computer satisfies any one condition of these four
conditions, we should say that the computer has realized natural language
understanding. It will get extensive application in machine translation (or machineaided translation), text understanding, summarizing as well as in the natural language
interface between man and machine.
Let us take the machine translation of natural language as an example. In the initial
stage of studying, people thought that to solve the translation problem between the
natural languages was very easy, just store a two-way dictionary and some grammatical
knowledge in the computer. But the language obtained by machine translation
sometimes turned out to be strange. From machine translation in the early stage, the
famous example is that when we input the English sentence “Out of sight, out of mind”,
we get the Russian translation “is blind and crazy”. When we input the English
sentence “The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak”, after translation into a Russian
sentence and back to an English sentence, we get “The wine is good, but the meat is
rotten”. However, 80% of translation can be realized with this simple method of
translation. The remaining 20% of translations are very difficult to handle. Why the
problem of this computer handling of the remaining 20% of translation is so difficult?
The understanding of language by persons involves the semantics, the grammar, the
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pragmatics and the situations. The understanding and holding of all this background
knowledge by people is through practice and study for a long time. Babies learn to
express by language, but in the beginning the understanding of words, grammar and
semantics is extremely preliminary, often they only imitate words. As the contact with
the objective world grows, and as the thinking process develops from imaginal thinking
and logical thinking to inspirational thinking, the ability of people to use language rises.
In practical life, the advantage of using language by people is focused on using and
processing semantics, pragmatics, situations and general knowledge, not only on
grammar. This explains why many persons do not know much about grammar, even
know nothing about grammar, but yet have normal ability to use language. People have
developed a series of formalized grammar theories in the research of natural language
processing. These theories have developed from focusing on grammar to focusing on
semantics. The order of this development of theory is opposite to the way a person’s
brain handles language. This is probably the reason why the computer handling has
difficulties with those 20% of the sentences. So far there is no very effective processing
technique to handle the semantics of natural language.
In natural language processing, the method to handle semantics is generally to choose
some elementary primitives. To solve the semantics on a high level by using the
structural organization of these primitives, the semantics of these primitives have to be
clear. By this method, the semantic problem can be solved to a certain extent. Actually,
it does not solve the problem of expressing the semantics really. Therefore it cannot let
a computer realize the understanding of natural language, because any kind of
understanding is based on semantics.
The problem of expressing and understanding of natural language by a computer does
not only have a direct relation with the handling ability and the development of the
computer, it is also concerned with what a person knows about the order of nature, the
ability to describe nature and handle problems with the description, as well as the
ability to handle connections between things. At the moment, the knowledge of people
is still insufficient and not general enough to understand the laws that are contained in
natural language, nor the relationship between the expression forms of natural language
and computational linguistics, nor the abstract form of description the computer can
handle. The needed bridge between natural language and computer language does not
exist yet. This makes that the computer cannot understand human language.
We firmly believe, given the unceasing development of computer technology and the
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continuously deepening knowledge of humans themselves for understanding the laws
of natural language, as well as the increasing strength of the computer to accept various
ways of expression, it will soon not be a problem any more for the computer to
understand and handle natural language.

1.1 Introduction to natural
language understanding
People think that to talk to each other using natural language is a human feature, and
think that the standard to distinguish between human forms and other biological forms
is even by checking whether there is use of natural language or not. No doubt, the
importance of natural language for people need not be discussed here. During all our
life, we use language. Losing the ability to talk would cause a big change in the life of
all persons.
By now the computer has become the second most important tool of our
communication. Through the computer, we can exchange with other persons, with
other computers and computer systems. We hope to be able not only to carry out
communication with the computer, but also that it can do some tasks that usually are
completed by people. People have to instruct the computer to carry out that task. As
they do not resemble mankind, we cannot instruct computers with natural language, we
have to instruct computers to complete various kinds of tasks with formal language.
Formal language is a kind of restricted language that has accurate definition of both
grammar and semantics. The semantics of a formal language focuses on the correctness
of programs. Hence the use of truth conditional semantics.
Very unfortunately, the relationship between formal language and natural language is
not so good. Formal language is unambiguous and clear, and its meaning is defined
accurately. Unlike formal language, natural language is often ambiguous, unclear, and
the meaning of a sentence expressed in natural language is not defined accurately. For
instance, the meaning of the following sentence “we saw a girl with a telescope” is not
clear. It is an ambiguous sentence. From the viewpoint of syntax, the sentence has four
different explanations. The ambiguity stems from the parts “saw” and “with a
telescope”. “Saw” can be the present tense of “to saw”, or it can be the past tense of “to
see”. “With a telescope” can belong to “saw”, or can also belong to “a girl”. From the
viewpoint of semantics, this sentence has two different explanations, since the joint use
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of “telescope” and “saw” hint that “saw” is the past tense of “to see”. Therefore the
ambiguity left is the problem of “with a telescope”. But the same semantic
consideration “a telescope is an instrument to see at a distance” solves the attachment
ambiguity. The semantics of natural language focuses on the interpretation of
sentences.
Generally, a lot of background knowledge is needed to understand text expressed in
natural language. For example, if we want to express intention by using natural
language, we need background knowledge. The following is an example: “Do you
know what time it is?” In a normal communication, people get angry when they hear
the answer is only “yes”, because the general understanding when people ask this
question is that they want to know the time now. So, the appropriate answer is not only
to answer the question itself (such as by “yes” or “no”), but also the latent wish or
intention (such as by “half past five”). However, if we ask a computer, for an answer,
using formal language, probably “yes” is the answer that it gives us. The computer
does the answering according to the programs we instructed it with. It does not answer
the intention of the question. This is why to make appropriate programming is so
difficult, we have to incorporate the recognition of the intention into the programming.
Therefore, there exists a gap between the formal language that the computer uses and
natural language that people use in their daily life. Only when this gap has been filled,
there is the possibility to talk to each other by using natural language for computer and
person. Only when this gap has been filled, the computer can carry out the task that is
usually conducted by people. There is a lot of research going on to attempt to fill this
gap.
There are two methods for filling the gap. Either force people to use the computer’s
formal language, or force computers to use natural language.
The first try has advantages. The meaning of sentences in formal language is not
ambiguous. If all persons use a kind of standard formal language, the communication
between people, even from different countries and different cultures, becomes easy
because the meanings of word and sentence are fixed. Both for the purpose of science
and for that of general use, this kind of language has been proposed, but it was not
successful. This kind of effort is not promising, since it forces humans to obey and
meet the computer.
The second try is usual practice in the attempts to bridge the gap. This kind of try is
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often called natural language understanding, natural language processing or
computational linguistics (for a survey of natural language understanding we refer to
Allen [Allen, 1987]). The purpose of natural language processing is to structure formal
language so that it can imitate some aspects of natural language, in order to use natural
language to instruct the computer to complete the task that people want it to carry out.
Natural language processing is research that aims at finding the effective mechanical
principle of calculation to make it possible to carry out exchange through natural
language [Carbonell & Hayes, 1987]. The expressing of this kind of formal language
can be thought of as an approach to capture the meaning of the corresponding natural
language. This kind of formal language can be used to imitate the use of natural
language. A person uses natural language to instruct the computer, it is translated into
formal language, the computer makes an answer by using its formal language, and
translates it into natural language. With this kind of formalization, the computer obeys
the human user. Untrained people would then be able to use the computer easily.

1.2 Introduction to the
knowledge graph project
We will first review the history of the knowledge graph project. This project began in
1982 as a joint project “The construction and analysis of knowledge graphs” at
Groningen University and Twente University in the Netherlands. The initial purpose of
this project was to use graphs to represent knowledge in expert systems.
Knowledge graphs can be seen as a kind of formal language. It attempts to bridge the
gap of formal language and natural language. The formalism of knowledge graphs falls
into the category of semantic networks as it is a method to represent knowledge by
using nodes or points with labels and arcs that join these labeled nodes.
The development of the knowledge graph project can be divided into three main stages.
The first stage is knowledge integration and structuring. The purpose in the first stage
is to offer knowledge representation and inference mechanisms for building expert
systems. In the second stage, its focus has shifted to knowledge representation. The
purpose in the second stage is to understand natural language.
In the beginning of the first stage, the goal was to extract CAU (causal) relations from
a text. That is to say, only one basic feature was studied. Afterwards, the PAR (part of)
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relation and the AKO (a kind of) relation were introduced. With these three types of
relationship knowledge integration and structuring were studied systematically. At the
same time, using path algebra, the inference problem was investigated.
Establishing the knowledge graph of a text knows the following steps. In the first step,
the above-mentioned three relations are taken out from the text. This is also called text
analysis. Its result is a set of concepts (the nodes with labels) and a series of typed
relationships between these nodes. The result is a so-called author graph. The next step
is concept identification. In this step, a combined graph is obtained by measuring the
similarity of the nodes for various author graphs, or even for one and the same author
graph because the same author can use synonyms when thinking about a concept. The
result after “concept identification” is a graph called compiled graph. The “compiled
graph” can be used in a further analysis, such as concept integration and link
integration. “Concept integration” is an attempt to seek new concepts. “Link
integration” creates new relationships using path algebra on the given relations. Since
link integration is able to infer the relationships that are not mentioned explicitly in the
text, knowledge graphs can be used to extend the knowledge mentioned explicitly in
the text. The final result is called integrated graph. All these procedures together are
called KISS, i.e. Knowledge Integration and Structuring System. These procedures are
given in Figure 1.1.
The “integrated graph” expresses the knowledge of related texts. If the used text is only
on one subject, the integrated graph can be thought of as the expression of what is
known on that subject. The initial goal of the project was to establish qualitative
models, in particular for medical and social science.
The results of the research on KISS were collected in the theses by Bakker [Bakker,
1987], de Vries [de Vries, 1989] and Smit [Simt, 1991]. Bakker’s results focus on
construct analysis, i.e. finding interesting subgraphs, a part of concept integration. De
Vries mainly considered the extraction of causal relationships from English texts. For
expert systems causal relationships are of utmost importance. Smit investigated
consistency and robustness of the integrated graph respectively the KISS procedures.
After establishing its use for expert systems in medical science and social science
successfully, the project turned to study how to use knowledge graph theory in
handling the problem of natural language understanding. Apparently, only three kinds
of relations could not represent all knowledge expressed by natural language correctly.
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Therefore, some other new relation types were introduced successively. After
introducing the new relation types, the project focused on finding out how much of
natural language can be expressed by knowledge graphs. This led to the research of
knowledge representation in general.
TEXT SELECTION

Text1

Text n

TEXT ANALYSIS

Author Graph1

CC

Author Graph n

CC

CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION

CC

Compiled Graph

CONCEPT INTEGRATION

CC

LINK INTEGRATION

Integrated Graph

EXPLOITATION

Object Graph
CC

= CONSISTENCY CHECK
Figure 1.1. The KISS.
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The results of this second stage were collected in two theses, by Willems [Willems,
1993] and van den Berg [van den Berg, 1993]. Willems focused on the representation
of language by knowledge graphs, whereas van den Berg showed that logic could be
represented within the knowledge graph formalism as well. The number of types of
relations was enlarged to eight binary relations and four n-ary relations.
In 1984 Sowa [Sowa, 1984] published a book on conceptual graphs in which a theory
was developed that shows a strong similarity with knowledge graph theory. Conceptual
graphs also belong to the vast field of semantic networks and also have natural
language processing as main focus. The main difference between the two theories lies
in the types of relationships used. Within the project Reitsma [Reitsma, 1998] wrote a
thesis in which the conceptual graph formalism was used.
A third stage of the project started in 1996, when C. Hoede and X. Li developed an
exchange programme between the university of Twente in the Netherlands and the
Northwestern Polytechnical University in Xi’an, China. X. Liu, the author of this thesis,
and L. Zhang entered the project from the side of Xi’an.
The extraction of knowledge from text and natural language processing in general
should preferably be carried out by a method of representation that is language
independent. The types of relationships chosen in the knowledge graph project are
indeed language independent. It should therefore make no difference whether the
research is carried out for English or for Chinese. The focus of the third stage is
therefore on investigating whether the representation formalism is indeed universal.
However, gradually the problem of translation became more and more prominent.
The three main parts of this thesis reflect this development. Part A focuses on Chinese
as a language and investigates whether specific features of Chinese can be represented
with the knowledge graph formalism. Part B then is dedicated to the translation
problem. Part C, finally, can be seen as a counterpart to the thesis of de Vries, in which
causal relationships were extracted from English.

1.3 The concept of knowledge graph
In this section an overview will be given of the ontology of knowledge graphs. First the
elements that can be used will be described and next the two major representation
styles that can be used to display knowledge graphs. For general terminology on graph
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theory the reader is referred to Harary [Harary, 1972].
Concepts and Labels
Knowledge graphs consist of concepts, labels, binary relations and n-ary relations.
Concept: Concepts are represented by the symbol □, also called token. Tokens can
represent both simple somethings and complex somethings. They are instantiated or
typed by the way they are related to labels. The relationship between label and token is
represented by an arc of type EQU or ALI from label to token.
Label: Labels are denoted by a string of symbols. Labels can be used to type concepts
by connecting them to a concept token via relations. Labels can also be used to
instantiate concepts by connecting them to a typed concept.
EQU
ALI
The graph “ red
color ” has one token that is representing the
concept of type COLOR, which is instantiated by the value RED. The graph can be
read as “something of type (ALIke) color with value (EQUal to) red”. RED and
COLOR are labels. The concept “COLOR” is seen as a subgraph of the mind graph,
that describes the ways a specific mind relates, in first instance, wordless concepts that
we call SOMETHINGS. Focusing on the subgraph can be thought of as putting a frame
around it, whereupon the frame gets a label attached to it. This process is called
framing and naming. It is the supposed way the mind introduces words. On the level of
relating, linking, somethings the following types of relationships were chosen in the
theory of knowledge graphs.
Binary Relations: In the current understanding of knowledge graphs eight binary
relations or, more precisely formulated, relation types are distinguished. The eight
relation types are:

EQU

SUB

Equality, it expresses the identity of two somethings. In set theoretical
notation this could be formulated as: if A EQU B, then A=B. The EQU-link
is symmetric and typically used for reference.
This relation expresses the inclusion of one something in another
something. In set theoretical notation this could be formulated as: if A SUB
B, then A ⊂ B. However two different interpretations are possible when
dealing with concepts. A SUB B has the following two possibilities of
representation.
l. Concept A is part of a concept B, like in: cats SUB mammals, where the
set of cats is contained in the set of mammals. Cats form a subset of
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mammals.
2. Concept A is part of a concept B, like in tail SUB dog, where the set of
molecules of the tail is a subset of the set of molecules of the dog.
SUB

ALI

is one of the three merological relationships.

This relation expresses that one something is alike another something. In
set theoretical notation this could be formulated as: if A ALI B, then
A I B ≠ φ . It is generally used to type a concept by a label when directed
from the label to the concept. In this case A ALI B means concept B is of the
type of which label A is the name. In a graph representation this is denoted
as an arc from A to B.
In the process of framing and naming, what may be called a prototypical
definition, the mind is supposed to have discovered similarities between
two instantiations. A similarity can be expressed by the ALI -link that is
ALI
symmetric:
.

DIS

The relation expresses the disparateness of two somethings. In set
theoretical notation this could be formulated as: if A DIS B, then
A I B = φ . The DIS-link is denoted by a line, since it is also
DIS
symmetric
.

CAU

This relation expresses causality, i.e. something influences something else.
The arc CAU is directed from the causing concept to the influenced
concept. There is some doubt about the fundamentality of the CAU-link.
However, it is one of the most often used types of relationships. For this
reason it is maintained.

ORD

This relation expresses that something is ordered in comparison with
something else. It is generally used to order time and/or space related
somethings and can be associated with the mathematically well known >
and < operators. The arc ORD is directed from the lower concept to the
higher concept with respect to the considered ordering.

PAR

This relation expresses that something is an exterior property or attribute
of something else. The arc PAR is directed from the concept of label
denoting the property to the concept denoting the something the property
is assigned to. The PAR-link is the second merological relationship.

SKO

The Skolem relation expresses that something is informationally
dependent on something else or itself. It can express universal
quantification. The arc SKO is directed to the concept that is dependent and
from the concept that concept is dependent on. A typical example of a
concept in which the SKO-link is met is the concept of FUNCTION in
mathematics. Van den Berg and Willems introduced this relation in honor
of the logician Skolem.

Before discussing the frame concept the following should be made clear about the use
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of the word relation. Mathematically a relation is a subset of the Cartesian product
A × B of two sets A and B. It consists of pairs (a, b) with a ∈ A and b ∈ B. A relation can
be represented as a bipartite graph. A single are (a, b) can be called a relation if it is the
only element of the subset, but in general it is more precise to speak of a relationship
between a and b.
The mind is supposed to contain a representation of a mind graph, consisting of tokens
as points and arcs or lines of one of the considered types. A subgraph induced by one of
these types of relationships in a representation of a relation of that type, now is a subset
of the Cartesian product V × V, where V is the point set of the mind graph.
By the process of framing and naming certain subgraphs are considered to be concepts.
Repeating this process a frame may contain other frames. The frame named ANIMAL
is contained in the frame named DOG. This is the essence of the statement that a DOG
ISA ANIMAL and it is at the basis of type hierarchies.
An n-ary relation is mathematically defined as a subset of the Cartesian product A1 ×
A2 × … × An of n sets. One specific subgraph of the mind graph that is framed and
named can be called an n-ary relationship, with appropriate interpretation of points,
arcs and lines as elements chosen from n sets. However, strictly speaking, the subgraph
is not an n-ary relationship, which is just an ordered n-tuple. But it is not so important
what the structure of the subgraph is. Rather, the fact that all its n elements belong to a
specific frame is what we want to focus upon. By framing we put the contents of a
frame in relation to the concept that is represented by the frame. The contents are the
properties of the concept. We will use the description n-ary frame relationship for this,
or just frame relation.
n-ary frame relationship: It is clear that binary relation types do not suffice to
describe everything one would like to describe in a knowledge graph. In investigating
the modeling of logics with knowledge graphs van den Berg discovered that just one
frame type will not suffice and he introduced three extra frame types.
The currently known n-ary frame relationship types in knowledge graphs are:

FPAR

This is the original frame type. It is used to denote complex concepts,
and can also be used as the logical operation AND.

NEGPAR

This is also a kind of frame but it is used to express explicit negation of
its contents.
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POSPAR

This is also a kind of frame but it is used to express possibility of its
contents.

NECPAR

This is also a kind of frame but it is used to express necessity of its
contents.

Two Representation Styles
When the knowledge graph project was initiated only binary relationships were
considered. But, as mentioned in this chapter, n-ary frame relationship types are needed
to be able to express things about complex concepts and logic. As frames are no longer
within the boundaries of graph notation, the existing concept of total graph was
extended to the concept of total knowledge graph.
Let T denote the set of binary relationship types, e.g.
T = {EQU, SUB, ALI, DIS, CAU, ORD, PAR, SKO}
and let F denote the set of frame relationship types, e.g.
F = {FPAR, NEGPAR, POSPAR, NECPAR}.
Total graph: The total graph T(G) of a directed graph G=(P, A) is a directed graph
T(G)=(PT ,VT) where the point set is PT=P∪A and the arc set AT consists of arcs (p,a) or
(a,q), where a has tail p or a has head q.
As a very simple example: If G consists of the single arc a=(p,q), then T(G) has three
vertices p, a and q, and two arcs (p, a) and (a, q).
Similar definitions can be given for undirected graph respectively mixed graph
containing both arcs and lines.
Knowledge graph in conceptual form: A knowledge graph in conceptual form is a
labeled pseudo mixed hypergraph K(P,R) where: P contains the vertices denoting the
concepts and labels in K, R contains the edges, arcs and directed frames in K denoting
the relationships, that is:
R=(C&C)∪(CXC)∪(P(C)XP(C)).

A function tp: RÆT∪F gives the type of the relation of the relationship considered.
Knowledge graph in total form: A knowledge graph in total form is a labeled mixed
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total graph M(P,L), with the following properties:
a. P is a set of points, representing concepts, labels, relations and frameworks.
b. L is a set of lines and arcs that form the links between the entities. An arc exists from
p1 ∈ P to p2 ∈ P if:
bl. p1 represents a concept, label or framework that is the tail of an asymmetric
relation represented by p2.
b2. p2 represents a concept, label or framework that is the head of an asymmetric
relation represented by p1.
b3. p1 represents an element in the direct contents of a framework and p2
represents the corresponding frame in F.
b4. p2 is a framework and p1 represents the accompanying frame-relation in F.
A line exists between p1 ∈ P and p2 ∈ P if p1 represents a concept or a framework that is
connected to a symmetric relation represented by p2.
For a more detailed description of total graphs we refer to Harary [Harary, 1972].

1.4 The contents of the thesis
This thesis has three main parts. In part A the Chinese language is investigated with the
theory of knowledge graphs. Chinese has specific features not met in English and the
question is whether these features can also be captured by the formalism of knowledge
graph theory. This would strongly support the universality claim of that theory. Part A
is covered by Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.
In Chapter 2 we study the difference between Chinese and Indo-European languages.
We know that Chinese and Indo-European languages show great differences. Therefore,
a method that is suitable for handling English may not be suitable for handling Chinese.
Some well-known methods for handling English, for instance Chomsky’s
transformational generative grammar, Schank’s conceptual dependency theory, and
Fillmore’s case grammar, each having its own special points, cannot be directly used
for handling Chinese. So, in this chapter, we study the special difficulties and some
special problems in Chinese language understanding.
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In Chapter 3 we systematically discuss the composition of a Chinese word, and the
construction of Chinese word graphs, based on word graph theory, which is the
foundation of knowledge graph theory. We construct word graphs for ad-words
(including adjective, adverb and classifier). Word graphs have been studied in three
papers. For reasons of completeness, the two other papers have been added as
appendices. They deal with word graphs for prepositions respectively logic words.
In Chapter 4 we discuss modal particles and the representation of sentence types. How
to distinguish between assertive sentence, exclamatory sentence, imperative sentence
and question form by the same words, especially in Chinese? For this, there is a kind of
special word, modal particle, in Chinese. They express the “mood” of the sentences.
There are no corresponding words in English.
In Chapter 5 we introduce the sememe analysis into language parsing. Traditional
language parsing is mainly based on generative grammar in English. As English and
Chinese belong to two different families of language, a grammar is not sufficient for
Chinese, although it is still important. In this chapter, the sememe analysis is
introduced in Chinese parsing. Furthermore, we compare the difference in passive
sentences between English and Chinese from the point of view of sentence pattern,
semantic relation and other aspects in view of knowledge graph theory. We found that
after we use sememe analysis in parsing, we can easily deal with Chinese passive
sentences.
Part B deals with one of the most prominent problems in artificial intelligence, namely
the problem of translation. Knowledge graphs may function as an interlingua. A
sentence in language 1 may be mapped on a sentence graph. This is called structural
parsing. Then this sentence graph in terms of words of language 1 may be transformed
into a sentence graph in terms of words of language 2. Finally that sentence graph may
be uttered in language 2. This is an approach, that entails several major technical
problems. In this thesis we focus on the translation of a text in ancient Chinese into a
text in modern Chinese. On one hand the technical problems should be less severe, due
to the closeness of ancient and modern Chinese. On the other hand, one should get a
good view on the development of the Chinese language. Part B is covered by Chapters
6 and 7.
In Chapter 6 we show an example of the translation, by hand, from ancient Chinese to
modern Chinese, using the knowledge graph method with the established Chinese word
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graphs, sentence graphs and the newly developed theory of structural parsing. This
shows us how to use the knowledge graph method in translation.
In Chapter 7 we compare the knowledge graph method with Yao’s method which is
driven by lexical-semantics. The comparison is focused on the semantic relations
selected in these two methods. We divide and represent the 49 kinds of semantic
relations in Yao’s theory with the knowledge graph ontology. We compare the
translation of a Chinese sentence into an English sentence by these two methods.
Part C may be seen as a counterpart to the thesis of de Vries, as it focuses on the
extraction of CAU-relationships from Chinese text. It also contains some remarks on
further research and open problems. Part C is covered by Chapter 8.
In Chapter 8 we discuss another application of the knowledge graph method namely to
establish expert systems by a natural language interface. Using knowledge graphs to
establish expert systems was the aim of the knowledge graph project in its early stage.
It has already successfully established expert systems in medical science and social
science from written English. We want develop a theory to build expert systems based
on written Chinese. Therefore, we try to find as many Chinese words that are indicators
for “causal” relations as possible, and classify them. We also investigate an example
text.
In Further Research, we mention some research problems that can be further discussed,
and some problems that should be solved urgently, for the use of the knowledge graph
method to handle Chinese language understanding in the future, based on some results
we obtained and some problems we met in our study.

PART A: KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS
FOR CHINESE

CHAPTER 2:

KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS ANALYSIS
OF SOME PARTICULAR
PROBLEMS IN THE
SEMANTICS OF CHINESE

CHAPTER 3:

WORD GRAPHS

CHAPTER 4:

MODAL PARTICLE
AND SENTENCE GRAPH

CHAPTER 5:

PASSIVE SENTENCE AND
STRUCTURAL PARSING

Chapter 2
Knowledge Graph Analysis of Some
Particular Problems in the Semantics
of Chinese
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, words are considered to be representable by directed
labeled graphs. The vertices, or tokens, are indicated by squares and represent
somethings. The arcs have certain types that are considered to represent the relationship
between somethings as recognizable by the mind. The graphs that we will discuss are
therefore considered to be subgraphs of a huge mind graph, representing the
knowledge of a mind and therefore also called knowledge graph. These knowledge
graphs are very similar to conceptual graphs, but are restricted as far as the number of
types of relationship is concerned.
The eight binary relations express the normal knowledge. But the four n-ary frame
relations generalize the well-known logical operators. If a certain subgraph of the mind
graph is the representation of a well-formed proposition p, this proposition is
represented by the frame, ¬p is represented by the same subgraph framed with the
NEGPAR relationship and the modal propositions ◇p and □p are represented by the
same subgraph framed with the POSPAR and the NEGPAR relationship respectively.
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In this way logical systems can be represented by different types of frames of very
specific subgraphs. We refer to van den Berg [van den Berg, 1993] for a knowledge
graph treatment of logical systems.
So logic is described by frames of propositions. If a subgraph of the mind graph does
not correspond to a proposition the framing, and the representation of the frame by a
token, may still take place. Any such frame may be named, i.e. labeled with a word.
The directed ALI-relationship is used between a word and the token to type the token.
ALI
Thus “
stone ” is to be read as “something like a stone”. Note that the token
may represent a large subgraph of the mind graph. In particular verbs may have large
ALI
frame contents. Verbs are represented in the same way. So “
hit ” is the way
the verb HIT is represented.
The directed EQU-relationship is used between a word and a token to valuate or
ALI
instantiate the token. So “ pluto EQU
dog ” is to be read as “something
like a dog equal to Pluto”.
Subject and object are linked to the verb by means of CAU-relationships, e.g.
man

ALI

CAU

ALI

CAU

dog

ALI
hit
where the direction of the CAU-arcs determines that the MAN is the subject and the
DOG the object. Intransitive verbs have only an incoming CAU-arc, like in
man

ALI

CAU

ALI

sleep

.

Note that these graphs express the sentences man hit dog and man sleep, without
articles or declension of the verb. In Chinese, words do not distinguish singular and
plural, nor do they show declension of the verb. Already from this one may expect that
the knowledge graph representation of sentences more smoothly fits Chinese than
English.
Languages and writings are the main carrier of human information and knowledge, and
form the bridge for communication between human beings. Consequently the technical
level of information processing has become an important measure for the
modernization and informational level of a country. Languages play the dominant role
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in intellectual activities. It is hoped by many that computers can catch and eventually
exceed the intellectual level of human beings.
Natural language processing is seen as the way to reach this goal. The papers of Hoede
and Li [Hoede & Li, 1996] and Hoede and Liu [Hoede & Liu, 1998] made a start with
the construction of word graphs, for prepositions and adjectives and adverbs
respectively in the context of knowledge graph theory. Hoede and Zhang [Hoede &
Zhang, 2001b] wrote a paper on a third set of word graphs for socalled logic words.
Once a dictionary of word graphs is completed, the processing of sentences boils down
to combining word graphs to one sentence graph. This is called structural parsing. The
specific difficulties that one may encounter come forward in another paper of Hoede
and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001a].

2.2 Some problems with letters
and words in Chinese
In English words consist of letters that themselves have no meaning, whereas the
words do have a meaning. In knowledge graph theory the meaning of the word is the
word graph that the mind associates with the word. In Chinese characters are used, of
which 44908 are known, according to the “Chinese main dictionary”. In most cases the
single character has a definite meaning. This is particularly so in ancient Chinese, but
in modern Chinese words are also described by combinations of characters. Such
words may consist of characters with definite meaning themselves, but used in
combination to express another concept, different from that of each of the constituent
characters.
Other combinations of characters have been imported from other languages and the
characters do not have a meaning separately. Yet another type of combination consists
of characters with a certain sound associated to them and such a combination is used to
describe foreign words by mimicking the sound of its syllables. In the latter two types
of combination the characters function just like letters. In the first case, of monocharacter words, there is no special problem either. It is the second type of word,
disyllabic or polysyllabic, that poses the most interesting way of Chinese word
formation.
Let us give some examples of the first, the third and the fourth type of word. We will
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give the Chinese characters, but will also give the roman spelling of these characters,
which is called pin1yin1, as well as the mode of pronunciation, indicated by 1,2,3 or 4.
This should enable the reader, not able to read the characters, to follow the argument.
An example of a mono-character word is 口, Kou3, meaning “mouth” and represented
ALI
by “
mouth ” to be read as “something alike mouth”, or “something of type
mouth”, the “mouth” concept. In this thesis we have chosen to use the English word
ALI
ALI
mouth, but we might have given “
kou3 ” or “
口 ” as word
graphs as well. Note that the choice of the language for a word graph is not irrelevant,
as certain characters may not have a strict counterpart in English, or any other language.
We refer to the fact that the Inouit have many words for “snow”, whereas in African
languages the word may be unknown.
Examples of combinations of characters that do not have a separate meaning are: 蝴蝶,
Hu2die2, butterfly; 蜻蜓, Qing1ting2, dragonfly; 蹒跚, Pan2shan, limp; and 玲珑,
Ling2long2, exquisite.
An example of a character combination expressing a sound combination is Qiao3 ke4
li4, chocolate, where the characters sound like “cho” “co” and “late”.
The most interesting words, the second type of word, are those that are given by two or
more characters, each of which has a separate meaning. To understand how this
linguistic phenomenon takes place we consider a well-known combination invented by
the American Indians. They described alcohol as “fire water”. The combination seems
utterly absurd when we focus on the separate meanings of “fire” and “water” from a
physical point of view. However, the meaning of a word is that part of the mind graph
that is associated with the word. Part of the association with the word “fire” is that it
can cause a burning sensation. Part of the association with the word “water” is that it
can be drunk.
Now let something cause a burning sensation. In natural language anything causing a
burning sensation can be called “fire”. This is known as anaphoric use of language.
One is not interested particularly in a precise description of that fire, but uses the word
only to describe one of the possible consequences. Consider the following knowledge
ALI
graph.
burning sensation
drink
CAU
ALI
CAU

CAU
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In a way similar to covering this graph partly by the word of “fire”, the right hand part
of the graph can be covered by the word graph of “water”. The black token is
something that at the same time can be drunk and can cause a burning sensation. The
description of the typical physical reaction of the mouth when drinking alcohol is very
creatively given by the combination “fire water”. The word graphs of fire and water, i.e.
the total of associations in the mind with both words together may be very large, but by
the, unusual, combination the part where both word graphs meet, given in the picture
by a black token, is focussed upon.
The Chinese language knows many compound words, of which we will consider three,
(a) 铁路, Tie3lu4 means “railway”. It is a combination of two characters that have a
meaning separately. 铁, tie3 means iron and 路, lu4 means road. The extension of
“iron”, the set of all iron things, includes the rails whereas the shape of “road” is
similar to the shape of “way”, as the words are almost synonyms. This is a rather
natural form of compound.
(b) 吃醋, Chi1cu4 literally means “eat vinegar”. In this case the “literal” meaning is
one meaning. Another meaning is “jealousy”. Thinking of jealousy one of the
associations, part of the mind graph, is that of the facial expression of a jealous person
that is similar to that of somebody drinking vinegar. This explains the possibility to
describe jealousy in the given way.
(c) Maybe one of the most remarkable combinations is 东西, Dong1xi1, literally
meaning “east west”, but used to name “things”. “Everything between eastern horizon
and western horizon”, i.e. “all one can perceive” is the association that results from
interpreting these two words in combination.
Modern Chinese has evolved from ancient Chinese in a long period. There are many
changes from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese. We can study these changes with
respect to pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar. In this chapter we focus on the
vocabulary. We will distinguish inheritance, development and difference in vocabulary.

2.2.1 Inheritance
Inheritance can be noted in identical basic vocabulary, in identical characters and in
word building.
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(a) Basic vocabulary
By basic vocabulary we mean those words that describe the things closely linked with
people in every day life. They include natural phenomena, body parts, seasons,
numbers and tools in common use. These words are the same in ancient and modern
Chinese, not only the characters, but also the meanings.
(b) Identical characters
Some ancient words are used in modern written articles. Although these words are
ancient words, they are still commonly used. For examples, 浩大, Hao4da4, means
“huge”, 沸腾, Fei4teng2, means “boil”. These words include a lot of idioms and
ancient function words. An idiom such as, 胸有成竹, Xiong1you3cheng2zhu2, means
“having a well-thought-out plan beforehand”, and 隔靴搔痒, Ge2xue1sao1yang3,
means “scratching an itch outside one's boot” or “labour in vain”. An example of a
function word is, 奈何, Nai4he2, meaning “how”.
(c) Word building
Some ancient Chinese characters are used to build many modern Chinese words. A
good example is 目, Mu4. In ancient Chinese this means “eye”. Nowadays, its
separate meaning is lost in modern oral Chinese, but it is used in compound words 目
的, Mu4di4 (object), 目标, Mu4biao1(goal), 目测, Mu4ce4 (to measure by eye), 盲
目, Mang2mu4 (blindness), 目录, Mu4lu4 (catalog), 目前, Mu4qian2 (at present), 纲
目, Gang1mu4 (detailed outline), etc.
In these words the original meaning can be recognized more or less. As an example we
may consider 目的, mu4 di4, object, where 的, di4 means target, i.e. the object where
the eye is aiming at.

2.2.2 Development
Language develops in time. For the change of ancient to modern Chinese we
distinguish replacement of words, the shift of word meanings and the extension of
monosyllabic words to disyllabic or polysyllabic words. This latter change is the most
significant feature of development.
(a) With the development and change of society, many old words disappeared and
many new words were generated.
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(b) Replacement of words is illustrated by the word 欲, Yu4, “want” in ancient
Chinese which has been replaced by 要, Yao4, in modern Chinese. Another example is
the word 至, Zhi4, “arrive” in ancient Chinese, which in modern Chinese is 到, Dao4.
(c) More interesting from the point of view of word graphs is the development by the
shift of word meaning. Some words in ancient Chinese have new meanings in modern
Chinese. In ancient Chinese 青, Qing1, means “blue” and 蓝, Lan2, means “a kind of
plant”. From this plant, one can make a material with color blue. In modern Chinese,
青, Qing1, may mean “green, blue or black” in different compound words, but 蓝,
Lan2 means “blue” only.
What is happening here is that in the graph
plant

ALI

CAU

CAU
ALI

produce

EQU

PAR
ALI
material

blue

ALI
color

ALI
EQU
ALI
blue ” are the
the subgraph “ plant
” and “ color
meanings of the words in ancient Chinese in their simplest form. In modern Chinese
the name of the plant, with the whole graph as its meaning, has undergone a shift in
focus. Whereas first the focus in the association with the word was on the plant (that
produces blue material), later the focus in the association is on the blue (material
produced by the plant). The focus shift for the word 蓝, Lan2, has been from the
instantiation “blue” of the color to the color concept with a restricted set of
instantiations.
(d) As we said before, a very important form of word evolution is that towards
polysyllabic words. In terms of knowledge graphs the following happens. The word
graph associated with a word is large in ancient Chinese, including several subgraphs
that might have been given a separate name, but did not receive them. Consequently,
with such a subgraph in mind, ancient Chinese could not do better than use a word with
a word graph that contained the subgraph. The context had to make clear on which part
of the word graph the focus was intended to be. The extra syllables used in modern
Chinese have the function that these subgraphs are determined more precisely. In this
way modern Chinese becomes richer, but the meaning of the polysyllabic word is
definitely a smaller word graph. It should however be recalled that in knowledge graph
theory the meaning of a word is any mind graph in which the word occurs. The extent
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of that mind graph depends on the word user. All associations that the ancient Chinese
had with a word, may well be had by the modern Chinese when using a word with
more precise meaning, i.e. with sharper focus on a part of the mind graph, that is
perhaps nevertheless the same as the mind graph for the user of the ancient word.
As an example we consider, 人, Ren2, “man”, a monosyllabic word in ancient Chinese,
used to express many different meanings, all subgraphs that had the “man” concept in
common. In our theory the only meaning it has is the large word graph containing all
these subgraphs. Instead of a “pars pro toto” use, using the word for a part to describe
the whole, we might speak of a “totum pro parte” use. Instead of saying the same of a
subgraph to indicate the whole graph, we see here the saying of the name of the whole
graph to indicate some subgraph, for which no specific name has yet been introduced.
In modern Chinese we do have disyllabic words like 人类, Ren2len4 “human being”,
人 才 , Ren2cai2, “talented person”, 别 人 , Bie2ren2, “other person” and so on.
Sometimes the character 人, Ren2, is not used anymore like in 群众, Qun2zhong4,
“crew”, a meaning also contained in that of the ancient word 人, Ren2.
As another example, 狐, Hu2, is an ancient word for “fox”. In modern Chinese “fox”
is represented by 狐狸, Hu2li2. The extension 狸, Li2 means “raccoon dog”, an
animal that looks like a fox. In line with the discussion of the first example the ancient
word must have had a broader meaning, a larger word graph of which the “species fox”
was a part. By extension of the word with that for raccoon dog the restriction to this
narrower meaning has been accomplished. This line of reasoning is supported by other
examples. An “animal” was both a “wild animal” and a “domesticated animal” in
ancient Chinese, but in modern Chinese the character for “animal” has obtained an
extra character to more precisely describe “wild animal”.
In the paper of Hoede and Liu [Hoede & Liu, 1998], quantity words, or classifiers,
were discussed. Again the development towards more precise description is perceivable.
In ancient Chinese considerably fewer quantity words were used than in modern
Chinese. It was pointed out that these quantity words simply expressed parts of word
graphs of specific structure, parts that were silently understood in ancient Chinese. This
form of word evolution will be discussed more extensively in Chapter 6 on the explicit
translation of a text in ancient Chinese into modern Chinese by use of knowledge
graphs.
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2.2.3 Differences
There are some differences in meaning of words in ancient and modern Chinese. The
same single character or compound is used, but the meanings are different. We saw
something like this with the word, 青, Qing1, “blue” in ancient Chinese and “green,
blue or black” in compounds in modern Chinese. There we could understand how the
development took place. We will therefore try to explain the possibility of differences
occurring as a development too.
(a) Enlargement of the extension
The extension of a concept is the set of all things that have the concept as property. In
graph terms we consider all instantiations of all graphs that contain the word graph, of
the word indicating the concept, as subgraph.
We now consider the word 好, Hao3, “beautiful” in ancient Chinese. It is only used to
describe women. The word 好, Hao3, means “good” in modern Chinese. It is used to
describe people and things. We see here that the extension has been enlarged from the
set of women to the set of people (and things). It is clearly a development of a
judgement that in modern days also is applied to other things than women only.
(b) Reduction of the extension
It also occurs that a word in ancient Chinese has a larger extension than the same word
in modern Chinese. For example, 谷, Gu3, means “cereal crops” in ancient Chinese,
but in modern Chinese only means “unhusked rice”, likewise 臭, Chou4, means (good
or bad) smell, but in modern Chinese it mean only “bad smell”.
We conclude that development has taken place as a change of extension as well as a
change of intension, i.e. a change of the word graph or a shift of the focus within a
word graph. Sometimes the change in meaning is so large that the words appear to have
different meanings. On a closer look, however, we can notice a development. For
example, in ancient Chinese, 走, Zou3, means “run”. But in modern Chinese, 走,
Zou3, means “walk”. The (small) change is apparent if “run” is seen as “walking fast”.
A somewhat larger shift is seen in the word 丈人, Zhang4ren2, “aged (male) person”
in ancient Chinese that in modern Chinese means “father-in-law”. We may see this as a
case in which the extension has been reduced.
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2.3 Some problems with the verb
Given a sentence, of all types of words the verb is by far the most important. A
sentence describes an act or a state. The normal situation is that in which a transitive
verb is occurring. The typical graph for such a sentence contains the substructure
CAU
“ CAU
”, where the left hand token is, syntactically, the subject and
the right hand token the object. The central token is the verb. In case of an intransitive
verb the right hand token is missing. When a state is described, the verb “to be” is
involved. This verb is the simplest verb to represent. In our theory it is represented by
the empty frame
BE
.
Inside the frame any graph can occur. If S is the sentence, then “It is so that S” is
equivalent to S, i.e. the statement “It is so that” is superfluous. In many languages,
including Chinese, it is superfluous to actually say that a situation “is”. It suffices to
describe the situation. This should be kept in mind when considering the following
problem.

2.3.1 The problem of the composition of a predicate
Parsing a sentence in English begins with finding the predicate-verb. In Chinese,
however, a sentence quite often does not contain an explicit verb. In these cases the
verb is usually “be” or “have”, i.e. “be with”. Let us consider some examples.
(a) 主人回来了, Zhu3ren2 Hui2lai2 le. Literally, the sentence reads “master come le”.
The function word “le” indicates that the act has been completed. We would translate
as “the master has come back”. The predicate is 回来, Hui2lai2, “come” and is an
explicitly mentioned verb.
(b) 父母的恩情比海深, Fu4mu3 de En1qing2 bi3 Hai3 Shen1. Literally, the sentence
reads “parent de obligation than sea deep”. Here the verb “be” is missing. An indicator
for this is “than sea deep”. The word graph analysis points at an ordering, via “than”, at
a thing, via “sea”, and at a measure via “deep”. The word graphs contain subgraphs
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The juxtaposition “sea deep” suggests the subgraph
depth ALI

PAR

ALI

sea .

It is background knowledge of “depth” that its value can be ordered with respect to that
of the depth of other things. Hence we have
depth

ALI

PAR

ALI

sea

ORD

.

This is the central described situation. The “be” frame must be thought around this. The
unspecified token has to be linked up to “parent de obligation”.
PAR

Here we have the syntactical knowledge that “de” or “of”, “
” can be
placed behind the noun to which something is attributed. Hence
PAR
ALI
“ obligation ALI
parent ” is the other subgraph, that can be
constructed. Note that the word behind “de”, here “obligation”, is considered to be the
central word in Chinese. The word parent plays the role of an adjective. Now, again,
expansion of “obligation” does show the possibility of a measure “depth”, parent does
admit measures too, but not “depth”. So we expand to
obligation
depth

ALI
ALI

PAR

ALI

parent

PAR

,

and identify the token “depth” with the unspecified token to obtain
BE
depth
depth

ALI

PAR

ALI

ALI

ORD
PAR

ALI
PAR
ALI

sea
obligation
parent

as the sentence graph. We would translate “The obligation of the parent is deeper than

.
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the sea”. This simple sentence shows how the process of expansion of word graphs
mimics the way we think the Chinese interpret a sentence. The meanings, word graphs,
of the separate words are combined. This way of parsing still has to be developed, but
is clearly fitting Chinese sentences rather well. In the following extensive analysis, like
for this example, will not be given any more.
(c) 那孩子红红的脸, Na4hai2zi Hong2hong2 de Lian3. Literally, the sentence reads
“that boy red red de face”. Again, no verb is mentioned. Here we would consider
“have” to be missing. An indicator for this is “red red de face”. This is a typical
Chinese idiom, the adjective “red” standing central. As color is an attribute, represented
by a PAR-relationship, which again is named “with” in English, we have here “be
with” or “have” as main verb.

2.3.2 The problem of many verbs used in a sentence
Chinese frequently exhibits a commutation of verbs. We consider two examples to
show the way in which knowledge graphs give the meaning of a sentence by the
process we call structural parsing.
(a) 我忘了带钥匙, Wo3 Wang4le Dai4 Yao4shi. Literally, the sentence reads “I forget
le take key”. The word graphs
CAU
CAU
ALI
forget
and
CAU

CAU
ALI
take

are the building blocks to start with. The only actor present is “I” and juxtaposition
shows it is the subject of “forget”. “Key” is object of “take” for the same reason. The
way to link both graphs may be as follows. The actor of “take” is unclear, but, if
different from “I”, would have been mentioned explicitly. Hence an EQU-relationship
is introduced between the two actor-tokens. Now the object token of “forget” is the
only one unspecified. The position of “take key” after “forget le” suggests that the
second word is to be identified with the object token of “forget”. So, apart from
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representing “le”, we give
EQU
I

EQU

CAU

CAU

CAU

ALI

CAU

ALI

key

ALI

forget

take

as the result of structural parsing. We would translate as “I forgot to take the key”.
(b) 我倒了一杯茶给他喝, Wo3 Dao4le Yi4 Bei1 Cha2 Gei3 Ta1 He1. Literally, the
sentence reads “I pour le one cup tea give he drink”. In this sentence there are three
verbs. Subject and object of “pour” are clear, and like in example (a) “I” is also subject
of “give” but not of “drink”, as “he” is explicitly mentioned in juxtaposition. The “one
cup tea” is object of “pour”, but, by lack of other potential objects, also of “give” and
“drink”. The verb “give” has a direct object “one cup tea” and an indirect object that is
the receiver of the gift. This verb may be given the word graph

CAU

ORD
CAU

.
ALI
give
The ORD-relationship is chosen here as we think, and in English speak, of giving “to”.
The token that the ORD-arc is incident to, has to be linked as well and is identified
with “he”. This leaves open the relationship between “I pour one cup tea” and the rest
of the sentence. As the pouring should be before the giving and that again before the
drinking, an ORD-relationship between the verbs, referring to the time ordering of the
acts might be used. The ordering may be taken corresponding to the occurrence in the
sentence. The translation could be “I poured a cup of tea and gave him this to drink”.
Note here the reference use of “this”. Also note that the intention of the pourer, namely
that he wants the other to drink is not mentioned at all. Such background knowledge
might change the translation to “I offered him a cup of tea”.

2.3.3 The problem of determining the central verb
When more verbs occur it may be difficult to determine the central verb. Let us
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consider two examples.
(a) 讨 论 的 目 的 是 为 了 制 定 教 学 改 革 计 划 , Tao3lun4 de Mu4di Shi4 Wei4le
Zhi4ding4 Jiao4xue2 Gai3ge2 Ji4hua4. Literally, the sentence reads “Discussion de
goal be for establish teach reform plan”. Now, here the word shi4, “be” is explicitly
mentioned. A situation is described. The difficult part is therefore not determining so
much the central verb, but to analyse “establish teach reform plan”, which is the goal of
the discussion. The mere fact that “establish” is mentioned first puts this verb in the
central position for this part of the sentence, “teach reform plan” should be established.
The three words “teach”, “reform” and “plan” allow more combinations. Is the “reform
plan” to be taught, unlikely, or is the plan to teach reformation meant, also rather
unlikely, or is “reform plans” a fixed combination meaning the planning to reform? If
the latter is meant the object of the reform can only be the teaching. Again the most
likely time ordering may give the answer, because planning comes before reforming
teaching. So the most likely translation is “The goal of the discussion is to establish the
plan of the teaching reform”.
(b) 这是开发建设发展有特色的民族工业, Zhe4 Shi4 Kai1fa1 Jian4she4 Fa1zhan3
You3 Te4se4 de Min2zu2 Gong1ye4. Literally, the sentences reads “This be exploit
establish develop possess specific feature de nation industry”. The word shi4, “be”, is
again dominant. This is underlined by the first word Zhe4, “this”, a reference word.
The fact that the first verb in the rest of the sentence is “exploit”, would make this the
central verb of this part, after which “establish” and “develop” would come in time, but
all three may be considered to have the object “possess specific feature de nation
industry” at the same time as well. So it clearly demands specification of syntactic
rules to determine the right interpretation here. The translation is “This is to explicit, to
establish and to develop the nation's industry with specific features”.

2.4. The problem of the reflexive
and passive form
One of the peculiarities in Chinese is that in certain sentences a reflexive verb or a
passive form is meant, but not mentioned.
(a) 老头晒太阳, Lao3tou2 Shai4 Tai4yang. Literally, the sentence reads “aged bask
sun”. “Bask” or “enjoy oneself” by sitting in the sun is often done by elderly people.
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The problem is not so much the determination of the subject “aged” or the role of
“sun”, that causes the feeling, not mentioned, that makes the basking. The point is that
the meaning is reflexive, although there are no “reflexive words”, like “themselves”, in
the sentence. The proper translation is “the aged bask themselves in the sun”. The way
to see the reflexive form from the sentence graph may be the word graph of 晒, shai 4,
“bask”, that should contain a CAU-loop
sun

ALI
CAU

aged

ALI

CAU

ALI

bask

.

Note that aged is both subject and object of bask, which is a reflexive verb. The only
thing said about the sun is that it plays some kind of role, probably a causal one.
(b) 北京鸭烤熟了, Bei3jing1ya1 Kao3 Shou2le. Literally, the sentence reads “Beijing
duck bake well le”. Translated we would say “The Beijing duck was baked well”. The
analysis would start with
CAU

CAU

ALI
bake

,

but only the object of the baking is mentioned and should be identified with the
rightmost token. The agent “baker” is not mentioned. So the subject of the sentence is
not the agent of the baking. In English this is recognized by the passive form, in
Chinese one either recognizes the passive form from the use of the word 北京,
Bei3jing1, “Beijing” or one should know that a “Beijing duck” does not bake itself.
This points at an important problem in structural parsing. A certain concept cannot link
up in an arbitrary way with any other word graph containing an unspecified token.
There is no passive form of the word Beijing. According to the meaning of this
sentence, we know that this sentence is in the passive form. In Chinese, words have no
form change, i.e., no declension. In some sentences, one can use a special Chinese
word 被, Bei4, to form the passive form. We will discuss Chinese passive sentences in
Chapter 5 in detail.
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2.5 Some other problems
By now the reader should have an impression of the kind of particular problems one is
bound to meet when structurally parsing a Chinese sentence by combining word graphs
of the occurring words to form a sentence graph. The word graphs to be used are in
general larger than in the case of English where more words, in particular prepositions,
are used to link the words. This is even more so in ancient Chinese, where the listener
has to do a more difficult job of combining word graphs to obtain the intended meaning.
The development to modern Chinese is clearly one towards more words to describe the
same. This makes structural parsing easier, but there are still some specific other
problems, characteristic for Chinese. We mention a few.

2.5.1 The problem of the lack of change of form
It is well-known that the grammar of Indo-European languages knows distinctions of
gender, number and tense by change of the word form, i.e., declension.
(a) The plural of the word “book” is “books” in English. In Chinese, the word 书,
“shu1” is used in all cases. We will not discuss here any solution to this problem in
structural parsing.
(b) The sentences “I have written the letter” and “I am writing a letter” are both
sentences using the verb “write”. Different forms are used to express different tenses,
that is, present perfect tense and present processing tense. In Chinese only one word
写, Xie3, is used. Unless other Chinese function words give an indication the precisely
meant tense cannot be determined.

2.5.2 The problem of the word order in a sentence
Finally we mention the well-known difference in use of word order. Literally
translating words yields what is sometimes called Chinese-English or “Chin-glish”. We
will consider two examples that show how the sentence graph as interlingua may help
to translate in a better way. These examples hint at the way an automatic translation
system may be built, see also Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
(a) 这本书是他写的, Zhe4ben3shu1 shi4 Ta1 Xie3 de. Literally, the sentence reads
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“This pile book be he write de”. The word 本, Ben3, “pile”, is a quantity word or
classifier used for book and should be combined with 书, Shu1, “book”, to one
concept. 这, Zhe4, “this”, is a reference word. Sofar, things are easy and we obtain
ALI

EQU

.

book

The problem is “be he write de”. We start with the verb again and have
CAU

CAU
ALI

The juxtaposition with “he” leads to
CAU

CAU

EQU
he

.

write

ALI

.

write

This is easy too. The word 的, de, “of”, is juxtaposed with 写, Xie3, “write”, and
refers to the “(object) of writing”, which is the rightmost unspecified token. Here 是,
Shi 4, “be”, describes the situation that the object of the writing is the book. Clearly,
that is the only thing mentioned that can be the “(object) of writing”. We obtain the
quite simple sentence graph
this

EQU

EQU

CAU
ALI
book

CAU

ALI
write

EQU
he

that can now be expressed by any utterance path usual in English.
(b) 那个人看见的学生来了, Na4ge Ren2 Kan4jian4 de Xue2sheng1 Lai2 le. Literally,
the sentence reads “That man look see de student come le”. “That man see” is simply
that

EQU

EQU

CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI
man
see
with the annotation that “look see” indicates a past tense. Apart of the past tense
indicator “le”, “student come” is simply
student

ALI

CAU

ALI

come

.
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The problem lies in the linking of these two parts. The function word “de” places the
seeing man in the position of an attribute of the central word student, so the student
token is identified with the unspecified token, not the whole frame “student come le”.
So we give as sentence graph
that

EQU

EQU

CAU

CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI
EQU
ALI
man
see
student come
with translation “The student who that man saw has come”.

2.6 Concluding remarks
As a preparation of Chapter 6 on translation of ancient Chinese into modern Chinese
and of Chapter 7 on a project of automatic translation of Chinese into English, some
particular problems have been discussed in terms of knowledge graph theory.
The idea of structural parsing has been introduced. By this we mean the composition of
word graphs for the words in a sentence into a sentence graph, that is the meaning of
the sentence. Note that in our theory the structure of the knowledge graph is the
meaning. The sentence graph can be dissected into word graphs for English words, that
can be spoken, or written, according to some “utterance path”, allowed by syntax. This
is the basic idea of translation. The same parsing techniques may be used to build
expert systems from texts.
In this chapter we discussed the word concept and some particular problems with verbs.
Of course, several other problems will occur in actual translation. We mention just one.
We argued that not all monosyllables, characters, are modern Chinese words. But we
may also have characters that represent more words than one. A typical example is 之,
Zhi1. It can be used as a verb with meaning “arrive”, as a pronoun with meaning “this”,
as a structuring auxiliary word with meaning “of”, and as a syllable auxiliary word
only having meaning in combination with other words.
In a translation project we must clearly use word graph dictionaries containing graphs
for these different meanings. The composition of the words into sentence graphs
therewith becomes considerably more complex.

Chapter 3
Word Graphs
3.1 Constitution of Chinese words
and construction of word graphs
In this chapter, we will discuss the constitution of Chinese words, and discuss the
relations between constitution of Chinese words and construction of word graphs.

3.1.1 Chinese words
What is a Chinese word? This is a very complicated problem to answer. Words are
objective reality in natural languages. Because the space is the separating mark in
alphabetic writings, there is a common knowledge for words. Chinese does not belong
to alphabetic writings. There are not any marks within Chinese sentences. So, different
Chinese linguists have different word definitions. Up to now, there is not one definition
for Chinese words that all Chinese linguists agree upon.
We choose the following definition.
Definition 1.1 A Chinese word is the smallest sentence-making unit. It can be used in a
sentence freely. Its form and meaning is fixed.
In Definition 1.1, there are four parts that should be discussed. These are “smallest”,
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“sentence-making unit”, “freely” and “form and meaning fixed”.
(a) The problem of “smallest”
There are other sentence-making units that can be used to construct Chinese sentences.
These units, called phrases, are “larger” than Chinese words. So, “smallest” means that
Chinese words cannot be divided anymore. If one wants to divide a Chinese word, the
result is that the division cannot be used in Chinese sentences independently, or that the
meanings of the parts resulting from the division are far from the meaning of the
original Chinese word. Let me give some examples.
Example 3.1 “北京欢迎来自世界各地的朋友们” is a Chinese sentence. The spellings
are “Bei3jing1 Huan1ying2 Lai2zi4 Shi4jie4 Ge4di4 de Peng2you3men”. The meaning
is “Beijing welcome the friends coming from all over the world”. Here, “北京” (Bei3
jing1), “欢迎” (Huan1 ying2), “来自世界各地” (Lai2zi4 Shi4jie4 Ge4di4) and “朋友
们” (Peng2you3men) are all the sentence-making units, but only “北京” (Bei3jing1)
and “欢迎” (Huan1ying2) are Chinese words. The remaining characters are not
Chinese words. They are Chinese phrases.
We can see that “北京” (Bei3jing1) and “欢迎” (Huan1ying2) cannot be divided
anymore. For example, if one divides “北京” (Bei3jing1) into “北” (Bei3) and “京”
(Jing1), the result is that “京” (Jing1) itself cannot be used in a sentence independently,
or the meaning of the division “北” (Bei3, northward) is far from the meaning of the
original word “北京” (Bei3 jing1, a Chinese city).
(b) The problem of “sentence-making unit”
We say that Chinese words are sentence-making units. The reason is that Chinese
words can be studied in two different ways, that is, grammatically and lexically. So, we
can give the definition of Chinese words according to these two subjects. From the
point of grammar, we get that Chinese words are sentence-making units. In that case,
Chinese sentences are composed by Chinese words.
(c) The problem of “freely”
The word “freely” means that Chinese words can be used as components of sentences
in Chinese sentences independently, or can express the grammatical structure
independently. “Independently” here means irrespective of the meaning of the rest of
the sentence. Examples are:
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Example 3.2 “ 人 民 是 真 正 的 英 雄 ” is a Chinese sentence. The spellings are
“Ren2min2 shi4 Zhen1zheng4 de Ying1xiong”. The meaning is “The people is true
heroes.”. Here, “人民” (Ren2min2, the people) is a Chinese word, it is the subject in
the sentence independently.
Example 3.3 “我们学习物理和化学” is a Chinese sentence. The spellings are
“Wo3men2 Xue2xi2 Wu4li3 he Hua4xue2”. The meaning is “We study physics and
chemistry”. Here, “和” (he, and) is a Chinese word. It expresses the connecting relation
in the sentence independently.
Example 3.4 “你认识他吗?” is a Chinese question. The spellings are “Ni3 Ren4shi3
Ta1 ma?”. The meaning is “Do you know him?”. Here, “吗” (ma) is a Chinese word. It
expresses the question mood of the sentence independently.
(d) The problem of “form and meaning fixed”
The phrase “form and meaning fixed” means that each Chinese word has a certain
meaning as well as a grammatical function. Its form cannot be changed, and the
meaning of a Chinese word is not the “simple combination” of the meaning of Chinese
characters contained in the word directly.
Example 3.5 “白菜” (Bai2cai4) is a Chinese word. The meaning is “Chinese cabbage”.
The form of the Chinese word “白菜” (Bai2cai4) is fixed. One cannot use “白的菜”
(Bai2 de cai4, white vegetable) to replace “白菜” (Bai2cai4). The meaning of “白菜”
(Bai2cai4, Chinese cabbage) is not equal to the combination of the meaning of Chinese
characters “白” (Bai2 , white) and “菜” (cai4, vegetable).
Example 3.6 “火车” (Huo3che1) is another Chinese word. The meaning is “train”. The
form of “火车” (Huo3che1) is fixed. One cannot use “烧火的车” (Shao1 Huo3 de
Che1, burning vehicle) to replace “火车” (Huo3che1, train). The meanings are not the
same.
In Example 3.5 and Example 3.6, although “白” (Bai2, white), “菜” (Cai4, vegetable),
“火” (Huo3, burning) and “车” (Che1, vehicle) are Chinese words, because they
satisfied the definition of Chinese words, “白菜” (Bai2cai4, Chinese vegetable) and
“火车” (Huo3che1, train) are still Chinese words because they have fixed forms and
fixed meanings when used in sentences. The combinations of the meanings of the
words resulting from division are not meanings of the original words.
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Example 3.7 In the Chinese sentence “他今天头痛” (Ta1 Jin1tian1 Tou2tong4, he has
a headache today), “头痛” (Tou2tong4, headache) is not a Chinese word because its
meaning is equal to the combination of the meaning of the divisions “头” (Tou2, head)
and “痛” (Tong4, ache). That is to say, from the point of meaning, “头痛” (Tou2tong4,
headache) = “头” (Tou2, head) + “痛” (Tong4, ache).
Example 3.8 In the Chinese sentence “这件事令我头痛” (Zhe4jian4shi4 Ling4 Wo3
Tou2tong4, this matter caused me mixed up), here, “头痛” (Tou2tong4, mixed up) is a
Chinese word because its meaning is not equal to the combination of the meanings of
its parts. “Mixed up” is the extended meaning of the Chinese word “ 头 痛 ”
(Tou2tong4), it is not the original meaning.

3.1.2 Constitution of Chinese words
Definition 3.2 A Chinese morpheme is a Chinese character with certain meaning. It is
also called a word-building unit with meaning.
Example 3.9 “群众” (Qun2zhong4) is a Chinese word. Its meaning is “the masses”.
The Chinese word “群众” (Qun2zhong4, the masses) can be divided into two small
units, these are, “群” (Qun2) and “众” (Zhong4), that have certain meanings. Here,
“群” (Qun2) and “众” (Zhong4) are Chinese morphemes. “群” (Qun2) means “crowd”,
and “众” (Zhong4) means “numerous”.
Definition 3.3 A Chinese letter is a Chinese character without meaning. It is also
called a word-building unit without meaning.
So, Chinese morphemes and Chinese letters are both word-building units. Chinese
letters are only materials or symbols used to build Chinese words, like in English.
Example 3.10 “蜻蜓” (Qing1 ting2) is a Chinese word. Its meaning is “dragonfly”.
The divisions of Chinese word “蜻蜓” are “蜻” and “蜓”. These two Chinese
characters have no lexical meaning and grammatical function separately at all. They
are only Chinese letters.
People have considered many methods to build Chinese words [Song, 1986]. We make
the following distinction.
Definition 3.4 A simple word is a Chinese word with the property that its meaning
cannot be inferred from the meaning of the characters contained in the word.
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So, simple words involve monosyllabic words, extended-meaning words and words
composed from Chinese letters. Extended-meaning words can be thought of as simple
words because their meanings cannot be obtained from the meanings of their parts.
Actually, extended-meaning words are Chinese words with special meanings. Words
composed from Chinese letters are obviously simple words.
Definition 3.5 A compound word is a Chinese word with the property that its meaning
can be inferred from the meanings of the morphemes contained in the word.
Example 3.11 “大” (Da4, big), “走” (Zou3, walk), “蝴蝶” (Hu2die2, butterfly), “蜻
蜓” (Qing1ting2, dragonfly), “蹒跚” (Pan2shan1, limp), “玲珑” (Ling2long2, exquisite)
and “头痛” (Tou2tong4, mixed up) are simple words.
Example 3.12 “ 美 丽 ” (Mei3li4, beautiful), “ 大 小 ” (Da4xiao3, size), “ 火 车 ”
(Huo3che1, train), “围脖” (Wei2bo1, muffler) and “书本” (Shu1ben3, book) are
compound words.

3.1.3 Construction of word graphs
According to the given classifications, word graphs can be divided into two
corresponding parts, these are, simple-word graphs and compound-word graphs.
(a) Simple-word graphs
Simple-word graphs are simple word graphs. For example, the following graphs are
word graphs of Chinese simple words, “大” (Da4, big), “走” (Zou3, walk), “蝴蝶”
(Hu2 die2, butterfly) and “头痛” (Tou4tong4, mixed up)
“大” (Da4, big)

big

PAR
EQU

ALI

CAU

ALI

EQU

ALI

size

“走” (Zou3. Walk)

“蝴蝶” (Hu2die2, butterfly)
butterfly

walk

insect
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“蹒跚” (Pan2shan1, limp)
CAU
ALI

relative
speed

EQU
slow

walk

limp

ALI

PAR

“头痛” (Tong2tong4, mixed up)

ALI

mixed up

.

(b) Compound-word graphs
Compound-word graphs are complex word graphs. They are constructed from Chinese
morpheme graphs.
According to statistics, frequently used Chinese words include words on level 1 and
level 2. There are 7055 words on level 1 including 6471 words with two characters,
and 29,355 words on level 2 including 27,056 words with two characters. Words with
two characters form 91.7% and 92.2% respectively. Most of these two character words
are synthetic words. So, we put our focus on the analysis with two character words.
We now give a formal survey.
Let a, b denote two Chinese morphemes. Let f(a), f(b) denote the meaning of a, b
respectively. Let ab denote the compound word created from a, b, and let f(ab) denote
the meaning of the word ab. According to word graph theory, f(ab) can have the
following form:
∆

<a>

f (ab ) = {x | x ∈ f (a ) ∧ x ∈ f (b )}= f (a ) I f (b ) , that is to say, the meaning

of the word ab is the intersection of the meanings of these two morphemes.
∆

<b> f (ab ) = {x | x ∈ f (a ) ∨ x ∈ f (b )}= f (a ) U f (b ) , that is to say, the meaning
of the word ab is the union of the meanings of these two morphemes.
∆

<c> f (ab ) = {x | x ∈ f (a )}= f (a ) , that is to say, the meaning of the word ab is
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the meaning of morpheme a only.
∆

<d> f (ab ) = {x | x ∈ f (b )}= f (b ) , that is to say, the meaning of the word ab is
the meaning of morpheme b only.
These operations, in terms of graphs, will be illustrated by examples.
The following graphs are compound-word graphs of the words “大小” (Da4 xiao3,
size), “火车” (Huo3 che1, train) and “书本” (Shu1 ben3, book).
Example 3.13 “大小” (Da4xiao3, size), “大” (Da4, big), “小” (Xiao3, small)
Consider the word “大小, Da4xiao3”. Here the morphemes “大, Da4” and “小, Xiao3”
have some meaning. Their meanings are
Xiao3

Da4

big

PAR
EQU

ALI relative
size

and
small

PAR
EQU

ALI relative
size

But, the meaning of the word “大小, Da4xiao3” is
Da4xiao3
PAR
EQU

ALI

size

.

It is very clear that the meaning of the word “大小, Da4xiao3” is the intersection of the
meaning of the two morphemes “大, Da4” and “小, Xiao3”. That is f(大小)＝f(大)∩
f(小). There are many words that satisfy this condition, such as “多少” (Duo1shao3,
more less, how much), “轻重” (Qing1 zhong4, light weight, how much), etc.
Example 3.14 “火车” (Huo3che1, train), “火” (Huo3, burning), “车” (Che1, vehicle)
Consider the word “火车, Huo3che1”. Here the morphemes “火, Huo3” and “车,
Che1” have some meaning. Their meanings are

.
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ALI

Huo3

ALI

vehicle

power

EQU

PAR

and

.

ALI

power

burning

Che1
But, the meaning of the word “火车, Huo3che1” is
ALI

vehicle

PAR
ALI

power

EQU
burning

.
Huo3che1

It is very clear that the meaning of the word “火车, Huo3che1” is the union of the
meaning of the two morphemes “火, Huo3” and “车, Che1”. That is f(火车)＝f(火)
∪f(车). The black token connects the two word graphs.
Example 3.15 “教学” (Jiao4xue2, teach), “教” (Jiao4, teach), “学” (Xue2, learn)
Consider the word “教学, Jiao4xue2”. Here the morphemes “教, Jiao4” and “学,
Xue2” have some meaning. Their meanings are
teach

ALI

and

ALI

learn

.

According to knowledge graph theory, we can get the word graph of “教学” (Jiao4xue2,
teach) from the morpheme graphs of “教” (Jiao4, teach) and “学” (Xue2, learn).
teach learn

teach

ALI

CAU

ALI

learn
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But, the focus is still on the meaning of the morpheme “教, Jiao4”. That is f(教学)＝
f(教). Other words of this type are “国家” (Guo2jia1, country home, country), “女儿”
(Nv3er2, daughter son, daughter), and “妻子” (Qi1zi3, wife son, wife).
Example 3.16 “大叔” (Da4shu1, uncle), “大” (Da4, big), “叔” (Shu1, uncle)
Consider the word “大叔, Da4shu1”. Here the morphemes “大, Da4” and “叔, Shu1”
have some meaning. Their meanings are
ALI

big

and

uncle

ALI

.

According to knowledge graph theory, we can get the word graph of “大叔” (Da4shu1,
uncle) from the morpheme graphs of “大” (Da4, big) and “叔” (Shu1, uncle).
big uncle
uncle

big

ALI
PAR
EQU

ALI

size

But, the meaning of the word “大叔, Da4shu1” is the meaning of the morpheme “叔”
(Shu1, uncle). That is f(大叔)＝f(叔). Other words of this type are “大婶” (Da4shen3,
big aunt, aunt), and “阿姨” (A1yi2, ah aunt, aunt).
We conclude that the basic processing units in Chinese automatic understanding are
Chinese morphemes and simple words. After we build Chinese-morpheme graphs and
simple-word graphs, we can in principle get all Chinese word graphs.

3.2 Word graphs: the second set
3.2.l Introduction
The mind graph is considered to be a wordless representation of thought relationships
between units of perceptions. The words come in when certain subgraphs are “framed
and named”. The frame contents of frames representing nouns and verbs express the
definitions of the concepts (note that frames do literally take other concepts together).
At the most elementary level the frame contents may just be one relationship. These are
the first word graphs to start with. It turned out that prepositions have such very simple
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structures and for that reason they formed the first set of word graphs. The results of
Hoede and Li [Hoede & Li, 1996] are summarized in Appendix I. In Appendix II a
third set of word graphs, discussed by Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001b], and
consisting of logic words, is summarized.
In order to make the theme of this chapter, adwords, clear we recall the preposition OF
from the paper of Hoede and Li. There were three word graphs given in total graph
form, where arcs are also indicated by vertices with the type of relationship as label.
These three word graphs were:
SUB

，

PAR

and

FPAR

.

Suppose we have the word combination RED BALL. The word BALL can be
ALI
represented, according to our formalism, by “
ball ”. Now RED is a word
attributed to the word ball in the sense that its word graph is linked to the word graph
of BALL. For RED we would take the following word graph into the lexicon:
ALI
“ red EQU
color ” analogous to the graph for PLUTO. Now we say “red
is the color of the ball” and the word graphs are to be linked in a way that we use the
word OF for. As we see color as an exterior attribute of ball we choose the PARrelationship to represent RED BALL by
ALI

red

PAR
EQU

ALI

ball

color

.

It is in this way that RED is a word linked to the word BALL. It is usually called an
adjective. Note that without the word RED we would still have COLORED BALL.
Also note that we do not say RED COLOR but do say THE COLOR RED. It should be
clarifying that HAVE was seen as BE WITH, BE being represented by the empty frame
and WITH having word graph PAR
.
So, the graph might also be brought under words by “the ball has color red”. Note that
people may differ in opinion on expressing RED BALL. We have just given our view.
Quite a few adjectives are similar to RED and can be seen as adwords linked by the
PAR-relationship. However, there are other ways how word graphs can be linked to the
word graph of a noun and a verb. One particular way is by the FPAR-relationship that
links the constituents of a definition to the defined concept.
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Suppose, for example, that a stone is defined as “a structure of molecules” (which
would not be precise enough, but lexica contain scores of unprecise definitions). If the
type of molecules is denoted in the graph, by means of an EQU-arc, as silicon, we may
speak of a SILICON STONE and SILICON is now functioning as an adjective. This
type of adjective is of another nature than the adjective RED, the difference being
expressed by the way of linking, one time by a PAR-relationship and the other time by
an FPAR-relationship. The essential linguistic phenomenon is that word graphs are
linked to other word graphs. As this can be done in various ways, to nouns and to verbs,
it is more natural to speak of adwords. We will discuss adjectives and adverbs from this
point of view. The interesting phenomenon of classifiers in Chinese is closely related to
our way of viewing adwords. In Chinese it is not well-spoken to say 一枪, “Yi4
Qiang1, a spear”. One should say 一杆枪, “Yi4 Gan3 Qiang1, a stick spear”, where
stick is a word expressing a classifying aspect of spear. A HORSE is not 一马, “Yi4
Ma3” but should be expressed as 一匹马, “Yi4 Pi1 Ma3”, where 匹, “Pi1” is the
classifier, the meaning of which seems to have been lost in the course of time. Yet the
adword 匹, “Pi1” should be expressed in proper speaking. There are more than 400 of
these classifiers. We will discuss several of them from the same point of view as before
and give word graphs for them. This then will show that a very typical phenomenon of
Chinese can be covered by knowledge graph theory.

3.2.2 Adwords
In this chapter we cannot give an extensive treatment of the grammatical aspects of
adjectives, adverbs and classifiers. We will restrict ourselves to some major subclasses
of these adwords. The book of Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartnik [Quirk et al.,
1972] was used for reference, more specifically Chapter 5.
We will not stress syntactic problems. A certain knowledge graph is brought under
words by expressing by words certain of its subgraphs. The way this is done differs
from language to language. In an extremely simple example we have that RED BALL
in English is uttered as BALLON ROUGE in French. Any knowledge graph admits an
utterance path. Usually there are several utterance paths, i.e. ways of uttering the
words, having word graphs that cover the knowledge graph, in a linear order. As our
example RED BALL or BALL WITH COLOR RED shows, there are ways of bringing
a knowledge graph under words that are more precise than others. In natural language
use often the less precise descriptions, like RED BALL, are given. That RED is a color
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and that color can be attributed to a BALL is background knowledge for these concepts
RED and BALL that enables the short but incomplete utterance path. A lexicon may
contain a word graph for RED that includes the color concept, but a word graph for
BALL that does not mention the possibility of attribution by means of a PARrelationship. A machine may then not be able to create a connected knowledge graph
for RED BALL, unless it is instructed to interpret the syntactic fact that both words are
uttered together as justifying the linking of their word graphs by some arc. For a more
elaborate discussion of the interplay of semantics and syntax we refer to the thesis of
Willems [Willems, 1993].

3.2.2.l Adjectives
As word graphs are supposed to grasp the semantics of a word, according to the slogan
“the structure is the meaning”, we focus on the paragraphs 5.37 to 5.41 in Quirk et al.,
in which they give a semantic subclassification of adjectives.
They make the distinctions stative / dynamic, gradable / non-gradable and inherent /
non-inherent. Their Table 5:2 looks as follows:
stative

gradable

inherent

＋

＋

＋

BLACK (coat)

—

＋

＋

BRAVE (man)

＋

—

＋

BRITISH (citizen)

＋

＋

—

NEW (friend)

Adjectives are characteristically stative, most are gradable and most are inherent. The
normal adjective type is all three, like BLACK. Quirk et al. give the imperative as a
way to distinguish stative from dynamic adjectives.
One can say BE CAREFUL but not BE TALL or BE BLACK, BE BRITISH
respectively BE NEW. One can say BE BRAVE, explaining the minus sign in the first
column. BLACKER, BRAVER and NEWER are gradings but BRITISHER is not
possible, explaining the minus sign in the second column. Inherent adjectives
characterize the referent of the noun directly. They consider BLACK, TRUE and
BRITISH to be inherent adjectives.
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Before undertaking our own discussions we should reproduce their premodification
examples on page 925 in which combinations of adwords are mentioned.
determiners
etc.

general

THE

HECTUC

THE

EXTRAVAGANT

age

color

participle

provena
nce

LONDON

A

CRUMBLING

A

GREY

SOME

INTRICATE

A

SMALL

HIS

HEAVY

noun

OLD
GREEN

CRUMBLING

GOTHIC

INTERLOCKING

CHINESE

CARVED

NEW

denomi
nal

head

SOCIAL

LIFE

SOCIAL

LIFE

CHURCH

TOWER

CHURCH

TOWER
DESIGNS

JADE

IDOL
MORAL

RESPONSIBILITIES

It is clear that proposals have been made for what Quirk et al. call semantic sets. We
will do exactly that, but the basis of our proposal will be the types of relationships a
noun, or verb, can have with other words.

3.2.2.l.l The FPAR-adwords
We use the FPAR-relationship to represent the definitional contents of a concept. Any
word used in the definition might be called an FPAR-adword. However, usually some
restrictions are made. If the definition contains a preposition like OF this word is not
considered an adword. An other remark that should be made is that a definition may
contain the concept of color. In that case the adjective, say GREY, is considered to be
inherent. The definition of an elephant may contain the statement that it is a grey
animal. In BLACK COAT, however, the adjective cannot be considered to be inherent,
like in the table given. The point is that color is attributed subjectively, a red ball in
green light looks black. Even in white light objects may have different colors for color
blind persons. For this reason we used the PAR-relationship and consider RED to be a
PAR-adword and color to be non-inherent.
Similarly BRAVE and BRITISH are disputable as inherent adjectives, for different
reasons. Braveness is present according to a judgement. One is considered to be brave
by others. BRAVE can be seen as an instantiation of judgement. Other adjectives of
this type are KIND and UGLY. BRITISH does not describe an inherent aspect either.
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Anything that is part of Britain, seen as a frame, can be called BRITISH. In this way
the frame name determines the adjective for its constituents. BRITISH may therefore
be called an inverse FPAR-adword. Examples of this type of adjectives are LAMB in
LAMB MEAT and CITY in CITY COUNCIL or CHURCH in CHURCH TOWER.
We conclude that the restriction inherent/non-inherent had better be replaced by the
distinction FPAR/NONFPAR. For material objects a typical FPAR-adword expresses
the sort of material. So in JADE IDOL, JADE describes the material and is a typical
FPAR-adword.
If STEAM is HOT WATER VAPOUR then HOT is an FPAR-adword as is WATER,
instantiating relative temperature and material of vapour respectively. Note that we
speak of relative temperature as HOT is not a temperature, like FAST is not a velocity.
Within a frame concepts may occur that allow a measure, like temperature or length. In
those cases the corresponding FPAR-adwords are gradable, like in hot, hotter or long,
longer. Usually these adwords do not indicate absolute temperature or length but
relative temperature and relative length. In “a two meter man”, the precise length TWO
METER may be interpreted as an FPAR-adword too.

3.2.2.l.2 The PAR-adwords
We use the PAR-relationship to represent exterior attribution. Judgements on a concept
are typical exterior attributions. We already classified BRAVE as a PAR-adword.
BEAUTIFUL is another good example.
An important class of words concerns space and time aspects. A ball may exist at some
location at some moment in time. Its space-time coordinates will be seen as determined
from the outside, i.e. by exterior attribution, and therefore represented by a PARrelationship. Adjectives like EARLY and SUDDEN belong to this class and also OLD
and NEW. The link to the main concept, or head as Quirk et al. call it, is by a PAR-link
that connects the time aspect to the concept in the following way:
ALI
something
PAR
ALI

time

.

The word graphs for the adjectives embed the time aspect in a more elaborate word
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graph in order to express the various meanings. In these graphs the time of the speech
act may play an important role, like in the description of tense, a theme that we will not
discuss here. A speech act may occur at time to, whereas the intended description
concerns something at time tl, often determined by the discourse of which the speech
act is part. In a historical account one may read “the former king was tyrannical but the
new king was a very kind person”. The adjective FORMER refers to a time before a
certain time t2, when the king was replaced, the adjective NEW refers to a time after
that time t2. The fact that this took place before to is apparent from the past tense
coming forward in WAS.
The word graph for FORMER and NEW will contain an ORD-relationship. In EARLY
reference to a time interval will have to be made, expressing that the first part of the
time interval is meant. This also holds for OLD or ANCIENT. Differences between the
three adjectives must come forward in the word graphs, but if these are left out by the
speaker, in his choice of words, he might speak of “in the early days”, “in the old days”
or “in the ancient days” to express the same thing. The more elaborate word graphs
may become quite large. This situation is similar for dictionaries, where bad
dictionaries give short definitions, and good dictionaries try to give more precise
definitions.
Definitions may contain concepts susceptible to objective measure. We mentioned
temperature or relative temperature in Section 3.3.2.l.l and HOT as an FPAR-adword.
Concepts may also be susceptible to subjective measure. In INTELLIGENT child,
UTTER fool and LOUD noise we have examples of adwords that express subjective
measurement. Having intelligence, which might be part of the frame CHILD, does not
justify to speak of an INTELLIGENT CHILD. For this some measure should be used
which is externally attributed to INTELLIGENGE. So we have
PAR
ALI

ALI

FPAR
ALI

measure intelligence child

.

Depending on the outcome of the measurement the word INTELLIGENT or STUPID
may be appropriate. In this description, with INTELLIGENCE as part of the frame,
INTELLIGENT is an FPAR-adword. However, if intelligence is seen as something
attributed from the outside it is a PAR-adword and we have
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PAR
ALI

ALI

PAR
ALI

measure intelligence child

.

Somebody is held to be a fool and any measurement is subjective. UTTER refers to the
extreme end of an imaginary scale. LOUD is clearly also used for a subjective
measurement and therefore classified as a PAR-adword. Even if measured, in decibels,
it is still a subjective choice to say that certain numbers of decibels correspond to
LOUD. Yet if NOISE is defined by a frame including such a measurement, LOUD
should be classified as an FPAR-adword.
Our discussion should have shown that the classification we propose depends on the
explicit choice of the frames in defining concepts.

3.2.2.l.3 The CAU-adwords
In the representation of language by knowledge graphs a verb is represented by a token
and CAU-relationships. Transitive verbs like WRITE are represented as
CAU

CAU

ALI
write
whereas intransitive verbs like SLEEP are represented as
CAU
.
ALI
sleep
Consider the leftmost token. It represents “something writing” respectively “something
sleeping”. Thus WRITING and SLEEPING are adjectives of that something and are,
for obvious reasons, classified as CAU-adwords.
The rightmost token in the first knowledge graph might represent a letter and can be
described as “written letter”. So the adjective WRITTEN can also be classified as a
CAU-adword. Again we should note, like for NEW, that the word graph should contain
information referring to the time aspects. WINNING team, BOILING water and
MARRIED couple give examples of CAU-adwords. The last example is somewhat
tricky. Marrying usually involves two persons and “A marries B” and “B marries A”.
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Then “A and B have got married”, or both are “in the state of marriage”. This brings us
to a special class of adjectives, that describe states.
Suppose something is subject to a series of changes. At any time it is then in a certain
state. In HAPPY girl the adjective describes a state the girl is in, “girl being happy” is
doing the same. The verb BE was represented by the empty frame. Anything in the
frame IS. HAVE, which was defined as BE WITH, CAN and MUST are verbs that
likewise correspond to the frame relationships that we distinguished. When they are
used, they usually express states, focusing on the process rather than on the subject or
object related to the process by a CAU-relationship. Yet the adjectives describing states
are discussed in this section, as we stress the relationship with verbs.
States are exemplified by adjectives like ABLAZE, ASLEEP or ALIVE, where
descriptions of processes stand central. Having talent or having a disease is expressed
by TALENTED respectively DISEASED. The form suggests a verb. However, A BOY
WITH TALENT is a way of wording that seems better than TALENTED BOY. The
adjectives in ESCAPED PRISONER or RETIRED EMPLOYEE correspond to
intransitive verbs ESCAPE and RETIRE. Like for objects of a transitive verb the -ED
ending is used, but now to express a state after the process, of escaping respectively
retiring, has finished. Strictly speaking the two adjectives are not CAU-adwords. THE
PRISONER WHO IS ESCAPED respectively THE EMPLOYEE WHO IS RETIRED
seem better ways of wording than THE ESCAPED PRISONER respectively THE
RETIRED EMPLOYEE.
The check on the distinction stative/dynamic, by trying out the imperative, like in BE
CAREFUL, corresponds to checking whether the adjective can be seen as describing a
state.
It should be noted that predicative use of an adjective expresses a BE-frame. THE CAR
IS HEAVY instead of THE HEAVY CAR expresses the “being heavy” of the car
explicitely. In Turkish DOKTORDADIR literally means DOCTOR AT BE. The very
frequently used agglutination DIR expresses the BE-frame. Most of the A-adjectives,
like ABLAZE, are predicative only. THE HOUSE IS ABLAZE can be said, THE
ABLAZE HOUSE cannot be said. In THE CAR IS HEAVY the use of the adjective
HEAVY is predicative. The analogy is suggested by the word IS. However, in this case
this word IS stems e.g. from A TRUCK IS (DEFINED AS) A HEAVY CAR which is
shortcutted to A TRUCK IS HEAVY or even THE CAR IS HEAVY. This explains the
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predicative use of an adjective that is essentially an FPAR-adword. HEAVY is pushed
into the role of a state describer like ABLAZE.

3.2.2.l.4 The ALI-adwords
The ALI-relationship between two concepts expresses the alikeness of the concepts.
This relationship may be seen as first among equals as the process of concept creation
seems to depend heavily on the becoming aware of alikeness. Prototype definitions
express what has been seen as common properties of a set of somethings.
Adjectives that are expressing that a concept looks like another concept may have
specific endings. DISASTROUS expresses a similarity with a disaster and
INDUSTRIOUS expresses a similarity with certain aspects of industry. Other endings
are -ISH as in FOOLISH or -LIKE as in CHILDLIKE, for example in combination
with BEHAVIOUR.
A special category of adjectives are ALI-adwords that are themselves nouns.
THUNDER in THUNDER NOISE or TRAITOR in TRAITOR KNIGHT express that
the noise is like heard when thunder occurs or that the knight acts like a traitor,
respectively. Especially for this category of adjectives, nouns acting as adjectives, it
becomes clear that the classification that we give in different types of adwords makes
sense.

3.2.2.2 Adverbs
Nouns and verbs are describing concepts basically in the same way. Whereas words of
the first type do not necessarily include CAU-relationships in their definition, words of
the second type do. But for this difference a verb may be seen as a special type of noun.
This means that there is no basic difference in the way other words may act as adwords
of verbs in comparison to the way other words act as adwords of nouns. This is also
underlined by the possibility of substantivation of verbs. Compare TO PLAY,
PLAYING and A PLAY.
We will discuss only a few examples.
Time and location of the act expressed by the verb are natural aspects to consider in
relation to the verb, far more so than for nouns. Many adverbs refer to these aspects
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and are classified as PAR-adwords. We mention OFTEN, OUTSIDE, BRIEFLY, EVER
as examples. The explicit word graphs for these words may become quite large as
rather complex aspects are expressed. Judgements and measurements are two aspects
that are also often expressed by PAR-adwords. WELL, QUITE, EXTREMELY,
ENOUGH, MUCH, ALMOST are reflecting judgements or measurements. A
judgement may be interpreted as a subjective measurement, hence the treatment of
these two aspects at the same time. CAU-adwords refer to influences or, in most cases,
to consequences of the acts described by the verbs. Hence adverbs like AMAZINGLY
or SURPRISINGLY may be mentioned. ALI-adwords include CLOCKWISE, or any of
the many adverbs with ending -WISE, but also words like TOO or AS are used as
adverbs and clearly should be classified as ALI-adwords. BRILLIANTLY, like a
brilliant, is representative of another subclass of these adwords. FPAR-adwords are
somewhat rare. In “the country is deteriorating economically” the adverb
ECONOMICALLY indicates in what respect the country deteriorates. The country's
economy must be seen as frame part and for this reason ECONOMICALLY may be
classified as an FPAR-adword.
Two remarks are to be made still. Firstly, there is a set of words, mentioned by Quirk et
al., that are sometimes used as adverbs, but actually refer to the use of logic in
language. NEVERTHELESS, HOWEVER, THOUGH, YET, SO, ELSE are such
words. We would prefer to include them in a special third list of words graphs with NO
and PROBABLY, to mention some other potential adverbs.
Secondly, we would like to comment on an example of Quirk et al.: A FAR MORE
EASILY INTELLIGIBLE EXPLANATION, showing compilation of adwords. In
traditional discussion we would have to decide whether we are dealing with adjectives
or adverbs. The great advantage of our theory is that this discussion is avoided. Instead
one may have the discussion about the classification that is to be given to each of the
adwords. However, once a knowledge graph, that expresses the text, is made out of the
word graphs, the way these word graphs glue together, by which type of arc,
immediately gives the answer in that discussion. An important aspect of this example is
that the sheer possibility of compiling adwords in language is an argument for the
modelling of language in terms of knowledge graphs, built from word graphs.
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3.2.2.3 Classifiers in the Chinese language
In Chinese, a special class of words are the quantity words, as Chinese prefer to call
them, which are also called classifiers. This section will show how word graphs shed
light on this kind of typically Chinese words.

3.2.2.3.l FPAR-classifiers
One of the most frequent quantity words is 个, “Ge4”, used in combination with a
word like 东西, “Dong1xi1, thing”. For A THING in Chinese we should say, 一个东
西, “Yi2 Ge4 Dong1xi1”. There are many nouns for which the quantity word 个,
“Ge4” is used. As this example already shows the quantity word may be seen as a word
naming a subframe of a frame carrying the name of the noun. Hence here the
relationship between noun and quantity word is an FPAR-relationship, the quantity
word is an FPAR-adword and, in terms of knowledge graphs, we get the following
graph.
ALI

noun

FPAR
ALI

.
quantity word

Here, ■ indicates the something described by the quantity word.
Although a word like 个, “Ge4” is not felt to have a meaning of its own by Chinese, it
should refer to something felt as an essential property of the following noun. Many
quantity words express the property of the noun, namely that it describes a unit.
Another example 一封信, “Yi4 Feng1 Xin4” for A LETTER, shows an adword 封,
“Feng1”, that in the combination is not felt to have a meaning. However, there is a verb
封, “Feng1” for folding and it is clear that 信, “Xin4, LETTER” is described in a way
that expresses the property that letters usually consist of folded paper.
For A WELL we have 一眼井, “Yi4 Yan3 Jing3”, where the quantity word 眼,
“Yan3” has some meaning, namely HOLE. If a well is the configuration of water
coming from a hole in the ground, the hole property of a well is clearly mentioned as
property not to be deleted in the description. Quantity words like these should perhaps
better be called property words or classifiers.
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3.2.2.3.2 Other classifiers
Next to the FPAR-relationship to a noun of a property word, there are many other
classifiers that do have a separate meaning, but are used in combination with a noun to
express a certain feature. These quantity words can be divided into 13 subclasses. We
will discuss this in more detail now and start with a typical example: 一壶水, “Yi4
Hu2 Shui3, A POT OF WATER”. In English too a classifier description of water is
necessary. 壶, “Hu2”, or POT, is an adword for 水, “Shui3”, or WATER. A pot
typically contains a liquid, as a container it has a specific shape and is made of some
material like China, metal or glass. The important feature is that of containing a liquid.
In knowledge graph representation we have in first instance
liquid
ALI
water

space

pot
ALI

EQU
PAR
ALI

PAR
SUB

ALI

space

.

The graph can be extended to include the other features of POT like shape or material,
but the containment feature gives the direct link to the noun.
In terms of adwords we cannot say that POT is a PAR-adword, the linking to WATER
is more complex, in fact our example is a clear example of a relationship in knowledge
graph theory. Two concepts are part of one graph and it is this graph that characterizes
the relationship between the two concepts. If we have to give a name to this
relationship we would choose the word CONTAINER or OONTAINMENT. So 壶,
“Hu2, pot” is an adword of 水, “Shui3, water” linked to it by a relationship of complex
nature, that is however representable by the basic types of arcs. There are quite a few
adwords of the type CONTAINER, 瓶, “Ping2” or BOTTLE is just one other example.
We now list the 13 subclasses by giving a characterization of the class, like
CONTAINER, an example, like 一壶水, “Yi4 Hu2 Shui3, A POT OF WATER” and
the relevant structure relating the quantity word and the noun.
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l. CONTAINMENT
Example: 一壶水, Yi4 Hu2 Shui3 (a POT of water).
Graph: see above.
2. SIMILARITY
Example: 一滴水, Yi4 Dil Shui3 (a DROP of water)
Graph:
liquid
drop
ALI
water

ALI

EQU
PAR
ALI

PAR

ALI

.
shape
SUB
Remark: This subclass too is quite numerous.
3. SET
Example: 一串葡萄, Yi2 Chuan4 Pu2tao (a CLUSTER of grapes)
shape

Graph:

grapes

shape

ALI

ALI
PAR
FPAR

FPAR

ALI

set

ALI
cluster
Remarks: CLUSTER has the set-aspect as main classifying aspect. Yet the
specific form is part of the frame CLUSTER as well. The concept CLUSTER is seen as
an attribute of the noun GRAPES and it may be called a PAR-adword. In this subclass
we find quantity words like 札, “Zha2”, or SHEAF and 群, “Qun2”, or FLOCK.
4. TIME
Example: 一天时间, Yi4 Tian1 Shi2jian1 (a DAY of time)
ALI
day
Graph:
FPAR
ALI

time preiod
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Remarks: Like in PORK MEAT, where the more specific concept PORK acts as
an adjective for MEAT, whereas MEAT is a part of the frame for PORK, a DAY is
more specific than a period, it ISA TIME (PERIOD). So 天, “Tian1, day” functions as
an inverse FPAR-adword. This subclass brings in typical quantitative aspects, as do the
following subclasses.
5. LENGTH
Example: 一米长, Yi4 Mi3 Chang2 (a METER of length)
PAR

Graph:

ALI
length

EQU

meter

ALI
measure

Remark: Certain quantity words in this subclass contain explicit reference to
numbers.
6. AREA
Example: 一英亩土地, Yi4 Ying1mu3 Tu3di4 (an ACRE of land)
Graph:

land

area

ALI

ALI

ALI
ALI

PAR

EQU
ALI

acre

measure

Remark: Very similar to (5), the relationship with LAND is via two other
concepts MEASURE and AREA.
7. WEIGHT
Example: 一克银子, Yi2 Ke4 Yin2zi (a GRAM of silver)
Graph:

silver

EQU
ALI

8. VOLUME

PAR

PAR

ALI

material weight

EQU

ALI
measure

Example: 一升水, Yi4 Sheng1 Shui3 (a LITER of water)

gram
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Graph:

water

EQU

PAR

ALI

EQU

PAR

ALI

liter

ALI

liquid
volume measure
Remark: Here the measure value LITER is represented. 一, “Yi4” is the value of
the number of liters. A similar remark can be made in the foregoing subclasses.
9. MONEY
Example: 一美元价值, Yi1 Mei3yuan2 Jia4zhi2 (a DOLLAR worth).
PAR

Graph:

ALI

EQU

dollar

ALI

money denomination
Remark: 美元, “Mei3yuan2, dollar” is considered a quantity word. These words
usually are used in direct conjunction with a noun. Here we have an example where the
noun is not explicitly mentioned.
10. CHINESE CHARACTER
Example: 四笔划字, Si4 B13hua4 Zi4 (four STROKE(S) Chinese character).
Graph:

set
ALI
4

EQU
ALI

PAR
ALI

PAR

PAR

ALI

measure cardinality Chinese
character

EQU

stroke

ALI
element

Remark: The relationship between 笔划, “Bi3hua4”, or STROKE, and 字,
“Zi4”, or CHINESE CHARACTER is essentially an element-set relationship that is
represented by the, non-transitive, PAR-relationship. The Chinese character consists of
STROKES, namely 四, “Si4” or four, and is therefore a set.
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1l. NUMBER
Example: 一打袜子, Yi4 Da2 Wa4zi (a DOZEN of socks).
Graph:
set

ALI

PAR

ALI
socks

PAR

ALI

ALI

cardinality

EQU

dozen

ALI
measure

Remarks: 打, “Da2”, or DOZEN, is the value of a measure for the cardinality of
a set. Usually the measure of cardinality is a natural number and 打, “Da2” would
mean 12. However, the adword 打, “Da2” of 袜子, “Wa4zi”, or SOCK (note the
singular), may also be interpreted as “about twelve”. Any use of a noun as a multiple is
expressed by representing that the multiple, like SOCKS or CHINESE CHARACTER
in (10), is alike a set.
12. ACTION
Example: 打他一掌, Da3 Ta1 Yi4 Zhang3 (hit him a PALM).
Graph:
CAU
FPAR
palm

EQU

CAU
ALI
hit

ALI
instrument
Remarks: This is a complicated example. 掌, “Zhang3”, or PALM (of a hand), is
understood to be the instrument involved in the HIT(ting) process, expressed by the
word 打, “Da3” for which it is an FPAR-adword.
13. COMPLEXES
Examples: 三架次飞机, San1 Jia4ci4 Fei1ji1 (three TIMES of flight).
Graph: Complex.
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ALI

unit

ALI

PAR

flight

PAR
ALI

time

PAR

PAR

ALI

units ALI
PAR

ALI
cardinality

times

PAR
EQU
three

Remarks: In principle quite complex aspects can be expressed by a classifier, like
架 次 , Jia4ci4, or TIMES, here for the noun 飞 机 , Fei1ji1, or FLIGHT. The
relationship is then not classifiable as that of FPAR-adword or PAR-adword with
respect to a noun. Like in certain subclasses before, the classifier has a relationship
with the noun that is expressed by a relatively complex graph to which both classifier
and noun belong.

3.2.3 Discussion
In the first paper on word graphs by Hoede and Li [Hoede & Li, 1996] nouns, verbs
and prepositions were discussed. In this chapter a second set of word graphs has been
presented, that we called adwords. Seeing adjectives, adverbs and classifiers in Chinese
as instances of words that glue to other words like nouns or verbs in certain specific
ways a completely different view on these wordclasses has been developed. We do not
have enough space here to show that our way of classifying, according to the way
graphs are linked, indeed solves quite a few problems concerning them. In principle we
have covered most types of words already. There remain some other types, like the
logic words discussed by Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001b], or wordcompositions like e.g. DISCONNECT, which we plan to consider in another paper.
Chinese quantity words will be collected extensively in a special report.

Chapter 4
Modal Particle and Sentence Graph
4.1 Introduction
There are three main stages in the development of research on knowledge graphs. In
the first stage, the focus was on knowledge integration and structuring. In the second
stage, the emphasis shifted to express natural languages. In the third stage, the focal
point is on investigating whether the representation formalism is indeed universal.
We have discussed word graphs including prepositions, adwords (including adjectives,
adverbs and Chinese classifiers), as well as logic words. Sentences in knowledge graph
theory are expressed by sentence graphs. We will discuss this in this chapter.
Actually, we have expressed some sentences in the foregoing chapters. In knowledge
graph theory, a noun is expressed by the graph “ noun ALI
”. A transitive verb
is expressed by the graph
CAU

CAU
ALI

transitive verb

.

Syntactically the left token is the subject of the verb, and the right token is the object of
the
verb.
An
intransitive
verb
is
expressed
by
the
graph
ALI
CAU
“
”. The left token is the subject of the verb.
intransitive verb
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Combining with word graphs of other words, we can get the sentence graphs. This is
called structural parsing, see Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001a].
But from another point of view, the sentence type view, how to distinguish between
assertive sentence, exclamatory sentence, imperative sentence and question, formed by
the same words, especially in Chinese?
Fortunately, there is a kind of special word, modal particle, in Chinese. There are no
corresponding words in English. They express the mood of the sentences.
Although many Chinese grammar rules are borrowed from Indo-European languages,
there are still many special features in Chinese grammar. The foundation of the special
features is formed by the word order and function words, that are very important in
Chinese, because the form change in Chinese is not developed in general. Building
sentences is very important in Chinese grammar, too.
Chinese words can be divided into noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, numeral,
quantity word, preposition, conjunction, auxiliary word, exclamation and modal
particle, according to the special features of Chinese words. Since the form change in
Chinese is not developed in general, there are many classification standards for
Chinese words. The above classification is one. In any case, quantity word and modal
particle are part of a classification. Moreover, these two types of Chinese words do not
exist in English.
We have discussed one of these two types of Chinese words, quantity words, in
Chapter 3. We will now discuss the other one, modal particle, from the point of the
definition, classification, use, characteristic and representation by knowledge graphs.

4.2 Definition of Chinese modal particles
From Definition 4.1 we know that a Chinese word is the smallest sentence-making unit.
It can be used in a sentence freely. Its form and meaning is fixed. For the discussion of
Chinese words, we refer to Chapter 3. Here, the “meaning” includes two aspects, both
lexical meaning and grammatical meaning.
Definition 4.1: The Chinese modal particle in modern Chinese is one of the types of
Chinese words. It is used at the end of sentences, or at a pause place within sentences,
to express the mood of the sentences.
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From the above definition, we know that the Chinese modal particle has only
grammatical meaning. It does not have a proper lexical meaning at all. It is used to
express the mood of the sentences only.

4.3 Classification and use of
Chinese modal particles
In common spoken Chinese, there are only six basic Chinese modal particles [Sun et
al., 1996], that is, “的” (de), “了” (le), “吗” (ma), “呢” (ne), “吧” (ba), and “啊” (a).
They are used to express assertion, question, imperative and exclamation mood of the
sentences, separately.
These six Chinese modal particles can be divided into three groups, as follows.
Group A
Group A includes the Chinese modal particle “的” (de). It expresses the meaning “just
like that, indeed” of the sentence in assertion mood.
Group B
Group B includes the Chinese modal particle “了” (le). It expresses the meaning
“change already took place” of the sentence in assertion mood, or it expresses the
meaning “imperative” of the sentence in imperative mood.
Group C
Group C includes the Chinese modal particles “吗” (ma) , “吧” (ba), “呢” (ne) and
“啊” (a). Here, “吗” (ma) expresses the meaning “question” of the sentence in question
mood. “吧” (ba) expresses the meaning “doubt” of the sentence in question mood, or it
expresses the meaning “consultation” of the sentence in imperative mood. “呢” (ne)
expresses the meaning “point out the fact with some exaggeration” of the sentence in
assertion or question mood. “啊” (a) expresses the meaning “emotion” of the sentence
in exclamation mood.
For the English readers examples are given as follows:
“Chinese sentence in Chinese characters”.
“Chinese sentence in Pin Yin”.
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“Literal English”.
“Transformed English” (if necessary).
Example 4.1 We give a Chinese sentence with modal particle “的” (de).
“我
去
过
北京
的。”
“Wo3 Qu4 Guo4 Bei3jing1 de.”
“I
go past
Beijing de.”
“I have been to Beijing.”
Here, “的” (de) expresses that the statement is “just like that, indeed”. The act of going
has already been completed. In a way “de” also indicates that the act was in the past.
Example 4.2 We give a Chinese sentence with modal particle “了” (le).
“我
去
过
北京
了。”
“Wo3 Qu4 Guo4 Bei3jing1 le.”
“I
go past
Beijing le.”
“I have been to Beijing.”
Here, “了” (le) expresses that “the change already took place”. That is to say, the
statement (I go Beijing) was not true before, but it is true now.
Example 4.3 In the example, there is a Chinese sentence with modal particle “吗”
(ma).
“我
去
过
北京
吗?”
“Wo3 Qu4 Guo4 Bei3jing1 ma?”
“I
go past
Beijing ma?”
“Have I (ever) been to Beijing?”
Here, “吗” (ma) expresses the question mood.
From Examples 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we see that there is a very important feature in
Chinese. The Chinese characters and their orders are the same except for the modal
particles included in these three sentences, but the meanings are quite different.
Example 4.4 The example of a Chinese sentence with modal particle “吧” (ba) is
follows.
“咱们

走

吧?”
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“Zan2men2 Zou3 ba?”
“we
go
ba?”
“Shall we go?”
Here, “吧” (ba) expresses the meaning “consultation” of the sentence in imperative
mood.
Example 4.5 The example of a Chinese sentence with modal particle “呢” (ne) is
follows.
“他 还
要
问
什么
呢?”
“Ta1 Huan2 yao4 wen4 Shen3me1 ne?”
“he
else want ask
what
ne?”
“What else does he want to ask?”
Here, “呢” (ne) expresses the question with some exaggeration.
Example 4.6 We give a Chinese sentence with modal particle “啊” (a).
“真
漂亮
啊!”
“Zhen1 Piao4liang a”
“truely beautiful
a!”
“How beautiful!”
Here, “啊” (a) expresses the exclamation mood of the sentence.
Chinese modal particles can be used jointly. The rule for joint use is that the modal
particle in Group A is the first, and the modal particles in Group C are last. The latter
modal particle plays the decisive role in the sentences. And the pronunciation of these
joint modal particles has changed. So, the joint modal particles can be replaced by
another Chinese single character. For example, “了啊” (le a) is equal to “啦” (la).
Example 4.7 We give a Chinese sentence with joint modal particles “的” (de) and “了”
(le).
“这
一
家
也
“Zhe4 Yi4 jia1
Ye3
“this one
family
also
“This family is agony truly”.

真
Zhen1
true

够
Gou4
quite

痛苦
的 了。”
Tong4ku3 de le”.
agony
de le”.

The modal particle “的” (de) is in Group A and “了” (le) is in Group B. Here, “的” (de)
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expressed the thing “just like that, indeed”, and “了” (le) expresses that “change
already took place”.
Chinese modal particles can be used at the end of a sentence, like discussed above.
They can also be used at the pause place within a sentence to express the pause.
Example 4.8 We give a Chinese sentence with modal particle “呢” (ne) within the
sentence.
“我
呢, 真
感觉
到
累 了。”
“Wo3 ne, Zhen1 Gan3jue2 dao4 Lei4 le”.
“I
ne, true
feel
(arrive) tired le.”
“I felt very tired indeed.”
Here, “呢” (ne) adhered to the pronoun “我” (wo3, I) to express a pause, and “了” (le)
to express that “change already took place”.

4.4 Special features of
the Chinese modal particle
Chinese modal particles are not like other Chinese words. There are some special
features like the following.
(1) There are no grammatical relations between modal particle and other Chinese
words or phrases in the sentence.
(2) They cannot be used as members of sentences.
(3) Each modal particle or each joint modal particle has to adhere to one word, one
phrase or one sentence.
(4) Although there are only six basic modal particles, and most sentences do not use
modal particles, they still play an important role in sentences, as illustrated by the
examples above.
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4.5 Representation of Chinese modal particles
by knowledge graphs
Because there are two aspects of the use of Chinese modal particles, there are two
corresponding representations of the Chinese modal particle by knowledge graphs.
For sentences we have:
ALI

sentence

ALI

PAR

mood
,

EQU
X

where X means,

“just like that, indeed” if the modal particle is “的” (de);
“change already took place” if the modal particle is “了” (le);
“question” if the modal particle is “吗” (ma);
“doubt or consultation” if the modal particle is “吧” (ba);
“point out the fact with some exaggeration” if the modal particle is
“呢” (ne);
“exclamation” if the modal particle is “啊” (a).
Example 4.9 The representation of the Chinese sentence “我去过北京的。 I have been
to Beijing.” with modal particle “的” (de) is as follows.

time

time

PAR

ALI

ALI

ALI

ORD
ALI

PAR

PAR
I

EQU

EQU

CAU

ALI
person

mood

speech

PAR

ALI
go

EQU

ALI
destination

beijing

de
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We have used the English words, but the modal particle is just given by “de”.
Within sentences we have:
word

EQU

PAR

ALI

mood

EQU
.
pause
Example 4.10 The representation of the Chinese sentence “我呢,真感觉到累了。 I
feel very tired indeed.” with modal particle “呢” (ne) within the sentence, and “了” (le)
at the end of the sentence is as follows.
ne
EQU
mood

ALI
PAR

I

EQU

CAU

ALI

ALI

person

le

PAR

CAU

feel
PAR
EQU

EQU
tired

ALI

ALI

degree

EQU
very much

mood

Again, for ease of reading, we used English words, but for “le” and “ne”.

4.6 Concluding remarks
The type of sentences and the mood of sentences can be expressed clearly when we add
the modal particle graph at the end of sentences. This is possible not only in Chinese,
but also in English.
Example 4.11 The English sentence “Do you speak English?” can be expressed by the
following graph clearly after the modal particle graph is introduced.
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EQU
ALI
person
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CAU

CAU

ALI
speak
PAR
EQU

EQU

English

ALI
language

ALI
?
mood
Note that the mood is attributed to the whole sentence and is not just a part of the
sentence. Hence we use a PAR-link from “mood” to the sentence, indicated by the
frame.

Chapter 5
Passive Sentences and
Structural Parsing
Traditional language parsing is mainly based on generative grammar in English. As
English and Chinese belong to two different families of language, a grammar is not
sufficient for parsing Chinese although it is still important. In this chapter, the sememe
analysis is introduced in parsing Chinese.
There exists a difference in passive sentences between English and Chinese. Also there
exists some similarity. We will compare the passive sentence in English and Chinese
with respect to sentence pattern, semantic relation and other aspects in view of
knowledge graph theory in this chapter. We can see that after we use sememe analysis
in parsing, we can easily deal with Chinese passive sentences.

5.1 Grammar and semantics
The traditional parsing of sentences in natural languages is processed by using the
grammar. This method is available for languages like German, Russian and English. In
these languages, we encounter form change of words, i.e., declension. But for Chinese,
a language different from these languages, although grammar is important in parsing, it
is not sufficient to complete the sentence parsing.
In grammar sentence components and composition rules are studied. The focus is on
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determining which component is the subject of the sentence, and which component is
the object of the sentence, etc. From the viewpoint of grammar, the subject of the
sentence expresses the topic that is discussed in the sentence. The other words are
explanation of and comment on the topic.
In semantics the meaning included in the sentence is studied. In semantics, the question
is which component is the agent or actor of the action, and which is the patient or
receiver of the action, etc.
For languages with form changing, through the grammatical analysis, especially the
form changing of sentence components, we can get the basic meaning of the sentence.
So in knowledge graph theory there are three main representations to express sentences
according to the different kinds of verbs.
(1) For transitive verbs, we have the following representation in knowledge graphs.
CAU

CAU

ALI

.

transitive verb
The first token denotes the agent of the verb denoted by the middle token. The last
token denotes the patient or receiver of the same verb.
(2) For intransitive verbs, we have the following representation in knowledge graphs.
CAU

ALI

intransitive verb

.

The first token denotes the agent of the verb denoted by the middle token.
(3) For a word like BE, we have the following representation in knowledge graphs.
BE
.
We see that all these three representations are not grammatical, but semantical. That is
to say, all three representations are the results of semantic analysis, not the results of
syntactic analysis.
The problem is how to map sentences onto these three representations. The process to
map sentences onto these three knowledge graph representations is called structural
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parsing. For active sentences, not only for Chinese sentences, but also for English
sentences, the mapping is not difficult, because the word order in the sentences is the
same as in the representations. But for passive sentences, the map is very difficult,
especially in Chinese.
We have discussed passive sentences in Chapter 2. In that chapter, we gave a Chinese
passive sentence “北京鸭烤熟了, Bei3jing1 Ya1 Kao3 Shou2 le, Beijing duck bake
well le”. Translated we would say “The Beijing duck was baked well”. The structure of
the sentence is the same as in “北京鸭跑了, Bei3jing1 Ya1 Pao3 le, Beijing duck run
le”. Translated we would say “The Beijing duck ran”. From the viewpoint of syntax,
the subject is “北京鸭, Bei3jing1 Ya1, Beijing duck” in both sentences. The others are
predicates. But, as we know, the first sentence is a passive sentence, and the second one
is an active sentence. Moreover, there are no marks to show which sentence is in
passive tense. Why do we know the differences between these two sentences? Why can
we understand these two sentences? The answer is that we understand these two
sentences according to their meanings. What is the meaning? How to get the meaning?
In order to get the meaning, we should do more work on the sub-level of the word
graphs.

5.2 Sememe analysis
ALI ” to indicate the type of a
In knowledge graph theory, we use the structure “
word. In order to get the word meaning, this representation is not sufficient. That is to
say, we should represent words by word graphs of larger size. In particular in Chinese,
we understand sentences according to the word meaning, not to the sentence structure
only.

In the 1940’s, the Danish linguist L. Hjelmslev introduced the idea of sememe analysis.
In sememe analysis, the word is decomposed into some more basic concepts that
themselves are words. In natural language processing, there are some advantages to use
sememes to explain the word meanings.
Before tying up sememe analysis with the concept of word graph in knowledge graph
theory, we should give a definition of the concept of sememe.
Definition 5.1: A morpheme is a meaningful linguistic unit consisting of a word, such
as “man”, or a word element, such as “-ed” in “walked”, that cannot be divided into
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smaller meaningful linguistic parts.
Definition 5.2: A sememe is the meaning expressed by a morpheme.
As in knowledge graph theory any subgraph of the mind graph can be framed and
named, and the structure is considered to be the meaning, these definitions definitely
pose some problems. If “man” is a morpheme and this is considered not to be divisible
into smaller meaningful linguistic parts, then we have a sharp contrast with the idea
that the word graph for “man” may be very large and may therefore contain subgraphs
that themselves form concepts. In a way this word graph may then be looked upon as
consisting of a set of word graphs, that may have corresponding words that are
morphemes, and that are linked into a larger structure.
Let us now consider the basic idea of description of concepts by sememes. The
meaning of the concept is described by giving a set of morphemes. This is what is
called sememe analysis. Knowledge graph theory can be considered to do just that, but
to impose an extra structure on these sememes.
(1) We know that one word in one language often not has the corresponding word in
another language exactly. Language has national features. If we do not use sememe
analysis, or do not use the basic concepts to represent words, we cannot understand the
exact meaning of the words. For example, the words representing family relations of
human beings show a lot of difference. The word “兄, xiong1” in Chinese is an
example. “ 兄 , xiong1” means “elder brother”, there does not exist an exactly
corresponding word in English. Whereas, if we meet the word “brother” in a text in
English, for instance in “he is my brother”, we cannot translate the sentence into
Chinese exactly, because we do not know the exact meaning of the word “brother”. But,
if we use some more basic concepts to explain words, we can get the exact meaning of
words. As for the word “兄, xiong1, elder brother”, we can represent it as the following
ALI
graph.
兄, xiong1, elder brother
FPAR

ALI

ALI

ALI

ALI

ALI

human relative brethren male elder
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Here the frame describes a set of sememes. This set is considered to “determine” the
concept 兄, xiong1 or elder brother. The word graph for 兄, xiong1 should then be
constructable from the word graphs of these collected concepts.
(2) If we develop the sememe analysis by adding some modifiers to the word graphs,
we can explain the passive sentences. Although the sentences “北京鸭烤熟了,
Bei3jing1 ya1 kao3 shou2 le, The Beijing duck was baked well” and “北京鸭跑了,
Bei3jing1 ya1 pao3 le, Beijing duck ran” have the same structure syntactically, we can
classify the difference by a sememe analysis. For example, for the word “烤, kao3,
bake”, we can get the following word graph.
ALI
烤, kao3, bake
FPAR
EQU

EQU

human

food

ALI

ALI
agent

patient

What are added here are not “pure” sememes. In fact, what is expressed is that for
baking a human is the agent and food is the patient. This is enough to determine who is
baking and what is baked.
From this word graph, we see that “北京鸭, Bei3jing1 ya1, Beijing duck,” which is not
a human, in the sentence “北京鸭烤熟了, Bei3jing1 ya1 kao3 shou2 le, The Beijing
duck was baked well” plays the role of patient (or object) semantically. That is to say,
here the word “北京鸭, Bei3jing1 ya1, Beijing duck” is the subject syntactically, but
the patient semantically. In the following sections, we will give the discussion about
passive sentences in more detail.
(3) In knowledge graph theory, we stress the slogan “the structure is the meaning”.
After having introduced sememes into knowledge graphs, we not yet truly get it. In the
example for 烤, kao3 or bake we had to introduce the concepts “agent” and “patient”.
However, in the knowledge graph description of a transitive verb we would give, as
simplest word graph,
CAU
CAU
ALI
bake

.
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Here the two unlabeled tokens play the role of agent respectively patient. The
information introduced by the extended sememes can also be given by the graph
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI
human

bake

ALI

.

food

Now the power of the representation by knowledge graphs becomes apparent. It covers
the sememes as well as the structure between the sememes. Making such a word graph
from the “sememe word graph” may not be easy. The problem is similar to that of
structural parsing in which a sentence graph is made from word graphs.
Like the basic relationships that we have chosen in knowledge graph theory, if we
define some symbols to represent basic concepts like sememes, the representations do
not depend on the particular language. For instance, if we use a1 for denoting a human,
b1 for denoting relative, c1 for denoting brethren, d1 for denoting male, and e1 for
denoting elder, the sememe word graph of 兄, xiong1 or elder brother becomes the
ALI
following,
FPAR

ALI
a1

ALI

ALI
b1

c1

ALI
d1

ALI
e1

After this, we only need a dictionary to explain these symbols in order to get the exact
meaning, by putting them together in a word graph structure.

5.3 Passive sentences and
their representations in knowledge graphs
The sentence, in which the subject (from the viewpoint of syntax) of the sentence is the
patient (from the viewpoint of semantics) of the verb in the sentence, is called a passive
sentence. Grammar discusses the formal structures of a sentence, and semantics
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discusses the sentence’s meaning.
In Chapter 2 we have discussed some particular problems in Chinese understanding,
and we have analyzed these problems by using knowledge graph methods. In that
chapter, we found that the passive sentences are very difficult to study, especially in
Chinese. The passive sentences reflect the contradictions of sentences between their
form and their meaning. Therefore, in this chapter, we give some more discussion on
passive sentences.
We know that a transitive verb has two modes, the active and the passive. It is in active
mode, when the subject of the sentence is the agent or actor of its action, and in passive
mode, when the subject is the patient or object of its action, i.e., originally the object of
the action syntactically. The passive sentence in both languages (English and Chinese)
can be divided into “special” passive sentence and “meaning” passive sentence. There
exist some special marks in the special passive sentences, but the meaning passive
sentence does not have such a mark. Passive sentences are relatively complex. It has
reflected the inconsistency between language content and language form.
In the theory of Reichenbach, tenses are expressed by ordering the time of the speech
act with respect to the time of the verb act. Consider the sentence “boy loves dog” and
“boy loved dog”. We let the form of the verb express the passive tense of the sentence.
Reichenbach attaches a time value to love, t1, and a time value, t0, to the statement. So,
for the sentence “Speaker say: boy love dog”, we can express it as follows.

speaker say

t0

PAR
ALI

boy love dog
PAR
ORD

ALI

t1

The ordering expresses the past. We have to make difference between “loved” and “has
loved”. When we introduce the time interval [t1,b, t1,e] (t1,b denotes the begin of the
interval, t1,e denotes the end of the interval), then t ORD t for the ordering in case
1,e
0
of “has loved”.
As it is rather space consuming to indicate the speech act, like in Example 4.9 in
Chapter 4, we will use ts for indicating the time of speaking and tv for indicating the
time of the act described by the verb, tv,b and tv,e will indicate the begin-point and end-
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point of the time interval during which the act took place. The sentence graphs of “boy
loved dog” and “boy has loved dog” are then given respectively as
love
ALI
ALI

boy

CAU

CAU

ALI

PAR
ORD
time ALI

dog

ALI time

EQU

EQU
tv

ts

and
love
ALI
boy

ALI

CAU

time

CAU

ALI dog

PAR
ALI
ORD

ALI time

EQU

.

EQU
tv,e

ts

The sentence “dog was loved by boy” has “dog” as grammatical subject, but the
sentence graph is taken to be the same as that of “boy has loved dog” if we do not want
to distinguish the subtle difference. But as we know, in the sentence “dog was loved by
boy” the topic is “dog”, and in the sentence “boy has loved dog”, the topic is “boy”. If
we have to distinguish the subtle difference between these two sentences, we can do
the following.
Now, firstly, we consider just the sentence “dog was loved”. The basic structure now is
love

ALI

CAU

ALI

dog

.

It is NOT expressed who loves the dog! Now put a BE-frame around this structure to
stress the passive sentence, we get:
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ALI

CAU

ALI

dog

.

We can now attach the tv-ts structure again, but not to “love” but to the BE-frame. This
then expresses “was loved dog”.
BE

love

ALI

time

CAU

PAR
ALI

ALI

ORD

dog

ALI time

.

ALI

ALI

ts

tv,e

CAU
If we want to say “by boy” this asks for “ boy ALI
”. The word “by”
CAU
describes the structure: “
”. Now the free token can be identified with
the token for “love”.

Concluding, we can see that the sentence “dog was loved” is expressed by the above
sentence graph, and the sentence “dog was loved by boy” is expressed by the sentence
graph:
BE
CAU

CAU
ALI
boy

time

ALI

ALI

love

PAR
ALI

dog

ORD

ALI time
.

ALI

ALI

ts
tv,e
Both sentence graphs stress the passive tense by the BE-frame.
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5.4 The passive sentence in English
and in Chinese
5.4.1 The special passive sentence in English
The special passive sentence in English is represented by the passive mode of the
transitive verb. The basic form of the special passive sentence in English has a form
like: subject ＋ be ＋ past participle (＋by ＋ agent of the verb).
The auxiliary verb “be”, past participle, and “by” are called passive marks. The word
“by” is used to draw forth the agent of the verb (if one does not show clearly the agent
of the verb, the “by” phrase is omitted). The different sentence tense is shown through
the change of the auxiliary verb “be”. The special passive sentence in English stresses
that the action has taken place.
This form of sentences is not difficult to express by means of a knowledge graph,
because there are the obvious marks for passive use of the verb in these sentences.
Although the same basic meaning can be expressed by an active sentence and a
corresponding passive sentence, the emphasis is different. As we discussed above, in
order to distinguish the subtle difference we use the following sentence graphs to
express passive sentences.
BE
CAU

CAU
ALI
agent

time

ALI

ALI

verb

PAR
ALI
ALI
tv,e

patient

ALI time

ORD
ALI
ts
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or
BE
CAU
ALI

ALI

verb

time

PAR
ALI

patient

ALI time

ORD

.

ALI

ALI

ts
tv,e
Example 5.1 The sentence “He was met by his friends at the airport.” is a passive
sentence. The expression by a sentence graph is very simple. What this sentence is
states that “he” was met. In this sentence, even if there exists only the subject (the
patient of the verb) and the verb structure, the action “meet” is clear.
BE

ALI

airport

FPAR
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI

his friends

time

ALI

meet

PAR
ALI
ALI
tv,e

EQU

he

ORD

ALI time

ALI
ts
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5.4.2 The special passive sentence in Chinese
There are some passive marks to form special passive sentences in Chinese, such as the
words “被 bei4, 由 you2, 让 rang4, 受 shou4, 挨 ai2, 给 gei3, and 遭受 zao1sho4”.
We will choose some of them to discuss in this section. Unlike the special passive
sentences in English, some of these words are not only passive marks, but also still
predicate verbs in some sentences. So, the special passive sentences can be divided into
two groups: Group A and Group B. In Group A, the marks forming Chinese special
passive sentences are only passive marks. In Group B, the marks forming Chinese
special passive sentences are still predicate verbs.
Like in the case of the special passive sentence in English, these sentences are not
difficult to express by means of knowledge graphs, because there are obvious marks of
the passive tense in these sentences.
Sentences in Group A are like in the following examples.
“被 bei4” is a very important passive mark in Chinese. Generally, it is functions as a
preposition or as an auxiliary word. The passive sentence with the mark “被 bei4” need
not have an agent of the verb. Such as in:
Example 5.2 “他被选为班长。ta1 bei4 xuan3wei2 ban1zhang3, he bei4 choose as
monitor” is an example of a passive sentence with the passive mark “被 bei4”. The
meaning is “he had been chosen for a monitor.” “被 bei4” in this sentence is only the
passive mark. It has only the grammatical meaning, to be used to form the passive
sentence.
How to get the (semantic) sentence graph for this sentence? From the semantic point of
view, “他, ta1, he” is the patient or receiver of the verb “选, xuan3, choose”. So, we get
the following representation by means of a knowledge graph after the transformation.
EQU
CAU
CAU
he

bei4

choose

as

monitor.
ALI

choose

he

as

sentence transformation

monitor.

EQU

choose

he

basic meaning

ALI
monitor
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But, how to express the word “被 bei4”? How to express the passive tense? Because the
passive sentence is expressed by a “BE”-frame as we discussed above, we introduce
the “BE”-frame (or “bei4”-frame) to express “被 bei4” or the passive tense. So, we get
the following expression,
BE

ALI

ALI

choose

PAR
ALI

time

EQU

CAU

CAU

ALI

he

monitor

ORD

ALI

ALI time
.

ALI
ts

tv,e

final representation
As a conclusion, in order to get the representation of the (semantic) sentence graph, we
have to do two steps. In the first step, we use the transformation to get its basic
meaning. In the second step, we express the word “被 bei4” or the passive tense.
Example 5.3 “他被大家选为班长。ta1 bei4 da4jia xuan3wei2 ban1zhang3, he bei4 all
choose as monitor” is an example of a passive sentence with the passive mark “被
bei4” and where the agent appears. The meaning is “he had been chosen for a monitor
by all.” Although the agent of the verb is given, the analysis is the same as in Example
5.2.
In the first step, we use the following transformation to get the basic meaning.
he

bei4

all

all

choose

choose
he

as

as

monitor.

monitor.

sentence transformation
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ALI
person

EQU

CAU

CAU

SKO

ALI

EQU

choose

ALI

he

monitor

basic meaning
In the second step, we stress to express the word “被 bei4” or the passive tense. We get
the following final representation.
BE

ALI

ALI

person

time

EQU

CAU

CAU

SKO

EQU

choose

PAR
ALI
ALI

he

ORD

ALI
monitor

ALI time

ALI

tv,e

ts

final representation
In Examples 5.2 and 5.3, the mark to form Chinese special passive sentences (被 bei4)
is only a passive mark. We parse these sentences in two steps. Firstly, we have to
transform the sentences in the BEI-pattern O bei4 SV into the basic pattern SVO in
order to get their basic meanings. Then we construct the final representations in order
to stress the passive tense.
In Group B, the marks forming Chinese special passive sentences are still predicate
verbs, the passive meaning of the sentences is shown by the verbs themselves.
Example 5.4 “敌人遭受了巨大的损失。di2ren zao1shou4 le ju4da4 de sun3shi1,
enemy suffer le huge de loss” is a special Chinese passive sentence. Its meaning is
“The enemy has suffered huge loss.” Here, “遭受 zao1shou4, suffer” is not only
marking the passive tense, but is the real verb in the sentence. Because there is a
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passive mark in the sentence, its expression by a sentence graph is very simple. Note
that “le” also indicates the past tense. We see that the passive meaning is shown by the
verb “遭受, zao1shou4, suffer”.
ts

tv,e

ALI

ALI
ORD
PAR
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI
enemy

PAR

ALI

suffer

EQU huge

ALI

loss

size

Note, the word graph for “le” can be taken to be
ts

tv,e

ALI

verb

ALI
ORD

ALI

.

PAR

Example 5.5 “他受到了表扬。ta1 shou4dao4 le biao3yang2, he get le praise” is
another special Chinese passive sentence. The meaning is “He got praise.” Like the
sentence in Example 5.4, here “受到 shou4dao4, get” is still a real verb to indicate the
passive sentence. The passive meaning of the sentence is shown by the verb “受到,
shou4dao4, get”. So, its expression in knowledge graph is as follows.
ts
tv,e
ALI

ALI
ORD
PAR
CAU

CAU
ALI
he

ALI
get

ALI
praise
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When the agent of the verb appears, the agent is arisen with the form of attribute
generally.
Example 5.6 “他受到上级的表扬。ta1 shou4dao4 shang4ji2 de biao3yang2, he get le
superior de praise”is a passive sentence with the agent of the verb. The meaning is “he
got praise from superior.” The basic meaning is “上级表扬他, shang4ji2 biao3yang2
ta1, superior praise him”. Although the agent is “上级, shang4ji2, superior”, the word
“上级, shang4ji2, superior” is the attribute in the original sentence. However, as for the
situation in Example 5.5, the passive meaning of the sentence is shown by the verb “受
到, shou4dao4, get”. So, we get the following representation in a knowledge graph.
ts
ALI

tv,e
ALI

superior
ALI

ORD
PAR

CAU

CAU
ALI
he

PAR

ALI
get

ALI
praise

Normally, when the verbs express actions like delivering or transmitting, there exist
some special passive sentences. In these sentences, the receiver of the verb can be the
subject. But there are no such forms of passive sentences in Chinese.
Example 5.7 In English, there is a sentence like “he was given a book”. But in Chinese
there are no corresponding passive sentences. We do not say “他被给了一本书, ta1
bei4 gei3 le yi4 ben3 shu1, he bei4 give le a ben3 book”. In Chinese we say “有人给了
他一本书。you3ren2 gei3 le ta1 yi4 ben3 shu1, someone give le he a ben3 book”. The
corresponding English sentence is “someone gave him a book”. In Chinese, the subject
is “有人, you3ren2, someone”, it is the agent of the verb. But in English, the subject is
“he”, it is the receiver or patient of the verb. We see that there exists a great difference.
The subject is the topic of the sentence. If we have to stress the topic on “他, ta1, he”,
we use another sentence “他得到一本书, ta1 de2dao4 yi1 ben3 shu1, he get a ben3
book” to express the same meaning. Like the situations in Example 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6,
the passive meaning is expressed by the verb “得到, de2dao4, get”.
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The representations of all these three sentences by means of a knowledge graph are
simple.
EQU

BE
ORD
CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI

give
PAR
ALI

time

he

ALI
tv,e

book

ORD

ALI time

ALI
ts

He was given a book.
ts

tv,e

ALI

ts

he

ALI

EQU

ALI

PAR

PAR ORD

ALI
give

CAU

CAU

CAU

CAU

someone

ALI
ORD

ORD

ALI

tv,e

ALI
book

Someone gave him a book.

ALI
he

ALI

ALI

get
He got a book.

book
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5.4.3 The meaning passive sentence in English
The meaning passive sentence in English is the sentence where the form is active, but
the meaning is passive. Mostly, these sentences are used to express the relevant
conditions that occur around or accompany the action that occurs. The meaning passive
sentence in English can be divided into the following two small groups approximately:
(1) The meaning passive sentence in which the verb is in active form
In English, some verbs can express passive meaning although the form is active, such
as in the following examples.
Example 5.8 The sentences like “The door won’t close.” and “The safe doesn’t lock.”
are two English meaning passive sentences. The form is in active, but the meaning is
passive. How to parse these kinds of sentences? Actually, it is difficult to do it. In these
sentences, the form of the sentences is active, and there are no passive marks. Why do
we say these sentences are passive sentences? The only way to check is according to
the meaning of the sentences. We know “the door” could not close itself, and the safe
could not lock itself. The door (safe) closed (locked) because something (someone)
closes (locks) it. So, as we discussed in Section 5.2, sememe analysis, we should do
some more work on word graphs. If we add the modifiers to the verbs “close” and
“lock”, the problems become easy. For example, if we add some attributes to the word
graph of the word “close”, the parsing is easy.
ALI

close

FPAR
EQU
ALI
agent

human

or

EQU

wind

ALI
agent

After that, their expressions by sentence graphs are simple.

.
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ALI
close

NOT
CAU

CAU

ALI
door

ALI
lock

ALI
safe

The following sentences are more common with those situations.
Example 5.9 The sentences “These clothes wash well.” and “This poem reads well.”
are two other English meaning passive sentences. This kind of sentence often has an
adverbial to explain the situation with the relevant action. The narration in the first
sentence is not only the action of “wash”, what it emphasized is “wash well”, i.e. the
condition after the clothing has been washed. If the adverbial is removed, the sentence
becomes “These clothes wash”, and we do not understand it.
If altering the meaning passive sentence to a special passive sentence, the emphases in
semantics normally change. Such as in:
Example 5.10 Compare the sentences: “These clothes wash well.” and “These clothes
are washed well”. We see that the former sentence says that it is easy for clothing to be
washed. The latter sentence says that clothing has been washed carefully. Evidently, the
special passive sentence narrates action emphatically, the meaning passive sentence
stresses the situation after the action.
(2) The meaning passive sentence in which the progressive tense of the verb is
used
There are a few verbs taking the active form to express a passive meaning. Its verb
often adopts the form “be＋v－ing”. Such as in:
Example 5.11 “The dinner is cooking” is a sentence with the progressive tense of the
verb to express the passive tense in active form. This is a meaning passive sentence
because the dinner cannot cook itself. The dinner has to be cooked by someone. So, if
we add some modifiers to the verb “cook”, the parsing is easy.
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ts
ALI

tv

ALI

cook

ALI
EQU

FPAR
EQU

PAR
human

CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI

agent

ALI

cook
dinner
The sentence of this kind of form usually does not use some “person” to be the subject,
instead the thing that is the object of the verb is taken as the subject.

5.4.4 The meaning passive sentence in Chinese
Although there are many marks to express passive meanings in Chinese sentences,
there are still, sometimes, other approaches to express it in a more natural way without
the passive marks. Such as in:
Example 5.12 “衣服洗净了。yi1fu3 xi3 jing4 le, clothing wash clean le” is a Chinese
passive sentence in active form without passive marks. Its meaning is “the clothing is
washed clean.”
How to analyze these sentences? We still start from the meaning of the sentences as in
English. The “clothing” will not “wash” itself. So, we still do some more work on word
graphs. For instance, if we add some modifiers to the verb “wash”, the parsing is easy.
The graph of the sentence is still simple.
ts
tv,e
clean
ALI

wash

FPAR
EQU

ALI

ALI

ALI
ORD
PAR

human

PAR
CAU

CAU

ALI
agent

ALI
wash

ALI
clothing
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This kind of sentence does not have passive marks. Although the form is in active, the
meaning that it expresses is passive.
In the meaning passive sentence in Chinese, the position of the PATIENT (receiver of
the verb) is in the first, that is the main position, the topic of the sentence. The position
of the agent lies between the PATIENT and the verb. This kind of sentence stresses the
action, instead of the agent of the verb. Such as in:
Example 5.13 “自行车他骑走了。zi4xing2che1 ta1 qi2 zou3le, bicycle he ride go le”
is a Chinese sentence in this form. Here, “自行车, zi4xing2che1, bicycle” is in the
main position of the sentence, the topic of the sentence, and it is the PATIENT of the
verb “骑, qi2, ride”. “他, ta1, he” is the agent of the verb “骑, qi2, ride”, it is in the
position between the PATIENT and the verb. This sentence belongs to the pattern O-SV. The parsing of the sentence still starts from the meaning of the sentence, that is,
adding some modifiers to the word graph of the word “骑, qi2, ride”. After that, the
parsing is easy. Because the sentence stresses the action instead of the agent, we get the
following sentence graph.
BE
ALI go
ALI

ride

CAU
CAU

CAU

FPAR
EQU

ALI
human

ALI

he

ALI

ride

bicycle

ALI
agent
time

PAR
ALI
ALI
tv,e

ORD

ALI time

ALI
ts

Translated we would say “the bicycle was ridden by him.”
After removing the agent of the verb the sentence becomes: “自行车骑走了。
zi4xing2che1 qi2 zou3 le, bicycle ride go le”. The structure of this sentence looks more
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like the one in English. The parsing is the same as above.
In order to stress the agent of the verb in meaning passive sentences, the sentence
pattern “be … de” is used in Chinese. If you insert the structure including “SubjectPredicate” with a transitive verb in this sentence pattern, the agent of the verb is the
subject of the structure “Subject-Predicate”. Such as in:
Example 5.14 “灯是我关的。deng1 shi4 wo3 guan1de, lamp be I turn off de” is a
sentence in this form. In the sentence, the stress is on “我, wo3, I”, i.e. “I turn off the
lamp”. Although the topic of the sentence is “灯, deng1, lamp”, the stress is on “我,
wo3, I”. When we parse the sentence, we still need to add some modifiers to the verb
“关, guan1, turn off”. Translated we would say “I turned off the lamp.”
ts
ALI

tv,e
ALI
ORD
PAR
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI
I

turn off

ALI
lamp

Any activity takes place in a certain space. Therefore pointing out the place where the
act occurs can often hint at the scope of the agent of the verb. For example:
Example 5.15 “这机器是我们厂制造的。zhe4 ji1qi4 shi4 wo3mei2 chang3 zhi4zao4
de, this machine be we factory make de” is a very special sentence in Chinese.
Translated we would say “this machine is made by (in) our factory”. This is still a
passive sentence like in Example 5.14. The topic is “机器, ji1qi4, machine”, but the
stress is “我们厂, wo3men1 chang3, our factory”. We say that the sentence is a very
special sentence in Chinese, because this sentence has pointed out the place of
production of the machine, and has also pointed out the machine producer. In English,
this kind of sentence does not exist. This sentence must be translated respectively
according to these two situations, when translating it into English. The two English
sentences “the machine is made by our factory.” and “the machine is made in our
factory.” can express these two meanings. It does not, like Chinese, express them in
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one sentence.

5.5 Concluding remarks
From the above analysis we see that there exist great differences in passive sentences
between English and Chinese, including differences in sentence patterns and in
semantics. Especially, there exist meaning passive sentences in Chinese and they are
very common. In order to parse the sentences correctly, we should do some more work
on word graphs. We have to add the detailed information in word graphs, such as
sememe analysis and adding some modifiers to word graphs, to obtain solutions in
parsing.
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Chapter 6
Translation: an example from ancient
Chinese to modern Chinese
6.1 Introduction
In ancient times, Chinese was a language with monosyllabic words. Actually most
modern Chinese words are two syllabic words (disyllables) or many syllabic words
(polysyllables), while Chinese morphemes remain monosyllabic.
Each Chinese character is one syllabic word with one or more independent
pronunciation(s). Historically, there were about fifty thousand Chinese characters
altogether. At present, according to some statistics, there are 44908 Chinese characters.
Most characters have homonyms. Chinese characters belong to ideographs.
Chinese is an analytic language without inflection. The logical relationship in Chinese
between character and character, or word and word, or sentence and sentence depends
on their order, their meaning and some function words (function words are an
important feature of Chinese). Words have no inflection, no matter what position they
have in the sentence. A written Chinese sentence is a line of evenly arranged Chinese
characters. Chinese has no marks helping to segment words and phrases except
punctuation marks. The main way to segment words or phrases is parsing them using a
grammar, taking into account semantic aspects and using a dictionary, traditionally. All
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of these peculiarities make Chinese very difficult for computer processing.
Chinese characters came into being at least three thousand and five hundred years ago
during the 商 “Shang” and 殷 “Yin” Dynasties. The earliest Chinese characters are
甲骨文 “Jiaguwen” --inscription on bones or tortoise shells in the Shang Dynasty
(16th—11th century B.C.). There are about 4500 characters in Jiaguwen that have been
found till now.
Jiaguwen are already a kind of rather mature character. They contain all the basic
Chinese characters building methods:
象形
指事
会意
形声

“Xiang4 xing2”: Pictographic
“Zhi3 shi4”: Self-explanatory
“Hui4 yi4”: Associative Compounds
“Xing2 sheng1”: Pictophonetic.

In modern Chinese 90% of the characters are built up using the pictophonetic method
(in Jiaguwen only 20%). Pictophonetic characters have two parts: form part and sound
part, the former decides on the general meaning and the latter part gives the sound and
the specific meaning. We can take some examples in the following table.
Chinese
character

杆

杠

杖

板

柜

架

spelling

Gan 3

Gang 4

Zhang 4

Ban 3

Gui 4

Jia 4

meaning

pole

thick stick

weaponry

board

cupboard

rack, shelf

All these words have a common form part: 木 (mu4, WOOD); this means that all are
things made of wood (in ancient times). Yet all these words have their own sound part,
so they have their own particular meaning and pronunciation.
Not only the pictophonetic method, but also the other methods are still interesting. For
example, 旧 “jiu4”, OLD, is formed by two parts: 1 “yi1”, ONE, and 日 “ri4”, DAY.
Its meaning is OLD. That is to say “one day” = “old”. 闻 “wen2”, HEAR, is still
formed by two parts: 门 “men2”, DOOR, and 耳 “er3”, EAR. Its meaning is HEAR,
i.e. “the ear in the door” = “hear”.
Generally speaking, the radicals in Chinese characters are used as form part of
characters (words). There are 540 radicals in ancient Chinese and 188 radicals in
modern Chinese. The sound part of Chinese characters is important as well. There are
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about one hundred different sound parts to correspond to every radical; many radicals
correspond to the same sound part.
Chinese characters are different from other ideograph characters in history, such as
ancient Egyptian characters and cuneiforms (a kind of syllabic language). All these
forms died out long ago. Chinese characters still keep their basic feature of ideographs,
and make Chinese a root-isolated language.
Most commonly used Chinese characters have powerful word-building abilities, and
every Chinese character keeps its form invariably. Mostly, a Chinese character is
therefore a basic meaning unit. By combining two or more of these meaning units,
hundreds of thousands of Chinese words can be built (some characters are words
themselves). Chinese characters are powerful in intelligent information transmission
and expression as well. Children, who have learned about 4000 characters in common
use, would be able to understand Chinese texts without any difficulty even though they
have no further knowledge, while an American student should know about 50000
English words to understand the New York Times [Tang, 1982]. Chinese characters
make Chinese a powerful language, since they ensure a high efficiency in
communication.
To make learning and processing Chinese characters convenient, many schemas about
Chinese character coding have been proposed and used in computers.
From the above discussion, we see that the Chinese characters and the English letters
are not to be considered to be on the same level. The Chinese characters are more basic
for semantics than the English letters are, because English letters do not have any
meaning. The analysis of Chinese characters can start from the parts of the characters.

6.2 Ancient Chinese and modern Chinese
Ancient Chinese, also called writings in classical Chinese, is the writing language in
ancient times in China. The articles in ancient Chinese we saw mostly are written in
standard language, used during the pre-Qin dynasty.
Ancient Chinese and modern Chinese are just two writing language systems in China.
They were used in different ages. The relations between these two languages are
inheritance and development. We can study the relations from vocabulary and grammar,
the two main elements in writing languages.
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In vocabulary, the inheritance is shown by the identity in word-buildings, the identity
of basic vocabulary and some ancient Chinese letters and words that have remained in
modern Chinese or as parts of modern Chinese words. The development is shown by
the replacement of words, the shift of word meanings and that of monosyllabic words
to disyllabic words or polysyllabic words from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese.
The outstanding evolution from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese is that from
monosyllabic words in ancient Chinese to disyllabic or polysyllabic words in modern
Chinese [Chen, 1979].
In grammar, both ancient Chinese and modern Chinese are undeveloped in the change
of the form-- declension. The main methods in Chinese grammar are word order and
the use of function words. So, Chinese grammar is very flexible. The rules in Chinese
grammar are simple. The parts of speech and the structures of grammar rules are
almost the same in ancient Chinese as in modern Chinese. The main differences
include the following three things. (1) It is a general phenomenon that in ancient
Chinese a word in one part of speech can be used in another part of speech. (2) There
are some differences in word order and sentence pattern between ancient Chinese and
modern Chinese. (3) The replacement of function words. The function words used in
ancient Chinese are nearly not used in modern Chinese.
The articles in ancient Chinese are very short. It is an outstanding impression when one
wants to compare ancient Chinese and modern Chinese. If one wants to translate an
article in ancient Chinese to modern Chinese, the length will increase at least one time.
The main reasons are: (1) Words in ancient Chinese are almost all monosyllabic, but in
modern Chinese, words are almost all disyllabic or polysyllabic; (2) Authors in ancient
times stress omission in writing, because the writing instruments in ancient times were
very burdensome, expensive and hard to use.
Because of this, it is difficult to read articles in ancient Chinese. So, it is very
meaningful and useful to study the automatic translation from ancient Chinese to
modern Chinese.
In this chapter, we will make use of an article in ancient Chinese named “Fox has the
aid of tiger’s stateliness” to discuss the translation from ancient Chinese to modern
Chinese by means of knowledge graphs.
The main steps in translation from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese by means of
knowledge graphs are the following six. (1) Input the sentence in ancient Chinese. (2)
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Make the word graphs in ancient Chinese. (3) Construct the sentence graph by gluing
the word graphs of the words in the sentence in ancient Chinese. (4) Translate the word
graphs in ancient Chinese to word graphs in modern Chinese. (5) Translate the
sentence graph in ancient Chinese to a sentence graph in modern Chinese. (6) The final
step is expressing the sentence graph in modern Chinese in a syntactically correct way.
Note that step (2) and (3) form the structural parsing of the sentence. Step (4) and (5)
form essential steps of the translation. Step (6) finally determines the uttering of the
sentence graph in modern Chinese.

6.3 An example to illustrate the method
by an article
In this section , we will give in detail the method to translate an article from ancient
Chinese to modern Chinese.
Sentence 1
Step 1. The sentence in AC (Ancient Chinese) is the following.
狐
Hu2
fox

假
虎
威。
Jia2
Hu3 Wei1.
have the aid of tiger stateliness.

Step 2. We have the following word graphs.
CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI

ALI

wei1

hu3

jia2

hu2

ALI

Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
CAU
ALI

ALI

CAU
ALI

PAR
ALI

.

wei1
hu3
hu2
jia2
That is structural parsing and we will not discuss that for the moment. Note that the
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PAR-link that is indicated by the broken block shown is not mentioned in the sentence.
It takes considerable expansion of the word graphs and their syntactic aspects to find
the structure given.
Actually, according to Chinese grammar, two Chinese words can be combined into one
Chinese phrase. The meaning of the phrase is obtained from the meanings of its
components. We have discussed this in Chapter 3. From that chapter we know that the
order of the components is very important. So, here, “虎 Hu3 TIGER” is the attribute,
but “威 Wei1, STATELINESS” is the center word. Therefore we get the sentence
graph.
Step 4. We have to express this sentence graph in AC to MC (Modern Chinese). That
means that we have to express AC words in terms of MC words. (We need a
vocabulary in graph form.)
AC

MC
PAR

ALI
hu2

ALI
hu2

ALI
li2

=

ALI
hu2li2

Here, the added word “狸 li2” is another animal named “racoon dog”. It looks like the
animal “狐 hu2, fox” in form, as we mentioned in Chapter 2. The meaning of the word
“狐 hu2” is FOX. The meaning of the word “狐狸 hu2li2” is still FOX. Why did we
have to add the word “狸 li2” after the word “狐 hu2”, whereas they have the same
meaning? We cannot give the exact answer. We think the following two aspects may be
part of the reason. One is that “狸 li2” looks like the animal “狐 hu2” in form, we do
not need to separate these two kinds of animals. So, we use “狐狸 hu2li2” to indicate
these animals. Another one is the customary use of the disyllabic words in MC.
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MC

CAU

CAU

ALI

jie4zhu4

CAU

zhu4
=

ALI

jia2

CAU

CAU

ALI

CAU

jie4zhu4

ORD
CAU

CAU

ALI
jie4
Here we use “借助 jie4zhu4, HAVE THE AID OF” in MC to express the word “假
jia2”. “Jie4” has the basic meaning BORROW, “zhu4” means HELP. So, “jie4zhu4”
has its meaning HAVE THE AID OF. The expression of the word graph of “jie4zhu4”
is very profound. It indeed expresses the meaning “to borrow something to help
oneself”.
AC

MC
PAR

ALI
hu3

ALI
hu3

ALI
lao3

=

ALI
lao3hu3

Here, “lao3” is added. “Lao3” has basic meaning OLD. Although “lao3” has basic
meaning OLD, the “lao3” in this sentence does not have the meaning OLD. The word
“lao3” is only the prefix of the word “hu3” according to the “Advanced Chinese
Dictionary”. “Hu3” in AC and “lao3hu3” in MC have the same meaning TIGER.
Another example is the word rat that is “鼠, shu3” in AC and “老鼠, lao2shu3” in MC.
There “lao3” is the prefix of the word “shu3”. The situation of replacing the thing
expressed by one word (or monosyllable) in AC by two words (disyllable) or more
words (polysyllable) in MC is an example of the development of Chinese as we
mentioned before.
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AC

MC
AND
ALI

ALI

ALI

ALI
wei1yan2

yan2

wei1

wei1

=

The last word in the sentence is “威 wei1”. Here “威 wei1” means POWER, and “严
yan2” means MAJESTIC. (The basic meaning is URGENT, majestic is its extended
meaning). “威严 wei1yan2” means STATELINESS.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI
hu2li2

PAR

ALI

jie4zhu4

ALI

wei1yan2 lao3hu3

.

Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
狐狸
hu2li2
fox

借助
jie4zhu4
have the aid of

老虎
lao3hu3
tiger

的
de
of

威严。
wei1yan2.
stateliness.

Note that uttering is a problem once the graph is constructed. Also note that the PARlink is expressed by “的 de, OF”.
From this analysis, we see that there are two important problems in translation. The
first problem is to glue word graphs into a sentence graph. That as we said is called
structural parsing. The second one is the problem of uttering the transformed sentence
graph.
The following sentences will be discussed less extensively.
Sentence 2
Step 1. The sentence in AC (Ancient Chinese) is the following.
虎

求

百

兽

而

食

之， 得

狐。
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Shi2 Zhi1, De2 Hu2.
eat them, get fox.

Step 2. We have the following word graphs (The words “Hu3” and “hu2” have been
discussed, so we consider the remaining words).
CAU

CAU

ORD

SKO

ALI

ALI

CAU

CAU

CAU

EQU

ALI

er

shou4

bai3

qiu3

ALI

ALI
zhi1

shi2

CAU

de2

Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
qiu3

hu3
ALI

ALI

SKO

CAU

CAU

ALI

ORD
CAU

EQU
CAU

ALI

ALI
shi2

shou4

zhi1

ORD
CAU
ALI

CAU

.

ALI

de2
hu2
Note that there are three relations not represented by words in the graph but indicated
by three broken blocks. The first one is the SKO-loop that represents the word “百,
bai3, MANY”; the second one is the ORD-relation that represents the conjunction “而,
er3, TO”; the third one is another ORD-relation that represents the comma. How to
glue the word graphs obtained the step 1 into the sentence graph? We only should glue
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the word graphs according to their orders except for the pronoun “之, zhi1, THEM”.
The pronoun “之, zhi1, THEM” indicates the word mentioned before. From the
meaning of the sentence, we can obtain that the pronoun “之, zhi1, THEM” indicates
the word “百兽, bai3shou4, MANY ANIMAL”.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
AC

xun2

MC

ALI
CAU
CAU

CAU

CAU

CAU
PAR

ALI

CAU

CAU

qiu3

=

CAU

ALI
xun2qiu3

ALI
qiu3

Here, the basic meaning of the word “寻 xun2” is equal to the basic meaning of the
word “求 qiu2” in modern Chinese, and the meaning is SEEK. Why did one need to
add the word “寻 xun2” before the word “求 qiu2” in modern Chinese? The reason is
as we mentioned above, that in modern Chinese we use disyllabic words or
polysyllabic words instead of monosyllabic words.
The next word is “百 bai3”. Its basic meaning is HUNDRED. Its extended meaning is
“多 duo1, MANY” even in AC. Another example of its use is given in the sentence
百
bai3
hundred

战
zhan4
war

不
bu2
not

殆。
dai4.
danger.

There, the meaning of the word “百 bai3” is still its extended meaning MANY. So, we
have
AC

SKO

MC

SKO

,
duo1zhong3
bai3
and we picked out the word “多种 duo1zhong3, MANY” in MC to express it.
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ALI

shou4

ALI

=

ye3

ye3shou4
Here the word “野 ye3” has the basic meaning WILD. The reason adding the word “野
ye3, WILD” before the word “兽 shou4, ANIMAL” is the same as mentioned above, i.e.
the development to using disyllabic words.
AC

ORD

MC

er3

ORD
er3qie3

The word “而 er3” is a conjunction. The function of the word is to add two sentences.
Moreover, it gives the “order” of two actions expressed by the two sentences. The
“purpose” of the first sentence is the second sentence. Because the “order” or
“purpose” is represented by TO in English, we use the ORD-relation to express “而
er3” here. Here, the meaning of the word “且, qie3” is EVEN.
The next word “食 shi2” is a very simple one. Its meaning is EAT. At present, we still
use “食 shi2” in MC to express EAT, especially in certain phrases. For instance, “美食
家 mei3 shi2 jia1” is a phrase in Chinese. Its meaning is “belly-god”. Here, we use “食
shi2” to express EAT. But, in most cases, we use “吃 chi1” instead of “食 shi2” in MC
to express EAT. Therefore we have
AC
MC
CAU
CAU
CAU
CAU
ALI

ALI

shi2

chi1

The word “之 zhi1” is a pronoun in AC to indicate a person or thing. In this sentence,
it indicates animals. So we picked out the word “它们 ta1men1, them” to express it.
AC

EQU
ALI
zhi1

The next word “得 de2” is very simple. We have

MC

EQU
ALI
ta1men1

.
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AC

MC

dao4
ALI

CAU

CAU

CAU

CAU
CAU

CAU
PAR

ALI

CAU

=

CAU

ALI

de2

.

de2dao4

ALI
de2
Here, the word “到 dao4” has the basic meaning TO.

Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
lao3
ALI

hu3
ALI
PAR

xun2qiu3
ALI

SKO

CAU

CAU

ALI

ORD
CAU

EQU
CAU

ALI

ALI
chi1

ye3shou4

ta1men1

ORD
CAU
ALI

CAU
ALI

PAR

.

ALI

hu2
de2dao4
li2
Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
老虎
寻求
多种
野兽 而且 吃 它们， 得到 狐狸。
lao3hu3 xun2qiu2 duo1zhong3 ye3shou4 er2qie3 chi1 ta1men1, de2dao4 hu2li2.
tiger
seek
many
animal
to eat them,
get
fox.
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Sentence 3
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
狐
曰： 子 无
敢
食 我
也！
Hu2 Yue4: Zi3 Wu2 Gan3 Shi2 Wo3 Ye!
fox
say: you not
dare eat me
ye!
Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words “Hu2”, “Shi2”, and “Bu4”
have been discussed, so we consider the remaining words).
CAU

CAU

CAU

CAU
NOT

ALI

ALI

ALI
zi3

yue

wu2

ALI

ALI

wo3

gan

ye3

Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
CAU
ALI
hu2

CAU (1)

(1)

ALI
yue4

NOT
CAU

CAU
ALI
zi3

ALI
gan3

(2)

(2)
CAU

CAU

ALI
shi2

ALI
wo3

From the graph, we can see that the structural parsing of this sentence is the most
difficult so far. Sentences in Chinese are not like the ones in English. In English, there
is only ONE central verb in ONE sentence. But as we mentioned in Chapter 2, there is
a situation that many verbs can exist in ONE Chinese sentence. In this sentence, there
are three verbs: “曰 yue4, SAY”, “敢 gan3, DARE” and “食 shi2, EAT”.
The object of “say” is always a frame, this is EQU to “you not dare eat me”, which is
“not you dare eat me”. The object of “dare” is also a frame, namely “(you) eat me”.
From the word graphs that we got and the sentence itself, we still cannot know WHAT
is the subject of the verb EAT. This is not syntax problem. It is really a semantic
problem. We see the following two examples.

.
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Example 6.1: “我帮你拿 Wo3 Bang1 Ni3 Na2” is a Chinese sentence. Where “我
Wo3” means I, “帮 Bang1” means HELP, “你 Ni3” means YOU, and “拿 Na2”
means TAKE. Like in sentence 3, there are two verbs here. The SUBJECT of the verb
TAKE is I, that is I TAKE.
Example 6.2: “我给你看 Wo3 Gei3 Ni3 Kan4” is another Chinese sentence. Where
“我 Wo3” means I, “给 Gei3” means GIVE, “你 Ni3” means YOU, and “看 Kan4”
means SEE. There are two verbs. But the SUBJECT of the verb SEE is not I, and it is
YOU, that is YOU SEE.
So, in order to parse sentences, we have to use semantics. Syntactic analysis alone is
not sufficient. In fact, the semantic analysis is most important, especially in Chinese.
In Chapter 5, we have discussed this problem.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
AC

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

ALI

yue4
ALI

shuo1

ALI

NOT

wu2

ni3

CAU

CAU
ALI

gan3
ALI

ALI

zi3

CAU

CAU

CAU

CAU

gan3
wo3

ALI

wo3

NOT

bu4

The word “曰 yue4” in AC is replaced by “说 shuo1” in MC. “子 zi3” is replaced by
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“你 ni3”. “敢 gan3” in AC is still “敢 gan3” in MC. “食 shi2” is replaced by “吃
chi1”. “ 我 wo3” in AC is still “ 我 wo3” in MC. These are very simple
transformations.
“无 wu2” is the NEG-frame. In MC Chinese we use “不 bu4” expressing it.
“也 ye” is a modal particle. Such words are subject of Chapter 4.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
CAU (1)

CAU
ALI
hu2li2

(1)

NOT
CAU

ALI
ALI

shuo1

CAU

(2)

ALI

(2)
CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI

ni3
gan3
wo3
chi1
Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
狐狸
说： 你
不 敢
吃 我
啊！
Hu2li2 Shuo1: Ni3 Bu4 Gan3 Chi1 Wo3 a!
fox
say:
you not
dare eat me!
Sentence 4
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
天帝
使
我 长
百
兽。
Tian1Di4 Shi3 Wo3 Zhang3 Bai3 Shou4.
God
order me lead
many animal.
Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words “Bai3” and “Shou4” have
been discussed).
CAU
CAU
CAU
CAU
ALI
tian1di4

ALI
shi3

ALI
wo3

ALI
zhang3

Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is

.
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SKO
CAU
ALI

ALI

ALI

shi3

tian2di4

CAU

CAU

wo3

CAU

ALI

ALI

zhang3

.

shou4

We see that this sentence is very simple. The graph is constructed by gluing the word
graphs created in step 2 according to the order of the words.
Although this sentence is very simple to understand for Chinese people, it is not easy to
understand for foreigners. There are two verbs in this sentence. As we discussed in
Chapter 2, it is allowed to use many verbs in one Chinese sentence.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The first word in the sentence is “天帝 tian1di4”.
ALI

ALI
MC
tian1di4
shang4di4
Although we cannot say that “天帝 tian1di4” is not used in modern Chinese, we still
use “上帝 shang4di4” in most cases.
AC

The second word is “使 shi3”.
AC

CAU

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

CAU

ALI
ming4ling4

shi3

The word “使 shi3” in AC is expressed by the word “命令 ming4ling4” in MC. The
basic meaning of “命 ming4” is ORDER, the basic meaning of “令 ling4” is still
ORDER. There are a few differences. “命 ming4” is used as a verb to express an
action “order”, “令 ling4” is used as a noun to express a “directive”. That is to say, the
basic meaning of the word “命令 ming4ling4” is “order a directive”. But in modern
Chinese we use “命令 ming4ling4” to express the meaning ORDER, a verb.
The third word is “我 wo3”.
AC

ALI

wo3

MC

ALI

wo3
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The representation of the word “我 wo3” is the same in AC and MC. As we discussed
in Chapter 2, some words in AC are still used in MC.
The fourth word is “长 zhang3”.
AC

CAU

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

CAU

ALI

zhang3

zhang3guan3

This word is very difficult to express. In AC, the basic meaning of “长 zhang3” is
MANAGER or LEADER as a noun. But its meaning in this sentence is “as the leader
of”, or MANAGE. The same situation occurs in English in some cases. For example,
the basic meaning of the word WATER is a noun. But in some cases, it can be used as a
verb “WATER the garden”. The word “ 掌 管 zhang3guan3” has the meaning
MANAGE or LEAD in MC. Here, the basic meaning of “掌 zhang3” is “palm”, the
extension meaning is “be in charge of”. And “ 管 ， guan3” means a WIND
INSTRUMENT originally, but now ADMINISTER is its extended meaning.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get

SKO
CAU
ALI
shang4di4

ALI

CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI

CAU
ALI

.

ming4ling4 wo3 zhang3guan3 ye3shou4

Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
上帝
命令
我
掌管
多种
野兽。
shang4di4 ming4ling4 wo3 zhang3guan3 duo1zhong3 ye3shou4.
God
order
me
lead
many
animal.
Sentence 5
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
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今
子
Jin1 Zi3
now you
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食 我，
Shi2 Wo3,
eat me,

Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words “Zi3”, “Shi2” and “Wo3” have
been discussed, so we consider the remaining words).
ALI

jin1

Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
time
ALI

time
ALI
EQU

EQU

jin1

PAR
CAU
ALI
zi3

CAU

ALI
shi2

ALI

.

wo3

Here, we meet the expression of time. We use a PAR-link to express it.
The interesting word is JIN or NOW. This is expressing that the time of speaking (YUE
in AC) is equal to the time of eating (SHI in AC). There should be two PAR-arcs from
tokens of type time, whereas the tokens should be connected by an EQU-link.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
There are four words here. But three of them have been discussed in the above
sentence. That is “子 Zi3, 食 Shi2, and 我 Wo3”. The remaining word is “今 Jin1”.
We use “现在 Xian4zai4” in MC to express it. The graph is the same. Where the basic
meaning of “现 Xian4” is APPEAR, its extended meaning is PRESENT. The basic
meaning of “ 在 zai4” is EXIST, its extended meaning is JUST. Now, “ 现 在
Xian4zai4” means NOW.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese

time

time
ALI
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ALI
EQU

EQU

xian4zai4

PAR
CAU

CAU
.

ALI

ALI
ni3

chi1

ALI
wo3

Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
现在
Xian4zai4
now

你
Ni3
you

吃
我，
Chi1 Wo3,
eat me,

Sentence 6
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
是
逆
天帝
命
Shi4 Ni4
Tian1di4 Ming4
be disobey God
order

也！
ye.
(affirmation mood).

NOTE: This sentence is not a complete sentence. It is the latter part of the full sentence,
the former part of the full sentence is the sentence 5.
Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The word “Tian1di4” has been
discussed).
CAU

BE

CAU

ALI
shi4

ni4

ALI
ming4

Here, the word “也 ye” is not represented. It is a modal particle. Its meaning is the
affirmation for the sentence. We have discussed particles in Chapter 4.
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Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
BE
CAU

CAU
ALI
ni4

PAR

ALI
ming4

ALI
.

tian1di4

The solid token represents the former sentence. As in sentence 1, the PAR-link is not
mentioned in the sentence. Adding it in the sentence graph is according to the method
to build Chinese word. That is, “天帝 tian1di4” is the attribute of the word “命
ming4”.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The word “是 shi4” is the same in AC and MC, so is the same representation.
The second word is “逆 ni4”.
As we discussed in Chapter 2, some words in AC have changed in MC. This word is
one of them. In MC, it is represented by the word “违背 wei2bei4”. “违 wei2” means
VIOLATE, and “背 bei4” means BACK OF AN OBJECT. So, we have
AC

CAU

CAU

MC

CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI

wei2bei4

ni4

.

The next word is “命 ming4”.
AC

ALI

ming4

MC

ALI

ming4ling4

The word “命 ming4” and “令 ling4” have the same basic meaning “order”.
The last word is “也 ye”, it is a modal particle to indicate the affirmation mood of the
sentence. In MC, it is represented by the word “啊 a”.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. we get

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese

BE
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of
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI

PAR
ALI

.

wei2bei4 tian1di4 ming4ling4
Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
是
shi4
be

违背
wei2bei4
disobey

天帝
shang4di4
God

的
de
of

命令
啊！
ming4ling4
a.
order (affirmation mood).

NOTE: Here, (的 de, of) is the word corresponding to the PAR-link.
Sentence 7
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
子 以
Zi3 Yi3
you think

我 为
Wo3 Wei2
I
be

不
Bu2
not

信。
Xin4.
honest.

Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words “Zi3”, “Wo3”, and “Bu4” have
been discussed, so we consider the remaining words).
CAU

CAU

BE

ALI
yi3

ALI
wei2

xing4

Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
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BE
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI

ALI
wo3

yi3

zi3

NOT

ALI
.

xing4

Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
AC

MC

CAU

CAU

CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI
ren4wei2

yi3
BE

BE

wei2
ALI

shi4
ALI

xin4

cheng2shi2

The expressions are very clear. “以 yi3” in AC is replaced by “认为 ren4wei2” with
the meaning THINK, where “认 ren4” means RECOGNIZE, and “为 wei2” means
BELIEVE. (The basic meaning is FEMALE MONKEY). “为 wei2” is replaced by “是
shi4” with the meaning BE. “信 xin4” is replaced by “诚实 cheng2shi2” with the
meaning HONEST. Where, “诚 cheng2” has the meaning HONEST, and “实 shi2” is
HONEST too.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
BE
NOT
CAU
CAU
ALI
ni3

ALI
ren4wei2

ALI
wo3

ALI
cheng2shi2

.

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese
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Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
你 认为
Ni3 Ren4wei2
you think

我
Wo3
I

是
Shi4
be

不
Bu2
not

诚实。
Cheng2shi2.
honest.

Sentence 8
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
吾
为
子 先
行，
Wu2 Wei4 Zi3 Xian1 Xing2,
I
for
you ahead walk,
Step 2. Let us assume that we have the following word graphs.

ORD

PAR

CAU

PAR
ORD

ALI

ALI
wu2

ALI

ALI

wei4

xing2

location location
xian1
Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence is very
difficult to analyze. We know that the order of the words in the sentences is very
important in Chinese sentences. We understand the simple sentence according to it. But
in some complex sentences, we have to use the syntax, or even the semantics, to give
an analysis. The sentence graph that we found is
ALI

zi3

ORD
CAU
ALI

ALI

ORD
.

wu2
xing2
The two broken boxes indicate the function words “为 wei4, for” and “先 xian1,
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ahead”, respectively.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The first word is “吾 wu2”.
“吾 wu2” is an AC word. Its meaning is I. In MC, we use “我 wo3” to express it. So,
we have
ALI
ALI
AC
MC
wo3
wu2
The second word is “为 wei4”, it is still an MC word. The representation is the same.
The next word is “先 xian1”.
“先 xian1” is an AC word, it is still an MC word. Its meaning is AHEAD. But, as we
mentioned in Chapter 2, in MC we always use the disyllabic word instead of the
monosyllabic word. So we use “前面 qian2mian4” to express AHEAD.
AC
MC
ORD
ORD
qian2mian4

xian1

Here “前 qian2” means AHEAD, and “面 mian4” means FACE. The meaning of “前
面 qian2mian4” is still AHEAD.
The fifth word is “行 xing2”.
AC

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

ALI

xing2
zou3
Like the word “先 xian1”, we use “走 zou3” in MC to express “行 xing2” in AC. Its
meaning is WALK.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. we get
ALI
ni3
ORD
CAU
ALI
wo3

ORD

ALI
zou3

.

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese
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Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
我
为
Wo3 Wei4
I
for

你 走
前面，
Ni3 Zou3 Qian2mian4,
you walk ahead,

Note: The correct sentence should be
我
为
Wo3 Wei4
I
for

你 走
(在) 前面，
Ni3 Zou3 (zai4) Qian2mian4,
you walk (at) ahead,

But, we cannot find “at” in the sentence graph.
This gives us the opportunity to discuss an important point. It is the quality of the word
graphs. “xian1” means ahead. But that is not properly expressed by just an ORD-arc.
“Ahead” contains the syllable “head” without reason. The ORD-arc points away from
the head towards the thing that is located ahead starting from the face.
So, for “先 xian1”, we should have a word graph like
ORD

PAR
ALI

ALI

ALI

face

location

location

Then the second location is that of “xing2” where the walking takes place.
EQU
ALI
location

ALI

PAR

xing2

ALI
location

The graph
Location ALI

EQU

ALI

location

can be interpreted as that of “在 zai4” or “at”. So we have found an example where
“先 xian1” is naming a subgraph that is larger than that of “前 qian2” and also
contains the “face” concept “面 mian4”.
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Sentence 9
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
子
随
我
后。
Zi3 Sui2 Wo3 Hou4.
you follow I
behind.
Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words “Zi3”, and “Wo3” have been
discussed, so we consider the remaining words).
CAU

ORD

CAU

ALI
hou4
sui2
Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
ORD
CAU

CAU
ALI
zi3

ALI
sui2

ALI

.

wo3

“后 Hou4” is a preposition expressing the ordering of two locations, namely of Zi3
and of Wo3. It is similar to “zai4” or “at” but now an ORD-arc is present instead of an
EQU-link. We refer to Appendix I, in which the prepositions are discussed. Without
further explanation it is not clear how the ordering is to be understood. One might even
say that the ordering is somehow included in “sui2”, as FOLLOW implies an ordering
in space.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The remaining words are “随 sui2” and “后 hou4”. “随 sui2” is expressed by “跟在
gen1zai4” in MC with the meaning FOLLOW. Where “跟 gen1” has the meaning
FOLLOW (the basic meaning is HEEL), and “在 zai4” means AT (the basic meaning
is EXIST). “后 hou4” is expressed by “后面 hou4mian4” in MC with the meaning
BEHIND. “后 Hou4” has the meaning BEHIND (the basic meaning is SOVEREIGN),
and “面 mian4” has the meaning FACE.

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese

AC

CAU

CAU
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CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

ALI

gen1zai4

sui2
ORD

ORD

hou4mian4
hou4
“在 zai4” means AT. This is indicating a location of “跟 gen1”, the verb. “随 sui2”
has developed into “跟在 gen1zai4”, that is now seen as one word. “后 hou4” has the
same graph as “后 hou4” in AC, but the locations have shifted to “面 mian4”. In the
MC version it says something like you follow my backface, i.e. behind me. Again it
may be that “后面 hou4mian4” is now standard in MC. But it is interesting how the
concept BEHIND has evolved from “后 hou4” to “后面 hou4mian4” in connection
with the possessive “的 de” in “我的 wo3de”.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
ORD
CAU
ALI

ALI

CAU
ALI

.

gen1zai4 wo3
ni3
Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
你
Ni3
you

跟在
我
Gen1zai4 Wo3
follow
I

的
de
of

后面。
Hou4mian4.
behind.

Like in sentence 8 we could have given a larger word graph for “qian2mian4”, here
“hou4mian4” could be described by a larger word graph so that the development from
the AC “hou4” to MC becomes clear.
Sentence 10
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
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观
百
兽
之
见
我
而 敢
不
走
乎？
Guan1 Bai3 Shou4 Zhi1 Jian4 Wo3 Er3 Gan3 Bu4 Zou3 Hu?
observe many animal
see
I
and dare not run (ask in retort)?
Here, there are two function words in the sentence. One is “之 zhi1”, it has only
grammatical meaning. It is used to abrogate the independence of the sentence when it
is located between the subject “百兽,bai3shou4” and the predicate “见 jian4”. The
other is “乎 hu”, it is a particle word to express asking in retort.
Note: (1) Asking the sentence in retort means that the sentence is not an real question.
There are no questions but it uses the question form.
Note: (2) There are two explanations for the word “之 zhi1”. The first is that it has not
a word meaning, it is just used to combine two parts of the sentence. The second is that
it is a pronoun to indicate the former noun. In this sentence, it indicates “ 百
兽,bai3shou4”. The purpose is to emphasize.
Step 2. We have the following word graphs.
CAU

CAU

CAU

ALI

CAU

CAU

ALI

guan1

CAU

CAU

ALI

jian4

ALI

gan3

.

zou3

Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
zou3

gan3
ALI

CAU (1)

CAU

CAU

(1)
ALI

SKO
CAU

guan1
ALI

ALI

ORD
CAU
ALI

ALI
CAU
NOT

.

wo3
shou4
jian4
This is a complex sentence. So, we represent the two parts. There exists an FPAR-link
between these two parts. In the sentence, there are three verbs (观 guan1, OBSERVE,
见 jian4, SEE, and 走 zou3, RUN), and one auxiliary verb (敢 gan3, DARE).

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese
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Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The words “百 bai3, 兽 shou4, 我 wo3, 不 bu4 and 而 er3” have been represented,
we need not discuss them here.
The first word is “观 guan1”.
AC

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

CAU

CAU

ALI

guan1

guan1cha2

Here, in MC “观 guan1” and “察 cha2” have the same meaning. The meaning is SEE
CLEARLY or OBSERVE.
The next word is “之 zhi1”. There is no corresponding usage in MC.
The fifth word is “见 jian4”.
AC

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

CAU

CAU

ALI

jian4

kan4jian4

In MC, we use “看见 kan4jian4” to express “见 jian4” in AC. Here, “看 kan4” means
WATCH, and “见 jian4” means SEE. But “看见 kan4jian4” still has the meaning
SEE.
The eighth word is “敢 gan3”. It is an auxiliary word.
AC

CAU

CAU

ALI
gan3

MC

CAU

CAU

ALI
dan3gan3

In MC, we use “胆敢 dan3gan3” to express “敢 gan3” in AC. Here, “胆 dan3” means
“courage”, and “敢 gan3” means “dare”. “胆敢 dan3gan3” still means “dare”.
The tenth word is “走 zou3”.
As we mentioned in Chapter 2 the meaning of the word “走 zou3” in AC shifted to the
word “跑 pao3” in MC, that is RUN. So, we have
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AC

MC

CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI

zou3

.

pao3

The last word is “乎 hu”. It is a modal particle to express asking in retort. In MC, we
use “吗 ma” to express it.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
NOT
dan3gan3
CAU

ALI

CAU (1)

ALI

SKO
CAU

guan1cha2
ALI

shou4

ALI
CAU

CAU

(1)

pao3

ORD
CAU

ALI
kan4jian4

ALI

.

wo3

Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
观察
许多
野兽 看见 我 而 胆敢 不 跑 吗？
guan1cha2 xu3duo1 ye3shou4 kan4jian4 wo3 er3 dan3gan3 bu4 pao3 ma?
observe
many animal
see
I
dare
not run (ask in retort)?
Sentence 11
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
虎
以为
然。
Hu3 Yi3wei2 Ran2.
tiger think
right.
Step 2. We have the following word graphs.

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese
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CAU
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PAR

ALI

ALI

ran2
yi3wei2
Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
CAU

CAU
ALI

ALI
hu3

ALI

yi3wei2

.

ran3

Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
CAU

CAU

PAR

ALI

ALI
dui4

ren4wei2

“以为 yi3wei2” is replaced by “认为 ren4wei2” in MC with the meaning THINK, and
“然 ran2” is replaced by “对 dui4” in MC with the meaning RIGHT. The analysis is
simple.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
CAU
ALI
lao2hu3

CAU

ALI
ren4wei2

ALI

.

dui4

Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
老虎
认为
对。
Lao2hu3 Ren4wei2 Dui4.
tiger
think
right.
Note that both for “ran2” and for “dui4” we have indicated that the “rightness” is an
attribute of something, to which the unlabeled token refers. In this case the reference is,
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of course, to the former sentences, the proposals of the fox.
Sentence 12
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
故
Gu4
therefore

遂
Sui2
right now

与 之
行。
Yu3 Zhi1 Xing2.
and it
go.

Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words we did not discuss before).
EQU

CAU

yu3
ALI

sui3
yu3
gu4
Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
CAU

yu3
EQU

CAU

FPAR

ALI
zhi1

PAR

ALI
xing2

.

ALI

sui2
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The first word “故 gu4” is still an MC word, but we use “因此 yin1ci3” to express it
here. Its meaning is THEREFORE.
AC

EQU

CAU

MC

EQU

CAU

gu4
yin1ci3
Here, “因 yin1” means BECAUSE, “此 ci3” means THIS, and is describing the EQUlink. The word “因此 yin1ci3” means THEREFORE or BECAUSE THIS.
The second word is “遂 sui2”.
The meaning of the word “遂 sui2” is RIGHT NOW. There is no usage of this word in
MC. In MC, we use “即刻 ji4ke4” to express it. Here, “即 ji4” means APPROACH,
and “刻 ke4” means RESTRICT. In principle this asks for a detailed word graph
explaining why this replacement has evolved in MC. We have another example of the

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese
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fact that in AC words are used with large word graphs, which are brought under words
in MC by two syllables. Hence we have a case where the intersection of meanings
occurs, see Section 3.1.3.
ALI

AC

MC

sui3

ALI

ji4ke4

Because the word “即可 ji4ke4” is an adverb, we add a PAR-link in the sentence
graph.
The third word is “与 yu3”. It is still an MC word, and has the same meaning and
representation.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. We get
CAU

and
EQU

CAU

FPAR

ALI
ta1

PAR

ALI
zou3

ALI

.

ji4ke4
Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
因此
yin1ci3
therefore

即刻
ji4ke4
right now

与 它
yu3 ta1
and it

走。
zou3.
go.

Sentence 13
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
兽
见
之
皆 走。
Shou4 Jian4 Zhi1 Jie2 Zou3.
animal see
them all run.
Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words we did not discuss before).
SKO

jie2
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Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
SKO
CAU
ALI
EQU

ORD
CAU

zou3
CAU
.

ALI

ALI

ALI

zhi1
shou4
jian4
It is not a complex sentence. But there are two verbs here. One is “见 jian4, SEE”, and
another is “走 zou3, RUN”. The subject of “见 jian4, SEE” is “兽 shou4, ANIMAL”,
and the object is “之 zhi1, THEM”. That is OK. But what is the subject of “走 zou3,
RUN”? “兽 shou4, ANIMAL” or “之 zhi1, THEM”? As we discussed for sentence 3,
we need to use semantics to decide.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The remaining word is “皆 jie2, ALL”. It is a quantity word. In MC we use “都 dou1,
ALL” to express it.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
SKO
CAU
ALI
EQU

ORD
CAU

ALI

ALI

pao3
CAU
.
ALI

ye3shou4 kan4jian4 ta1men2
Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.

Translation: an example from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese
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That is
野兽
Ye3shou4
animal

看见
它们
Kan4jian4 Ta1men2
see
them

都
跑。
Dou1 Pao3.
all
run.

Sentence 14
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
虎
Hu3
tiger

不
知
兽
畏
己 而 走
之，
Bu4 Zhi1 Shou4 Wei4 Ji3 Er3 Zou3 Zhi1.
not know animal fear itself to run.

Note, we have another function word “之 zhi1”. It has no meaning, or rather we do not
know its meaning now. It is a void. We can check this by deleting it without changing
the meaning of the sentence.
Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words we did not discuss before).
CAU

CAU

CAU

ALI

CAU

ALI

ALI

ji3
zhi1
wei4
Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. This sentence is not so
difficult, but there still exist three verbs here. The sentence graph is
zou3
ALI
bu4
CAU

CAU
ALI
hu3

CAU
ORD
CAU

ALI
zhi1

ALI
shou4

ALI
wei4

CAU

EQU

ALI
ji3

ALI
hu3

.
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Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
The first remained word is “知 zhi1”. It is still an MC word. Now we still use it to
express the same meaning. But we prefer to use “知道 zhi1dao4” to express it.
CAU

CAU

AC

CAU

MC

ALI

CAU

ALI

zhi1

zhi1dao4

Here, “知 zhi1” means KNOW, and “道 dao4” means SAY. But “知道 zhi1dao4” is
still KNOW.
The second remaining word is “畏 wei4”. Like the word “知 zhi1”, it is still an MC
word. Now we still use it to express the same meaning. But we prefer to use “畏惧
wei4ju4” to express it.
AC

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

CAU

CAU

ALI

wei4

wei4ju4

Here, “畏 wei4” means FEAR, and “惧 ju4” also means FEAR. So “畏惧 wei4ju4” is
FEAR.
The third remained word is “己 ji3”. It is a pronoun. In MC, we use “自己 zi4ji3” to
express it. “自 zi4” basically means SELF. The pronoun aspect is covered by “己 ji3”,
and describes the EQU-link.
AC

EQU
ALI
ji3

EQU

MC
ALI

zi4ji3

Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
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pao3
ALI
bu4

CAU
CAU

CAU

ORD
CAU

ALI

ALI
lao3hu3

CAU

EQU
.

zhi1dao4

ALI

ALI

ALI

ye3shou4 wei4ju4

ALI

zi4ji3

lao3hu3

Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
老虎
lao3hu3
tiger

不
知道
野兽
bu4 zhi1dao4 ye3shou4
not know
animal

畏惧
自己
wei4ju4 zi4ji3
fear
itself

而 跑，
er3 pao3.
to run..

Sentence 15
Step 1. The sentence in AC is the following.
以为
畏
Yi3wei2 Wei4
think
fear

狐
Hu2
fox.

也。
Ye3.

Step 2. We have the following word graphs. (The words we did not discuss before).
CAU

CAU

ALI
yi3wei2
Step 3. We construct the sentence graph by structural parsing. The sentence graph is
CAU

CAU

ALI
yi3wei2

(1)

(1)

CAU

CAU

ALI
wei4

ALI
hu2

.
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One token is “free” here, i.e. it refers to something because it is not a complete
sentence. Actually, it refers to “虎 hu3, TIGER”.
Step 4. We have to express AC words in terms of MC words.
AC

CAU

CAU

MC

ALI

CAU

CAU

ALI

yi3wei2

ren4wei2

The word “以为 yi3wei2, THINK” is a disyllabic word, like “天帝 tian1di4, GOD”.
In MC we use “认为 yi3wei2, THINK” to express it.
The word “也 ye” is a modal particle. Modal particles were discussed in Chapter 4.
Step 5. The sentence graph in AC has to be expressed in MC. According to the analysis
in step 4, we get
(1)
(1)
CAU
CAU
CAU
CAU
ALI

ALI
hai4pa4

ren4wei2

ALI

.

hu2li2

Step 6. The final step is expressing this sentence graph in syntactically correct MC.
That is
认为
Ren4wei2
think

害怕
Hai4pa4
fear

狐狸
Hu2li2
fox.

呢。
ne.

6.4 Concluding remarks
In this section, we gave an idea of translation from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese
by using an example story by means of knowledge graphs. Actually, we give the details
of the method of translation from ancient Chinese to modern Chinese step by step as
carried out by hand. From the example, we found that knowledge graphs have a strong
ability to represent sentences. But we also found that there are things that should be
discussed if we want to translate from one kind of language to another kind of language
by using knowledge graph theory automatically.
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(1) Although in ancient Chinese, almost all words are monosyllabic words, there are
still some disyllabic words, such as “天帝 tian1di4, GOD” and “以为 yi3wei2,
THINK” in the article. That is to say, still there is a problem to segment words in
sentences.
(2) Another problem we encountered is structural parsing, that is how to glue word
graphs for words in a sentence into a sentence graph. As we mentioned in this section,
the word order and function words in sentences are very important in Chinese. But,
only according to these two features we cannot glue the word graphs into sentence
graphs correctly. We found that semantics is the third feature to understand Chinese. So,
how to carry out structural parsing is still a problem for achieving translation from one
kind of language to another kind of language automatically. Even for “close” languages
as ancient and modern Chinese we saw in several sentences that the chosen word
graphs for the AC words should be considerably large, in order to understand how the
development to the MC way of expressing has taken place.
In most sentences, however, we see that the translation step, replacing word graphs in
AC by word graphs in MC is straightforward, as was to be expected. The most
important features are the ones already discussed in Section 6.2.
The fact that both syntax and semantics play an important role in mapping a sentence
on a sentence graph was also found in the thesis of Zhang [Zhang, 2002], that focuses
on structural parsing, in an attempt to develop an automatic way of knowledge
extraction.
(3) The third problem is the uttering, that is to say, how to generate the syntactically
correct target sentence from the given sentence graphs. In order to do this, the grammar
and sentence patterns in target language are very important. Zhang [Zhang, 2002] also
made a start with the study of utterance paths.

Chapter 7
On Yao’s Method of Translation
7.1 Introduction
Having investigated how knowledge graphs can be used to translate AC into MC, we
should now pay attention to attempts to translate MC into English and back. T. Yao has
developed a method of translation that he called “Lexical-Semantic Driven”. In English
we would say “driven by or based upon lexical-semantics”. As in knowledge graph
theory semantics are put on the first place too, a comparison seems natural.
Lexical-Semantic Driven (LSD) is a method to translate Chinese to English and vice
versa, that has been developed at the Northeast University in China. In order to
translate languages, there are 49 “relation types” introduced to represent sentences.
Basically, this method is a kind of formal grammar with a complex feature set and
complex operations leading to a unified representation.
The “relations” in LSD are not pure semantic relations. They include relationships
between the nodes in the sentences, the compound relations between sentences, and
some thing that are really not relations in the traditional sense. In a way they form the
extension of case relations. They include compound case relations (including agent,
object, implement, …), event relations (including condition, connection, …), semantic
relations (including part-of, … ), and pseudo-relations (including possessor,
purpose, …). There are 49 types of “relations” in all.
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As mentioned in this thesis, the knowledge graph method is a new method to represent
natural languages as an interlingua. In this chapter, we will give a comparison of these
two methods. We will translate one sentence in Chinese by using these two methods.
Finally, we will use the relations in knowledge graph theory to represent the relations
in Lexical-Semantic Driven, and partition the relations in LSD into groups according to
the relations in knowledge graph theory.

7.2 Parsing in Lexical-Semantic Driven
Lexical-Semantic Driven (LSD) is used mainly as a tool to build a machine translation
system between English and Chinese. The machine translation system CETRAN
(Chinese English TRANslation system) based on LSD consists of two main parts:
Parser and Generator. There are the following 6 steps in the parser.
1、Input of the original Chinese sentence.
2、Word segmentation.
3、Lexical analysis.
4、Syntactic analysis.
5、Semantic analysis.
6、Concept analysis and representation by inter-transmittal language.
In these processes, the Machine Dictionary and the Rule Set are the basis. The system
CETRAN contains a very complex machine dictionary and a very complex rule set. In
his book named Natural Language Understanding [Yao, 1996], Yao gives us the basic
ideas of his theory.
Now, we will give an example to show how his theory works.

7.2.1 Input of the original Chinese sentence
可怜
的
Ke3lian2 de
pitiful
de

女孩
在
门口
站
Nv3hai2 Zai4 Men2kou3 Zhan4
girl
at
doorway stand

了 30
分钟。
le 30 Fen1zhong1.
le 30 minute.

Note: In order to explain his method, we will add the Chinese spelling and according
English words under the original sentence in italics.
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7.2.2 Word segmentation
As we know, there are no division symbols between words or characters in Chinese
sentences. So, the first step in CETRAN, or in any other system, is word segmentation.
In his book, Yao does not give this step in detail. But he gives the result of the word
segmentation as follows.
可怜(a, v, a, v) (Ke3lian2, pitiful)
的(u, n) (de, of)
女孩(n) (Nv3hai2, girl)
在(p, v, v, v, p, d) (Zai4, at)
门口(s, s) (Men2kou3, doorway)
站(v, n, s, v) (Zhan4, stand)
了(u, v, v, u, y) (le, complete)
30(m, m) (30, thirty)
分钟(t) (Fen1zhong1, minute)
。(g) (。 full stop)
The letters between brackets after each word denote the possible part of speech that
word can play. For example, the word “可怜(Ke3lian2, pitiful)” has four: two kinds of
adjective and two verbs.
In the machine dictionary in the system CETRAN, the Chinese word is divided into 22
classes according to the result of this linguist. Moreover, Chinese words are divided
into 71 subclasses according to the semantic functions and syntax roles of the word
displayed in the sentences. So, the word “可怜(Ke3lian2, pitiful)” belongs to four
subclasses: two adjectives and two verbs.
The letters and their meanings are shown in the following table.
a

v

u

n

p

d

adjective

verb

auxiliary
word

noun

preposition

adverb

s

y

m

t

g

orientation word

mood word

number word

time word

punctuation
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7.2.3 Lexical analysis
The kernel of LSD, as its name shows, is to analyze sentences by means of lexical
information and semantic information. The lexical analysis consists of two parts: to
determine the part of speech and to determine phrases.

7.2.3.1 To determine the part of speech
In order to determine the part of speech of each word in the sentence, the system has a
very complex rule set. For example, in order to determine the word in the sentence, we
can use the following rules.
(1) To determine the word “可怜(Ke3lian2, pitiful)”
LEX=可怜，(dkind_a), RULE: @head, , ^ (CCAT.a) +‘的’+(CCAT.n; CCAT.r) Î
setmark (a)
(LEX=pitiful，(dkind_a), RULE: @head, , ^ (CCAT.a) +‘de’+(CCAT.n; CCAT.r) Î
setmark (a))
The meaning of each symbol is shown in the following list.
LEX=可怜

The current word is “可怜(Ke3lian2, pitiful)”.

(dkind_a), RULE

The rule to determine an adjective.

@head

Detect whether the current word is the first one in the sentence.

^ (CCAT.a)

Detect whether the current word is an adjective.

(CCAT.n; CCAT.r)

Noun or pronoun (where r denotes pronoun).

Setmark (a)

Set the current word to be an adjective.

The rule says that if the following word of the current one is “de” and the next one is a
noun or a pronoun, then the current word is an adjective.
By using the rules in the rule set, we can get the part of speech of all words in the
sentence.
(2) To determine the word “的(de, of)”
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LEX=的，(dkind_u), RULE: ^(‘的’, n, u) + (—CCAT.g) Î setmark (u)
(LEX=de，(dkind_u), RULE: ^(‘de’, n, u) + (—CCAT.g) Î setmark (u) )
As above the list of meanings is
LEX=的

The current word is “的(de, of)”.

(dkind_u), RULE

The rule to determine an auxiliary word.

^ (‘的’, n, u)

Detect whether the current word is noun or auxiliary word.

(—CCAT.g)

The following is not punctuation.

Setmark (u)

Set the current word to be an auxiliary word.

(3) To determine the word “在(Zai4, at)”
LEX=在，(dkind_v), RULE: ^(CCAT.p, CSUBCAT.pp2)+(CCAT.s) Î setmark (p)
(LEX=at，(dkind_v), RULE: ^(CCAT.p, CSUBCAT.pp2)+(CCAT.s) Î setmark (p))
The meaning of each symbol is:
LEX=在

The current word is “在(Zai4, at)”.

(dkind_p), RULE

The rule to determine a preposition.

^
(CCAT.p.CSUBCAT,pp2)

Detect whether the current word is a preposition, and
its subcategory is preposition to form a frame. (where
pp2 denotes preposition to form a frame).

(CCAT.s)

Orientation word (where s denotes orientation word).

Setmark (p)

Set the current word to be a preposition.

(4) To determine the word “站(Zhan4, stand)”
LEX=站，(dkind_v), RULE: ^((n, v); (v, d))+(CCAT.u) Î setmark (v)
(LEX=stand，(dkind_v), RULE: ^((n, v); (v, d))+(CCAT.u) Î setmark (v))
The meaning of each symbol is:
LEX=站

The current word is “站(Zhan4, stand)”.

(dkind_v), RULE

The rule to determine a verb.

^ ((n, v); (v, d))

Detect whether the current word is (noun, verb), or (verb,
adverb).
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(CCAT.u)

auxiliary word.

Setmark (v)

Set the current word to be a verb.

(5) To determine the word “了(le, complete)”
LEX=了，(dkind_u), RULE: (CCAT.v; CCAT.a; CCAT.z) + ^((CSUBCAT.uu1;
CSUBCAT.uu2), CCAT.v) Î setmark (u)
(LEX= 了 ， (dkind_u), RULE: (CCAT.v; CCAT.a; CCAT.z) + ^((CSUBCAT.uu1;
CSUBCAT.uu2), CCAT.v) Î setmark (u))
The meaning of each symbol is:
LEX=了

The current word is “了(le, complete)”.

(dkind_u), RULE

The rule to determine an auxiliary word.

(CCAT.v; CCAT.a;
CCAT.z)

Verb, or adjective, or state word. (where z denotes
state word).

^ ((CSUBCAT.uu1;
CSUBCAT.uu2),
CCAT.m)

Detect whether the subcategory of the current word is
a structure auxiliary word or a tense auxiliary word,
the following word is number. (where uu1 and uu2
denote structure auxiliary word and tense auxiliary
word, respectively).

Setmark (u)

Set the current word to be an auxiliary word.

After executing the above rules, we get the following.
可怜

的

女孩

在

门口

ke3lian2

de

nv3hai2

zai4

men2kou3

pitiful

of

girl

at

doorway

adjective

auxiliary word

noun

preposition

orientation
word

站

了

30

分钟

。

zhan4

le

30

fen1zhong1

ju4hao4

Stand

complete

thirty

minute

full stop

verb

auxiliary word

number word

time word

punctuation
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7.2.3.2 To determine phrases
In order to get phrase of the sentence from the words, Yao gave the following rules.
The purpose of the phrase processing is only to form phrases by means of deleting
some function words, and to combine these discrete phrases to form a phrase tree.
(1) To determine the role of the word “可怜(Ke3lian2, pitiful)”
LEX=可怜，(a), RULE: ^CCAT.a ‘+’ 的 ‘+’ (CCAT.n; CSUBCAT.nn1) Î .删. ^1,,
定. ^1,,1^. 改. ↓(SEMREAL.EXP0)
(LEX=pitiful，(a), RULE: ^CCAT.a ‘+’ de ‘+’ (CCAT.n; CSUBCAT.nn1) Î .DELETE.
^1,,SET. ^1,,1^.CHANGE. ↓(SEMREAL.EXP0))
The meaning of each symbol is as follows.
LEX=可怜

The current word is “可怜(Ke3lian2, pitiful)”.

(a), RULE

Determine the role of adjective in the sentence.

^ CCAT.a.

The current word is an adjective.

(CCAT.n.CSUBCAT,nn1)

The word is a noun, and it subcategory is a general
noun (where nn1 denotes general noun).

.删. ^1 (.DELETE. ^1)

Delete the first word on the right of the current
word.

定. ^1 (.SET. ^1)

Set the first word on the right of the current word
to be the current word.

1^. 改. ↓(SEMREAL.EXP0)
(1^.CHANGE. ↓
(SEMREAL.EXP0))

Change the first word on the left of the current one
as the son of the current word, and set the semantic
relation to be EXPERIENCE, 0 denotes the
relation is inverse.

The rule tells us that if the current word (“可怜(Ke2lian2, pitiful)”) is an adjective, the
following word is “的(de, of)”, and the next (“女孩(Nv3hai2, girl)”) is a noun with the
subcategory belonging to a general noun, then we have to delete the first word “的(de,
of)” on the right of the current word, make the first word (“女孩(Nv3hai2, girl)”) on
the right of the current word the current word, to change the first word (“可怜
(Ke2lian2, pitiful)”) on the left of the current one to be the son of the current word, and
to set the semantic relation to be inverse EXPERIENCE.
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After executing the above rules, we get a phrase (“可怜女孩(Ke2lian2 Nv3hai2,
pitiful girl)”) by deleting the function word “的(de, of)”.
The rules used to determine the roles other words are playing in the sentence are as
follows.
(2) To determine the role of the word “站(Zhan4, stand)”
LEX=站，(v), RULE: ^(v, -vv6) + (CSUBCAT.uu2, .取. $AASP1) Î .赋. ^(^TENSE,
$AASP1), , .删. ^1
(LEX=stand，(v), RULE: ^(v, -vv6) + (CSUBCAT.uu2, .TAKE. $AASP1) Î .GIVE.
^(^TENSE, $AASP1), , .DELETE. ^1)
The symbols have the following meaning.
LEX=站

The current word is “站(Zhan4, stand)”.

(v), RULE

Determine the role of verb in the sentence.

^ (v, -vv6)

The current word is a verb, but not a copula.

(CSUBCAT,uu2)

The subcategory is tense auxiliary word.

.取. $AASP1
(.TAKE. $AASP1)

Take the value in the variable $AASP1.

.赋.^(^TENSE, $AASP1)
(.GIVE. ^(^TENSE $AASP1))

Give the value of the variable $AASP1 to the tense
of the current word.

.删. ^ 1 (.DELETE. ^1)

Delete the first word on the right of the current
word.

The rule tells that if the current word (“站(Zhan4, stand)”) is a verb, but not a copula,
the following word (“了(le, complete)”) is a tense auxiliary word, then we have to take
the value in the variable $AASP1 to give it to the tense of the current word, and to
delete the first word on the right of the current wordn (“了(le, complete)”). Here the
variable #AASP1 describes the aspect.
After executing the above rules, we delete the word “了(le, complete)”, but we get
the tense (perfect) of the verb.
(3) To determine the role of the word “站(Zhan4, stand)” further
LEX=站，(v), RULE: ‘在’+ _ + ^(CCAT.v), , (1^Rrest, 121) Î @cpd(^, 2^), , .删.
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2^, ,1^ .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.LOC), ,^ .增. (PHRASE.vp)
(LEX=stand ， (v), RULE: ‘ at ’ + _ + ^(CCAT.v), , (1^Rrest, 121) Î @cpd(^,
2^), , .DELETE. 2^, ,1^ .CHANGE. ^↓(SEMREAL.LOC), ,^ .ADD. (PHRASE.vp))
LEX=站

The current word is “站(Zhan4, stand)”.

(v), RULE

Determine the role of verb in the sentence.

‘在’+ _ + ^(CCAT.v)
(‘at’ + _ +^(CCAT.v))

The current word is a verb, and foregoing is the
word “在(Zai4, at)”.

(1^Rrest, 121)

The semantic classifying code of the foregoing
word of the current one is 121 where 121 denotes a
space word.

@cpd(^, 2^)

Put the dynamic feature table of the 2nd word on the
left of the current word to the current word (@cpd
is a function).

.删. 2^ (.DELETE. ^2)

Delete the 2nd word on the left of the current word.

1^ .改. ^↓
(SEMREAL.LOC)
(1^.CHANGE.^↓
(SEMREAL.LOC))

Change the first word on the left of the current one
as the son of the current word, and set the semantic
relation to be LOCATION.

^ .增. (PHRASE.vp)
(^ .ADD. (PHRASE.vp))

Add the verb phrase to the current word.

The rule tells that if the current word (“站(Zhan4, stand)”) is a verb, the 1st word (“门
口(Men2kou3, doorway)”)on the left is a space word, and the 2nd word on the left is
(“在(Zai4, at)”), then we have to put the dynamic feature table of the 2nd word (“在
(Zai4, at)”) on the left to the current word (“站(Zhan4, stand)”), and we have to delete
the 2nd word (“在(Zai4, at)”) on the left, have to change the 1st word (“门口(Men2kou3,
doorway)”) on the left as the son of the current word, to set the semantic relation to be
LOCATION, and to add the verb phrase to the current word.
After executing the above rules, we delete the word (“在(Zai4, at)”), but we get the
verb phrase (the location of the act described by the verb stand is doorway).
For the semantic of words, LSD follows Roget’s International Thesaurus [Roget, 1977]
to define a semantic classifying code.
(4) To determine the role of the word “30(30, thirty)”
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LEX=30，(m), RULE: ^(CCAT.m) + (CCAT.n; CCAT.t) Î .定. ^1, ,1^ .改. ^↓
(SEMREAL.NUM), ,^ .增. (PHRASE.np)
(LEX=30，(m), RULE: ^(CCAT.m) + (CCAT.n; CCAT.t) Î .SET. ^1, ,1^ .CHANGE. ^
↓(SEMREAL.NUM), ,^ .ADD. (PHRASE.np))
LEX=30

The current word is “30(30, thirty)”.

(m), RULE

Determine the role of a number word in the
sentence.

^(CCAT.m)

The current word is a number word.

(CCAT.n; CCAT.t)

The word is a noun or a time word.

.定. ^1 (.SET. ^1)

Set the 1st word on the right to be the current word.

1^ .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.NUM)
(1^.CHANGE.^↓
(SEMREAL.NUM))

Change the first word on the left of the current one
to be the son of the current word, and set the
semantic relation to be NUMBER.

^ .增. (PHRASE.np)
(^ .ADD. (PHRASE.np))

Add the noun phrase to the current word.

The rule tells us that if the current word (“30(30, thirty)”) is a number word and the 1st
word (“分钟(Fen1zhong1, minute)”) on the right is a noun or a time word, then we
have to set the 1st word (“分钟(Fen1zhong1, minute)”) on the right as the current word,
to change the 1st word (“30(30, thirty)”) on the left as the son of the current word, to set
the semantic relation to be NUMBER, and to add the noun phrase to the current word.
After executing the above rules, we get the noun phrase (“30 分钟(30 Fen1Zhong1,
thirty minutes)”).
(5) To determine the role of the word “站(Zhan4, stand)” further
LEX=站，(v), RULE: ^(CCAT.v, -vv8, -vv9) + (CCAT.q; CCAT.t), , ^1↓#1(.取.
$CCAT1) Î ^1 .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.QNT, SYNREAL.comp)
(LEX=stand，(v), RULE: ^(CCAT.v, -vv8, -vv9) + (CCAT.q; CCAT.t), , ^1↓#1(.TAKE.
$CCAT1) Î ^1 .CHANGE. ^↓(SEMREAL.QNT, SYNREAL.comp))
LEX=站

The current word is “站(Zhan4, stand)”.

(v), RULE

Determine the role of a verb in the sentence.
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^(CCAT.v, -vv8, -vv9)

The current word is a verb, but not a necessary
auxiliary verb or a possible auxiliary verb ( –vv8
and –vv9 denote necessary auxiliary verb and
possible auxiliary verb respectively).

(CCAT.q; CCAT.t)

The word is a qualifier (quantity word) or a time
word.

^1↓#1(.取. $CCAT1)

A son of the 1st word on the right of the current
word takes the value of the variable $CCAT1.

^1 .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.QNT,
SYNREAL. Comp)
(1^.CHANGE.^↓
(SEMREAL.QNT,
SYNREAL.Comp))

Change the first word on the right of the current
one to be the son of the current word, to set the
semantic relation to be QUANTITY and the
syntactic relation to be Comp.

The rule tells that if the current word (“站(Zhan4, stand)”) is a verb, but not a
necessary auxiliary verb or a possible auxiliary verb, the following word (“分钟
(Fen1zhong1, minute)”) is qualifier or time word, and a son (“30(30, thirty)”) of the 1st
word on the right takes the value of the variable $CCAT1, then we have to set the 1st
word (“分钟(Fen1zhong1, minute)”) on the right to be the son of the current word (“站
(Zhan4, stand)”), to set the semantic relation to be QUANTITY, and the syntax
relation to be Comp. The variable $CCAT1 describes the category.
After executing the above four rules, the remaining words in the sentence, note
that words were deleted, are the words “女孩(Nv3hai2, girl)”, “门口(Men2kou3,
doorway)”, “站(Zhan4, stand)” and “分钟 (Fen1zhong1, minute)”.
Yao now combines the result of the foregoing analyses into a graph structure. This
takes place as follows.
The role of “可怜, Ke3lian2, pitiful” turned out to be that of an adjective to “女孩,
Nv3hai2, girl”. These words are the first and third in the sentence. There are 10 words
(including punctuation) in all, that can be found in the graph structure via the numbers
0, 1, …, 10. By the result mentioned Yao constructs
2: girl
!
! ←EXP—0: pitiful
where we have omitted all further information between parentheses. The exclamation
marks are used to copy the word as well as linking the two words. They function like a
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token. In this way three parts are given.
2: (女孩(Nv3hai2), n, nn2, 1111, girl)
!
! ←EXP—0: (可怜(Ke3lian2), a, aaa, 2314, pitiful)
!
5: (站(Zhan4), v, vv3, 2102, stand, vp, pef)
!
! —LOC→4: (门口(Men2kou3), s, sss, 1212, doorway)
!
! —QNT→8: (分钟(Fen1zhong1), t, tt1, 122216, minute, np)
!
! —NUM→7: (30, m, mm1, 133503, thirty)
9: (. , g, gg1, , .)
The equivalent “graph” representation is as follows.
2: girl
EXP

0: pitiful

5: stand

LOC
4: doorway

9: full stop

QNT
8: minute
NUM

7: thirty
Note: The numbers before each line are the numbers of the word position in the
sentence (the number of the first word is 0). Word 1 was “de”, which is deleted to
determine the relation between “girl” and “pitiful”. Word 3 was “zai4” which is deleted
to get the LOCATION of “stand”. Word 6 was “le”, which indicates the tense. The
numbers in brackets are semantic classifying codes of the words. 1111 denotes biology,
2314 denotes psychology phenomena, 1212 denotes position relation, 2102 denotes leg
action, 122216 denotes time period, 133503 denotes name of quantity, nn2 denotes the
relation between people, aaa denotes a general adjective, pp1 denotes singleness
preposition, sss denotes location word, vv3 denotes entirety self-motion verb, tt1
denotes time word, mm1 denotes general number word, and gg1 denotes full stop.
Note that Yao’s method for constructing phrases in a way “chunks” up the sentence
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into four chunks: “pitiful girl”, “at doorway”, “stand (perfect)”, and “thirty minutes”.
In the complicated notation system also are mentioned syntactic functions and
supertypes of the occurring words, like 122216 for “time period” in case of the word
“minute”.

7.2.4 Syntactic analysis
Because LSD is based on lexical information and semantic information, syntactic
analysis is no longer necessary. The reason to keep syntactic analysis is to fit the needs
of other languages.
After deleting some function words to form phrases, the next step is to determine the
role of the words in the sentence, including determining the sentence type. In LSD,
sentences are divided into three different types: simple sentences, questions and
complex sentences. The discussed sentence is a simple sentence, and there exists the
following rules.
LEX=站，(base0), RULE: (1111; 113; 1113) + ^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1;
CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) Î 1^ .改. ^↓(SYNREAL.sub)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (121) Î 1^ .改.
^↓(SYNREAL.comp)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (122) Î 1^ .改.
^↓(SYNREAL.obj)
(LEX=stand，(base0), RULE: (1111; 113; 1113) + ^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1;
CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) Î 1^ .Change. ^↓(SYNREAL.sub)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (121) Î
1^ .CHANGE. ^↓(SYNREAL.comp)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (122) Î
1^ .CHANGE. ^↓(SYNREAL.obj))
Explanation.
LEX=站

The current word is “站(Zhan4, stand)”.

(base0), RULE

The rule to determine the basic sentence type 0.

(1111; 113; 1113)

The semantic classifying code is 1111 (person),
or 113 (organization), or 1113 (animal).
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^(CSUBCAT.vv2;
CSUBCAT.vv1;CSUBCAT.vv3
; CSUBCAT.vv4)

The subcategory is a “motion-by-others” verb,
general verb, a “self-motion” verb, or a derived
verb.

1^ .改. ^↓(SYNREAL.sub)
(1^ .CHANGE. ^
↓(SYNREAL.sub))

Change the 1st word on the left as the son of the
current word, and set the syntactic relation to be
subject.

(121), (122)

The semantic classifying code is 121 (location),
or 122 (time period).

^1 .改. ^↓
(SYNREAL.comp)
(^1 .CHANGE. ^↓
(SYNREAL.comp))

Change the 1st word on the right to be the son of
the current word, and set the syntactic relation to
be comp.

^1 .改. ^↓(SYNREAL.obj)
(^1 .CHANGE. ^↓
(SYNREAL.obj))

Change the 1st word on the right of the current
one to be the son of the current word, and set the
syntactic relation to be object.

The rule tells us that if the current word (“站(Zhan4, stand)”) is a “motion-by-others”
verb, a general verb, a “self-motion” verb, or a derived verb, moreover the semantic
classifying code of the foregoing word (“女孩(Nv3hai2, girl)”) is 1111 (person), or
113 (organization), or 1113 (animal), then we have to change the 1st word “女孩
(Nv3hai2, girl)” on the left to be the son of the current word, and we have to set the
syntactic relation to be subject. If the semantic classifying code of the word ((“门口
(Men2kou3, doorway)”, “分钟 (Fen1zhong1, minute)”)) following the verb is 121
(location) or 122 (time period), then we have to change the 1st word on the right to be
the son of the current word, and set the syntactic relation to be object, or comp
respectively.
After executing the above four rules we get that the subject is “女孩(Nv3hai2, girl)”,
the comp is “分钟 (Fen1zhong1, minute)”. That is
10: PRED: (SENTENCE, , , , SENTENCE)
!
! —SEN→5: (站(Zhan4), v, vv3, 2102, stand, vp, pef)
!
! —LOC→4: (门口(Men2kou3), s, sss, 1212, doorway)
!
! —sub→2: (女孩(nv3hai2), n, nn2, 1111, girl)
!
! ←EXP—0: (可怜(Ke3lian2), a, aaa, 2314, pitiful)
!
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! —comp→8: (分钟(Fen1zhong1), t, tt1, 122216, minute, np)
!
! —NUM→7: (30, m, mm1, 133503, thirty).
Where PRED denotes the predicate, SEN denotes the relation between sentence node,
i.e. the exclamation sign for that, and the predicate of the sentence.
The equivalent “graph” representation is as follows.
10: PRED
SEN
5: stand
LOC
4: doorway

SUB COMP
2: girl

8: minute

EXP

NUM

0: pitiful

7: thirty

Note that in this representation, but for 9, the period, all parts found before are now
linked up into one “graph”. The subject role of “girl” and the complement role of
“minute” are indicated by links of type SUB and COMP respectively. The links of type
LOC and NUM belong to the 49 types that Yao distinguishes. In Yao’s system the
facts that “doorway” indicates a location and that “thirty” is a number must be used and
therefore be present in the system. They are included in the classifying codes.

7.2.5 Semantic analysis
In LSD, there exist 49 relation types. The reason is the following. In order to translate a
sentence, the first thing is to represent all the information contained in the original
sentence. The information includes the combination of words, tense, voice, mood,
sentence type and other information. So, Yao chooses for 49 “relation types” (some are
not semantic relations at all). Sofar we have encountered EXPerience, LOCation,
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QuaNTity and NUMber.
After the syntactic analysis, we can do the semantic analysis. Yao has the following
rules.
LEX=站，(base0), RULE: (1111; 113; 1113) + ^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1;
CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) Î 1^ .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.AGT)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (121) Î 1^ .改.
^↓(SEMREAL.LOC)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (122) Î 1^ .改.
^↓(SEMREAL.QNT)
(LEX=stand，(base0), RULE: (1111; 113; 1113) + ^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1;
CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) Î 1^ .Change. ^↓(SEMREAL.AGT)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (121) Î
1^ .CHANGE. ^↓(SEMREAL.LOC)
^(CSUBCAT.vv2; CSUBCAT.vv1; CSUCAT.vv3; CSUBCAT.vv4) + (122) Î
1^ .CHANGE. ^↓(SEMREAL.QNT))
LEX=站

The current word is “站(Zhan4, stand)”

(base0), RULE

The rule to determine the basic sentence type 0

(1111; 113; 1113)

The semantic classifying code is 1111 (person),
or 113 (organization), or 1113 (animal)

^(CSUBCAT.vv2;
CSUBCAT.vv1;CSUBCAT.vv3;
CSUBCAT.vv4)

The subcategory is a “motion-by-others” verb, a
general verb, a “self-motion” verb, or a derived
verb.

1^ .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.AGT)
(1^ .CHANGE. ^
↓(SEMREAL.AGT))

Change the 1st word on the left to be the son of
the current word, and set the semantic relation
to be agent

(121), (122)

The semantic classifying code is 121 (location),
(122) (time period).

^1 .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.LOC)
(^1 .CHANGE. ^↓
(SEMREAL.LOC))

Change the 1st word on the right to be the son of
the current word, and set the semantic relation
to be location

^1 .改. ^↓(SEMREAL.QNT)
(^1 .CHANGE. ^↓
(SEMREAL.QNT))

Change the 1st word on the right of the current
one to be the son of the current word, and set
the semantic relation to be quantity
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The meaning of the rule is similar to the meaning given in syntactic analysis.
10: PRED: (SENTENCE, , , , SENTENCE)
!
! —SEN→5: (站(Zhan4), v, vv3, 2102, stand, vp, pef)
!
! —LOC→4: (门口(Men2kou3), s, sss, 1212, doorway)
!
! —AGT→2: (女孩(Nv3hai1), n, nn2, 1111, girl)
!
! ←EXP—0: (可怜(Ke3lian2), a, aaa, 2314, pitiful)
!
! —QNT→8: (分钟(Fen1zhong1), t, tt1, 122216, minute, np)
!
! —NUM→7: (30, m, mm1, 133503, thirty).
The equivalent “graph” representation is as follows.
10: PRED
SEN
5: stand
LOC
4: doorway

AGT QNT
2: girl

8: minute

EXP

NUM

0: pitiful

7: thirty

7.2.6 Representation by “inter-transmittal”
by which Yao means “interlingua” language
SENTENCE: (10, , , )
!
!—SEN→stand: (5, v, vv3, , 2102, prs, pef)
!
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! —LOC→doorway: (4, s, sss, 1212, at)
!
! —AGT→girl: (2, n, nn2, 1111)
!
! ←EXP—pitiful: (0, a, aaa, 205e)
!
! —QNT→minute: (8, t, tt1, tp)
!
! —NUM→thirty: (7, m, mm1)
We can see that this structure represents almost all the information of the original
sentence.
The equivalent “graph” representation is as follows (there is no corresponding part of
“le”).
SENTENCE
SEN
stand
“zai4”

LOC

doorway
“de”

AGT QNT
girl

minute

EXP

NUM

pitiful

thirty

This is an outline of the parser in Lexical Semantic Driven.
The final result of the parsing process has the structure of a graph. Yao’s method of
parsing may therefore also be called a form of structural parsing. The graph formed can
be seen as the starting point for the process of uttering the sentence in English. We note
that in this example the words had simple counterparts in English, apart from the
function word “le”. We will now discuss the method of Yao and make a comparison
with the method used in Chapter 6.
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7.3 Parsing in Knowledge Graph Theory,
a comparison
For parsing the sentence considered in Section 7.2 we need semantic and syntactic
word graphs for all 9 “real” words. We compare with part 6 of Section 7.2.
可怜, Ke3lian2 (a,v,a,v):
ALI

Ke3lian2 . If this word can be
The simplest semantic word graph is just
used only as adjective or as verb, then its syntactic word graph is, see Hoede and
Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001a].
v

ALI
SKO

SKO

or

a

ALI

PAR
.

的, de (u, n):
The meaning “of” is expressed by one of the three merological relationships:
PAR
FPAR
“ SUB
” in the ontology of KGT. The use as a
,
or
noun is most common, and the graphs display clearly a syntactic function.
女孩, Nv3hai2 (n):
ALI Nv3hai2 ” is the simplest semantic word graph. The syntactic word graph
“
is, partly,
n
ALI
v

ALI

SKO

SKO

ALI

PAR

v
.

ALI

a

We have now the KGT material for the phrase “Ke3lian2 de Nv3hai2”. Yao finds four
phrases and we already remarked that these are “chunks” of the sentence. Parsing by
chunks, using chunk indicators, was developed by Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang,
2001b].
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When we look at the syntactic word graphs, we see that the word “de” must be chosen
to have “ PAR
” as its meaning. This makes the word Ke3lian2 an adjective, an
adword of the word Nv3hai2 and yields the semantic chunk graph
PAR
“
”.
ALI
ALI
Ke3lian2
Nv3hai2 (pitiful girl)
The second phrase, chunk, is 在门口, “Zai4 men2kou3”.
在, Zai4 (p,v,v,v,p,d):
As a preposition Zai4 has a semantic word graph:
SUB
ALI
“ space ALI
space ”, as the meaning of “at” is “with space in
some other space”. Syntactically the word graph should express that the two spaces
(locations) are adwords of two nouns, so
ALI
ALI
n
n

n

PAR
ALI

PAR
SUB

ALI

.
n

Both space and time are attributes of nouns.
门口, Men2kou3 (s,s):
The use of a classification like “orientation word” is probably due to the fact that for
Yao the word Zai4 as a proposition does not have a well defined meaning. In KGT we
ALI
PAR
ALI
just have “ space ALI
n” as semantic
Men2kou3 and
and syntactic word graph. The only problem is to determine with which token the token
for Men2kou3 is to be identified. Only the order of Zai4 and Men2kou3 in the sentence
leads to the semantic chunk graph
Men2kou3
ALI
SUB

space

PAR
ALI

n

(at doorway)

PAR

The third phrase, chunk, is 站了, “Zhan4le”.
站, Zhan4 (v,n,s,v):

ALI

ALI

space

.
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There are three different roles possible according to Yao, the choice for Zhan4 being a
verb coming basically from the auxiliary word le.
We have seen in Chapter 3 that the semantic word graph for le can be taken to be

ts

PAR
ORD

ALI

ALI

.

tv,e

The unspecified token must be a verb, hence Zhan4 must be a verb and we obtain
ALI

tv,e

PAR
ALI

zhan4

ORD

ALI

.

ts

Syntactically two SKO-arcs indicate the role a verb plays, one of them ties the verb to
the subject and the other to the object, both nouns:
v
ALI
n

ALI

SKO

SKO

ALI

.
n

Intransitive verbs have no outgoing SKO-arc in their syntactic word graph.
Finally we have the chunk “30 minutes”.
30 (m,m):
30 is described as a number word, but in KGT
ALI

30

PAR
EQU

ALI

measure

number

is the semantic word graph. 30 is a value. Values are attributed to measures. The
measure is in this case is
分钟, Fen1zhong1(t):
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The word is called a time word in LSD, but this is not a precise description.
EQU

Fen1zhong1

PAR

ALI

time interval

ALI

,

measure
so we get
ALI

number

EQU

30

PAR
Fen1zhong1

EQU

PAR

ALI

time interval

ALI
measure
as fourth semantic chunk graph.
Structural parsing in KGT now has to deal with connecting these chunk graphs into a
sentence graph, see Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001b], which for this
example leads to the sentence graph
de
Ke3lian2

PAR

ALI

ALI

CAU
le

tv,e

ts

ALI

PAR

ORD
ALI
[tv,b, tv,e]

Fen1zhong1

30

Nv3hai
Zai4

PAR
ALI

ALI

Zhan4
PAR

SUB

PAR

ALI

ALI

SPACE

SPACE

PAR
ALI

PAR
EQU

ALI

PAR
EQU

ALI

Men2kou3

measure

number

.
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Parsing in KGT is like solving a jigsaw puzzle given semantic and syntactic word
graphs for each of the occurring words. The main problem, ambiguity, is present in
both LSD and KGT. Let us now compare the resulting graph in Section 7.2.6 with this
sentence graph.
The first striking difference is that in LSD representation all kinds of information are
added to the words, mainly categorization. For example, Nv3hai2 is given with n for
“noun”, nn2 for subtype of noun, 1111 for type “person” as well as the English
counterpart “girl”. In the KGT representation these are missing. Semantic classifying
codes were not necessary in the KGT-parsing. However, in Chapter 4 we met the
sentence “Beijing duck bake well”, and to give the correct sentence graph, we had to
know that the basic sentence is
CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI

duck
.

bake
The code for an animal is 1113 and for the verb “bake” an agent with code 1113 may
be known to be impossible. This opens the door to huge complexity of the lexicon, but
possibly is unavoidable, explaining why LSD is such a complex system. The rules
occurring are just solving this kind of ambiguity.
The second striking difference is the use of relation types. That “stand” has a
LOCATION type of relationship with “doorway” in LSD shows one of the major
weaknesses of LSD. As the system does not have the concise ontology of KGT, LSD
has to introduce many relationship types. In Yao [Yao, 1996] 49 types are mentioned
and we will investigate them in the next section.
The relationship of type EXPERIENCE between “girl” and “pitiful” is an even better
example of describing a basically syntactic relationship between a noun and an
adjective by a semantic label. AGENT is, by its very meaning, not a relationship. In
CAU
ALI
stand the first token is the agent. Syntactically the corresponding
SKO
ALI
graph is
verb and the first token is the SUBJECT. “30” and
“minute” are not in a NUMBER-relationship. “30” is a number word used as value of a
measure. Finally “stand” certainly does not have a QUANTITY relationship with
“minute”. The similarity and the differences come forward most clearly in the
subgraphs that contain the four central words 站, Zhan4, 门口, Men2kou3, 女孩,
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Nv3hai2 and 分钟, Fen1zhong1 both of the LSD and the KGT result.
Fen1zhong1

QNT

Zhan4

LOC

Men2kou3

AGT
,

Nv3hai2
LSD-result
Fen1zhong1

PAR

Zhan4

PAR

Men2kou3

CAU
Nv3hai2

.

KGT-result

7.4 Expressing the LSD-relationships
in terms of the KGT-ontology
The “relations” in LSD are not like the ones in KGT. They are not the pure semantic
relations, not the pure syntactic relations, and not the pure case relations. They are
compound relations including pure semantic relations, pure syntactic relations, pure
case relations, and even some complex relations. That is to say, the relations introduced
in LSD are not the traditional relations. The purpose to introduce these relations is to
represent sentences easily. The focus of LSD is not on the representation, but on the
tools to translate between languages: Chinese and English. From Yao [Yao, 1996], we
get the definitions of the relation types introduced in LSD, and examples. In Appendix
III, we show these definitions and the examples given by Yao, and, furthermore, we
give the representation of each example in terms of knowledge graphs.
We were indeed able to express each of the 49 types of “relationships” in LSD in terms
of the KGT-ontology. We now give the results in the following tables.
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7.4.1 The basic relations (39)
No.

Relation

Basic
KGT
relation

No.

Relation

Basic
KGT
relation

(1)

AGT(agentive)

CAU

(2)

ANL(analogy)

ALI

(3)

BAS(basis)

CAU

(4)

BE L(belong)

PAR

(5)

BKT(bracket)

EQU

(6)

CAP(capacity)

PAR

(8)

CAU(causative)

CAU

(11)

DAT(dative)

ORD

(13)

DET(determinate)

PAR

(14)

DIR(direction)

CAU

(15)

DST(destination)

ORD

(17)

EXE(execution)

CAU

(18)

EXP(experience)

CAU

(19)

EXT(external)

CAU

(20)

FCS(focus)

PAR

(21)

FRQ(frequency)

PAR

(22)

GOA(goal)

PAR

(23)

INS(instrument)

PAR

(24)

LOC(location)

PAR

(25)

MAT(material)

PAR

(26)

MAN(manner)

PAR

(27)

MOD(modify)

PAR

(29)

NUM(number)

PAR

(30)

OBJ(objective)

CAU

(31)

OBS(object
besides subject)

EQU

(32)

ORG(original)

ORD

(34)

POS(possession)

PAR

(35)

PRT(part of thing)

SUB

(36)

QNT(quantity)

PAR

(37)

PDC(product)

CAU

(38)

REA(reason)

CAU

(40)

REF(reference)

ORD

(41)

RUT(route)

ORD

(42)

SCP(scope)

CAU

(43)

SIT(situation)

PAR

(45)

ATT(attribute)

PAR

(46)

TES(the example)

EQU

(47)

TIM(time)

PAR

(48)

TIT(title in title)

PAR
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7.4.2 The complex relations (10)
No.

Relation

Representation
EQU

(12)

DEG
(degree)

(7)

CAS
(condition)

(16)

DUR
(duration)

(33)

COM
(comrade)

(10)

CON
(conjunction)

(28)

MOS
(modify
sentence)

(39)

RLT
(relative
thing)

(49)

VAL
(value)

CAU

EQU
CAU

SIU
(44)

(9)

(supplementary
situation)

CAU

x

PAR

PAR
(parallel)

Representation
CAU

CAU

CAU

Relation

y

ORD
EQU

No.

CAU

SUB

SUB

ALI

BE
ALI

BE
PAR

Note: ■ denotes the sentence frame.

7.5 Concluding remarks
From the discussion above, we can see that the relations introduced in KGT can
represent all 49 types of relations in LSD. There are types of relation including
semantic relations, syntactic relations and compound relations. According to the
relations in KGT, we divided these 49 types relations into two sub-groups: the basic
relations and the complex relations. The basic relations are the relations that have
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corresponding to basic relations in KGT. The complex relations are the relations for
which several concepts are put into relationship.
Inference in Artificial Intelligence systems is very important. Efficient inference lies in
the number of relation types introduced. So, the Knowledge Graph Method should turn
out be more efficient than the Lexical-Semantic Driven Method.

PART C: EXPERT SYSTEMS

CHAPTER 8:

CHINESE CAU-WORDS

Chapter 8
Chinese CAU-words
8.1 Introduction
Expert systems are sophisticated computer programs that manipulate knowledge to
solve problems effectly in a narrow problem area. Like real experts, these systems use
symbolic logic and heuristics -- rules of thumb -- to find solutions. And like real
experts, they make mistakes but they have the capacity to learn from their errors.
However, this artificial expertise has some advantages over human expertise: It is
permanent, consistent, easy to transfer and document, and cheaper. In sum, by linking
the power of computers to the richness of human experience, expert systems enhance
the value of expert knowledge by making it readily and widely accessible.
The main parts in expert systems are knowledge bases and inference engines. The
knowledge used to solve the problems in a narrow problem area is stored in knowledge
bases. The knowledge in knowledge bases is mainly in the form of “IF-THEN”
statements. In order to solve different narrow area problems, there are different
knowledge representation methods in different knowledge bases. The knowledge in
knowledge bases determined the function, efficiency and effectiveness of the expert
systems. An inference engine uses the knowledge in knowledge bases to solve the
problems.
In a document, one distinguishes operators and arguments in a sentence. An argument
is a self-contained word or group of words, whereas an operator is a word or group of
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words that is dependent on one or more other arguments. The arguments are viewed as
concepts, and the operator one finds is mapped as relation.
In this chapter, we picked out some Chinese words (operators) with seemingly causal
meanings (i.e. CAU-operators), and classified these operators into groups according to
the different argument types connected by these causal operators. The main goal is to
use such indicators of CAU relationships in an automatic extraction system. This is in
line with the thesis of de Vries, who studied such indicators for English. However,
before we can start automatic extraction, we should investigate which particular
problems are encountered in Chinese.

8.2 CAU-word representation
in terms of knowledge graphs
In knowledge graph theory, the “causal” statements are represented by CAU-operators
and corresponding arguments. That is to say, the statement “A is the causation of B” is
represented by “ A CAU B ”, where CAU is a causal operator, and A and B are
corresponding arguments. Here, “A CAU B” means: An occurrence of or a change in A
can cause an occurrence of or a change in B.
Any linguistic phrase that may thus be rephrased is an indicator of a CAU relationship.
The “IF-THEN”-statement is not equivalent to the CAU statement. As was discussed
by Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001] the knowledge graph representation of
“IF-THEN” is in terms of frames
NEG

AND
p

NEG

q
,

and expresses the logical equivalence (pÆq)ÅÆ( ¬ (p ∧ ¬ q)). Here we use the NEGframe to express the negation connective ¬ and the AND-frame to express the
connective ∧ , that together form a functionally complete set of connectives for
propositional logic.
Let a certain change ΔA in A cause a certain change ΔB in B. We may now state “IF

Chinese CAU-words
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ΔA occurs THEN ΔB occurs”. So, “ΔA occurs” plays the role of p and “ΔB occurs”
plays the role of q in the representation given above. In this way the “IF-THEN”relationship ties up with the CAU relationship. In Chinese, there are many words that
can be seen as operators with “causal” meaning, but especially argument types
connected by these causal operators are different.
Example 8.1 “按照计划,我们写文章。” is a Chinese sentence. In “pinyin”, spelling,
the sentence reads, “An4zhao4 Ji4hua4 Wo3men2 Xie3 Wen2zhang1”. The numbers
refer to the four kinds of intonation. The literal meaning is “According to plan we write
paper”. The partial representation by a sentence graph is shown by
“CAU”
ALI
“plan ALI
write ”.
We see that the central words in the sentence are “plan” and “write”. That is to say, the
“plan” is related to “writing”. Here, “按照, An4zhao4”, according to, is the operator to
express this relationship and connects two arguments: “plan” and “write”.
We have indicated this in Figure 8.3 by an arc with label CAU, as the relationship is
certainly not that of a subject “计划, ji1hua4”, plan, to a verb “写, xie3”, write. In fact
“according to” may be replaced by “conform to” or just by “alike”. Some aspect of the
writing shows similarity with the plan, let this be the “chosen way” of writing,
something not mentioned in the sentence, then the alikeness of “计划, ji1hua4”, plan,
and “chosen way”, to which “按照, An4zhao4”, according to, refers, becomes clear,
but also the causal nature of the relationship between “计划, ji1hua4”, plan, to a verb
“写, xie3”, write. The plan influences the choice of the way of writing of the paper.
Another plan would lead to another way of writing. So “按照, An4zhao4”, according
to, can be seen as a causal operator, be it that this only becomes clear on expansion of
the concepts. Representation by a simple causal arc can be done but then its type
should be “CAU”, indicating that the causality only becomes clear when a much more
elaborate sentence graph would be given. This phenomenon occurs quite often in
natural language.
Example 8.2 “黑暗暗含着危险。Hei1an4 An4han2zhe1 Wei1xian3” is another
Chinese sentence. The meaning is “Darkness imply danger”. The representation by a
“CAU”
ALI
sentence graph is as “ darkness ALI
danger ”.
We see that the “黑暗, hei1an4”, darkness, is said to be the cause of “危险, wei1xian3”,
danger. “暗含着, An4huan2zhe3”, imply, is the operator expressing “causation”, and
connecting two arguments, i.e. “黑暗, hei1an4”, darkness, and “危险, wei1xian3”,
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danger. As in Example 8.1, the “causation” only becomes clear on expansion. Dark
places may be dangerous, but the implication is by no means strict. The main point,
however, is that “暗含着, An4huan2zhe3”, imply, is a causal operator, which might
have been taken up into these graph as a verb, like the verb “写, xie3”, write, in
Example 8.1.
From these two examples we can see that different operators with CAU meanings
(Chinese “causal” words) connect different types of arguments. In Chinese sentences
often other pairs of types than noun and verb are connected by CAU-words.

8.3 The collected operators
Like in English certain Chinese words are clearly CAU-words. Examples of easily
recognized indicators of a CAU-link in English are “causes” or “leads to”, see de Vries
[de Vries, 1989]. Also the word “by” in “hereby” is such a clear indicator, although the
arguments are posing the problem to determine where “here” refers to. However, we
saw in the examples that indicators may less obviously show their causal content. Only
a more detailed analysis of the meaning of the word, its word graph, may bring this
content forward.
The problem that we are facing here again is that of the undetermined boundary of a
relationship. If A and B are related in some way, this is expressed in knowledge graph
theory by a knowledge graph containing A and B. The structure of the graph describes
the way A and B are related. A CAU-link may be part of the graph like in the analysis
of “按照, An4zhao4”, according to, in Example 8.1. For that reason we may call the
relationship between “计划, ji1hua4”, plan, and “写, xie3”, write, a causal relationship.
However, the graph that describes the precise way of influencing the writing by the
plan is much more complicated than just a CAU-link between two tokens with label
“plan” and “write”.
As a matter of fact, in the knowledge graph formalism transitive verbs are represented
by a labeled token related to two other tokens by CAU-links. One of the these is the
agent of the verb and the other is the patient of the verb. In the syntactic graph of a
verb SKO-links are used, one token is the subject and the other is the object. An agent
is seen as “causing” the verb act to take place and the verb act is seen as “causing” the
patient the experience that is due to the act. In both cases the causal relationship is of
complex nature too. In “we write paper” both the precise content of the relationship
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between “we” and “write” and that of the relationship of “write” and “paper” would
ask for a much larger graph.
In principle each word should have a word graph that characteristically differs from the
word graph of another word. This also holds for words used as CAU-operators. We
therefore have in principle the duty to study each of these operators and to give a
characteristic word graph for them. In this analysis it may turn out that the same graph
is used for two different words, but that the difference consists of the focus laid on one
CAU
CAU
of its tokens. This way X
and
X should be described by different
words, when the crosses indicate the focus. We shall see how this is encountered in
Chinese.
The extraction of CAU relationships from a text leads to a set of arcs of type CAU that
may be used to construct a directed graph. This directed graph can then be used either
as an expert system or as a decision support system. The points of the graph will in
many cases be labeled by nouns. As we mentioned in the introduction, usually expert
systems are formulated in terms of IF-THEN rules. We choose to focus on the graph
with causal links and therefore represent operators between arguments that are
statements also by causal links, which asks for some remarks.
CAU
q . In accordance
The sentence “IF p THEN q” could be represented by p
with our interpretation of the CAU-link we have chosen “IF p THEN q” to mean “The
occurrence (truth) of p cause the occurrence (truth) of q”. We have restricted the truth
table to the case in which both statements p and q are true. In pure logic the statements
p and q need not have a relationship at all. In case we want to build an expert system it
is, of course, important to determine where the causal relationship between p and q lies
in detail. In “IF p THEN q”, p can e.g. play the role of a condition for the occurrence of
q. When q is the description of a process, a chemical reaction, and p is the description
of a numerical condition, say on the temperature, we can represent the essence of the
statement by a causal arc between temperature, a noun, and the verb describing the
reaction, e.g. “combine” if q is the statement “molecules A and B combine to molecule
C”. This example shows that the operator may connect a noun and a verb. That verbs
can be represented by nouns, “combine” replaced by “combining” or “combination”,
suggest that, in principle, all CAU-links can be seen as connecting nouns. We will
come back to this point after analyzing the chosen Chinese CAU-words, with respect to
the chosen example sentences. We will now discuss the chosen CAU-operators and we
will give a literal translation next to a more usual translation.
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Group 1 Noun relates to verb
1. 按照, an4zhao4 = puch copy = according to
Example: 按照计划,我们写文章。An4zhao4 Ji4hua4, Wo3men2 Xie3 Wen2zhang1 =
According to the plan, we write the paper.
Analysis: Something, part of “写, xie3”, write, is influenced by “计划, ji4hua4”, plan.
As “写, xie3”, write, is a complex frame this something is chosen in a FPARrelationship to “写, xie3”, write. The plan acts as a condition on the writing of the
paper.
CAU
FPAR

ALI

ALI

plan

write

The something should show similarity with the plan, be “in accordance with” the plan,
which is nicely expressed by “copy”. This leads to using the ALI-link. So we can
express both the causality and the similarity aspect by
CAU

FPAR

FPAR
ALI

,

and take this as the word graph for “按照, an4zhao4”, according to.
2. 依据, yi1ju4 = depend reason = in the light of
Example: 依据实际情况我们制定计划。Yi1ju4 Shi2ji4 Qing2kuang4 Wo3men2
Zhi4ding4 Ji4hua4 = In the light of actual conditions we make the plan.
Analysis: This is an operator that is clearly similar to “按照, an4zhao4”, according to.
A synonym is “依照, yi1zhao4” = depend copy. We would choose the same word graph
for 依照, yi1zhao4” as for “按照, an4zhao4”, i.e. we consider them to be synonym,
although the very choice of a different word suggests that there are different
connotations.
3. 根据, gen1ju4 = root reason = due to
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Example: 根据天气预报,我们不能出游。Gen1ju4 Tian1qi4 Yu4bao4, Wo3men2 Bu4
Neng2 Chu1you2 = Due to the weather forecast, we cannot go out.
Analysis: The process of going out is conditioned by the weather forecast. If the
forecasted weather is good then we go, if bad then we cannot go. So good and bad
function as a two-valued variable. A simple CAU-link may therefore be chosen for this
operator: “ CAU
”, but notice the discussion of case 8.
4. 凭, ping2 = use, depend on = by use of
Example: 他凭经验办事。Ta1 Ping2 Jing1yan4 Ban4 Shi4 = He by use of his
experience does this thing.
Analysis: Here the experience supports the doing, the using aspect stands central.
Again a simple CAU-link may suffice for representing this CAU-word in a word graph
lexicon.
5. 依靠, yi1kao4 = depend, depend = depend on
Example: 我们依靠工资生活。Wo3men2 Yi1kao4 Gong1zi1 Sheng1huo2 = We
depending on our wages live.
Analysis: A situation similar to that in 4. Wages support the living. Again we may
suffice with a simple CAU-link, but dependence may of course have various, often
complicated, forms.
For these examples, of operators connecting a noun with a verb, we may restrict
ourselves to two different word graphs. Yet it will be clear that some undertones of the
words are not captured. For the development of expert systems, this need not have
serious consequences.
Group 2 Noun relates to noun
6. 暗含着, An4han2zhe1 = darkness include = imply
Example: 黑暗暗含着危险。Hei1an4 An4han2zhe1 Wei1xian3 = Darkness implies
danger.
Analysis: There seems to be no direct causal relationship between “黑暗, he1an4”,
darkness. and “危险, wei1xian3”, danger. Here we may try to give an extensive
expansion of both concepts in order to locate any causal link between parts of the
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expanded graphs. For the development of expert systems it seems better to delete “暗
含着, an4han2zhe1” from the list of CAU-operators. Note, by the way, the use of “暗,
an4 = darkness” also in the operator. “Darkness include” is a way of description that
does not suggest that the speaker know precisely where the causality is located!
7. 导致, dao3zhi4 = lead to, to form = cause
Example: 虚弱导致疾病。Xu1ruo4 Dao3zhi4 Ji1bing4 = Weakness causes illness.
Analysis: Seemingly a simple CAU-link, but again there is no direct causal relationship
between weakness and illness. What is meant is that a weak body cannot fight the real
potential cause of the illness. So, strictly speaking, the example sentence is not correct.
However, that is not the point. If the operator “导致, dao3zhi4” is used the description
of a CAU-link is intended. Note the use of “致, zhi4 = to form”, which describes a pure
ORD-link.
8. 来源于, lai2yuan2yu3 = come root from = root in
Example: 知识来源于实践。Zhi1shi Lai2yuan2yu3 Shi2jian4 = Knowledge root in
practice.
Analysis: Here the word “root” expresses a similarity with a growing tree or plant, and
is used to express the relationship between “knowledge” and “practice”. Like the earth
is necessary for the growing of the tree, practice is necessary to obtain knowledge. As a
condition we describe it by a simple CAU-link. However, it is illustrative to investigate
this metaphorical use of language somewhat further.
For “tree roots in earth” we may construct the following knowledge graph
ALI

tree

SUB
earth

CAU

PAR
location

ALI

ALI

root

PAR
SUB

ALI

location

.

This would only describe the geometrical situation of a part of the tree, its root, with
respect to the earth. When saying “knowledge roots in practice” we have just replaced
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words. This metaphorical use of language corresponds to describing a similar structure
around the word “root”, that is the word focused upon. However, the intention of the
statement is to convey that “practice” leads to “knowledge”. To justify the use of the
word “root” some causal relationship should be distinguished next to the geometrical
aspect. The growth of a tree depends on, is caused by, the nutrients in the earth, next to
light, water, etc. The root of the tree plays a, complicated, intermediate role in this
process.
The concept “earth” contains the concept “nutrients” as part of its frame:
FPAR
ALI
“ nutrients ALI
earth ”, and it is this concept “nutrients” that has
a causal relationship with “tree”, the change in the tree being its growth. By analogy
“practice” should contain something that causes the growth of “knowledge”. As we see
thinking as linking somethings and knowledge as the resulting mind graph, in
knowledge graph theory, we can now pinpoint the aspect of “practice”, that is
analogous to “nutrients”. Practice is accompanied by a mental process, thinking, and it
is this thinking that causes the growth of knowledge, i.e. the growth of the mind graph.
The “nutrients” involved in this process are the building blocks of the graph, i.e. its
points and arcs.
The metaphor, like all metaphors, is quite complicated indeed. We have elaborated this
example, because it gives a reflection on the very heart of knowledge graph theory.
However, it also shows how complicated the word graph for the CAU-operator “来源
于, lai2yuan2yu3”, root in, may be chosen namely as:
CAU
FPAR

SUB
ALI

yuan2
.

PAR

PAR
SUB

Note that “源, yuan2” is the word for “root” and “来…于, lai2…yu3” means “come
from”. “Coming” describes a change in location that is basically described by an ORDlink. This ordering is implicit in the CAU-link. In natural language “come from” is
sometimes used instead of “is caused by”. Our analysis led to the conclusion that the
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causal process is not directly from “源, yuan2”, root, toward “知识, zhi1shi1”,
knowledge, but from something that belongs to the frame of “实践, shi2jian4”,
practice.
We choose a simple CAU-link, but in principle all different CAU-operators should
have different word graphs, that may show considerable complexity, similar to what we
find here.
9. 酿成, niang3cheng2 = make wine success = bring on.
Example: 大 意 酿 成 重 大 灾 难 。 Da4yi4 Niang4cheng2 Zhong4da4 Zai1nan4 =
Carelessness brings on great calamity.
Analysis: Like in the case of “导致, dao3zhi4”, cause, in case 7, the example sentence
is, strictly speaking, not correct. However, “make wine success” = “bring on” is a clear
indicator of a causal relationship. “酿, niang3” is a word like “brew” in English. The
picturesque use of “酿成, niang4cheng2” for a causal operator is quite typical for
Chinese.
10. 起因于, qi3yin1yu3 = up reason from = arises from.
Example: 争斗起因于一些小事。Zheng1dou4 Qi3yin1yu3 Yi4xie1 Xiao3shi4 = The
fight arises from a mere trifle.
Analysis: Here “小事, xiao3shi4”, trifle. is the source of the “争斗, zheng1dou4”, fight.
Again we encounter metaphorical use of language. “因, yin1” = reason explicitly refers
to the fact that mental processes of people are involved.
11. 取决于, qu3jue2yu3 = take decision from = decided by.
Example: 成功取决于信念。Cheng2gong1 Qu3jue2yu3 Xin4nian4 = The success is
decided by the belief.
Analysis: The CAU-operator describes a condition. In English the word “by” stands
central, in Chinese the decision making aspect is stressed.
12. 所致, suo3zhi4 = place to form =result of.
Example: 事故由疏忽所致。Shi4gu4 You2 Shu1hu Suo3zhi4 = The accident was the
result of negligence.
Analysis: Here we meet a case where the focus is clearly indicated. It is the result and
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not the cause that is focused up. Consequently we may choose a word graph in which
the second token of the CAU-link is indicated with a focus sign, say a cross, e.g. a
CAU
simple CAU-link:
X .
13. 招致, zhao1zhi4 = ask to form = incurs.
Example: 他的过失招致重大损失。Ta1 de Guo4shi Zhao1zhi4 Zhong4da4 Sun3shi1
= His fault incurs a heavy loss.
Analysis: There is no reason to represent this operator by more than a simple CAU-link,
but in English we also say “a fault makes for a loss” and the explicit graph for “ask” is
quite complex.
14. 在于, zai4yu2 = at from = lies in.
Example: 事物发展的根本原因在于其内部矛盾。Shi4wu4 Fa1zhan3 de Gen1ben3
Yuan2yin1 Zai4yu2 qi2 Nei4bu4 Mao2dun4 = The fundamental cause of the
development of a thing lies in its internal contradictions.
Analysis: The problem here is that in fact “cause lies in” is the operator. It is explicitly
indicated what the cause is, in Chinese “在, zai4” = at is used, so we may choose:
EQU

ALI

cause

CAU
.
15. 产生, chan3sheng1 = product born = produces.
Example: 摩擦产生热。Mo2cha1 Chan3sheng1 Re4 = Friction produces heat.
Analysis: This operator expresses the process of production of heat by friction, so the
basic CAU-link is described. The Chinese sentence graph would be:
CAU
ALI
“ Mo2cha1 ALI
Re4 ”. We will now discuss several ways this
graph may be brought under words.
16. 产生于, chan3sheng2yu2 = produce born from = comes from.
Example: 热产生于摩擦。Re4 Chan3sheng1yu3 Mo2cha1 = Heat comes from friction.
Analysis: The only different with case 15 is that the cause is focused upon. So, whereas
CAU
it is a simple CAU-link, we should be aware of the fact that we may give X
as the word graph of this CAU-operator.
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17. 原因是, yuan2yin1shi4 = basic reason is = is reason of.
Example: 热的原因是摩擦。Re4 de Yuan2yin1shi4 Mo2cha1= The reason of heating
is friction.
Analysis: The sentence graph is of course the same, but the explicit mentioning of the
reason lays a focus on the first token of the CAU-link. In Chinese this is stressed by the
word “原, yuan2” = basic. An alternative operator is “理由是, li3you2shi4” = principle
reason is.
18. 结果是, jie2guo3shi4 = gather fruit is = reason of … is.
Example: 摩擦的结果是热。Mo2cha1 de Jie2guo3shi4 Re4 = The result of friction is
heating.
Analysis: Here the second token is focused upon:
expressed by “果, guo3” = fruit.

CAU

X

. In Chinese this is

19. 起因是, qi3yin1shi4 = up reason is = cause of … is.
Example: 热的起因是摩擦。Re4 de Qi3yin1shi4 Mo2cha1 = The cause of heating is
friction.
Analysis: This is more or less a synonym of “原因是, yuan2yin1shi4”.
The examples given here are rather frequently occurring and have the following
equivalent formulations:
是…的原因, shi4
是…的理由, shi4
是…的结果, shi4
是…的起因, shi4

…
…
…
…

de yuan2yin1 = is … of reason
de li3you2 = is … of reason
de jie2guo3 = is … of result
de qi3yin1 = is … of cause

20. 致使, zhi4shi3 = to form make = cause
Example: 吸烟致使他死亡。Xi1yan1 zhi4shi3 Ta1 Si3wang2 = Smoking caused his
death.
Analysis: This is a rather pure CAU-operator. Again it is remarkable that “致, zhi4” =
to form is used. A translation might be “death after smoking”.
We see that there are several metaphorically used CAU-operators. The examples
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concerning friction and heating, as we said, will be encountered most often in technical
texts. The problem of determining the arguments is relatively easily solved in such
cases. Metaphorical use already poses greater problems, as did the noun to verb CAUoperators in Group 1. In the next group it may even be doubted whether there is always
a CAU-link that can be explicitly determined.
Group 3 Statement to statement
This group involves, amongst others, the logic words, the word graphs of which were
studied by Hoede and Zhang [Hoede & Zhang, 2001a], and that we discussed in
Section 1, with respect to their interpretation as CAU-operators.
21. 从而, cong2er3 = from and = thus.
Example: A 正确从而 B 正确。A Zheng4que4 Cong2er3 B Zheng4que4 = A is right,
thus B is right.
Analysis: A statement like this is a purely logical proposition and asks for a
representation of “pÆq” as basic representation.
Note the use of “而, er3” = and in Chinese.
In word “pÆq” is usually expressed by “if p then q”, whereas pÅq is usually
expressed by “p only if q”. In Chinese we have
22. 除非, chu2fei1 = divide not = only if.
Example: 除非我们有钱,我们才能旅游。Chu2fei1 Wo3men2 You3qian2, Wo3men2
Cai2neng2 Lv3you2 = Only if we have money, we can travel.
23. 如果, ru2guo3 = example fruit = if.
Example: 如果天气晴朗，我们可以出游。Ru2guo3 Tian1qi4 Qing2lang3, Wo3men2
Ke2yi3 Chu1you2 = If the weather is well, we can go out.
Analysis: Here no direct causality is expressed. The state of the weather does not
influence the “going out”, but the decision to go out. This decision is not mentioned.
Ellipsis, meaning something that is not mentioned, occurs rather often in language. It
forms one of the major reasons why it is sometimes difficult to determine the
arguments of a CAU-operator.
Now we ask in what way “从而, cong2er3” = thus differs from these two logic words.
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The essential difference lies in the determination of the truth value. For example, “A is
right, thus B is right” includes the truth value of A and B. In Chinese the word “从,
cong2” = from explicitly refers to an ordering involved. But in e.g. “we can travel only
if we have money” or e.g. “if the weather is well, we can go out”, only the propositions
are expressed. Nothing is stated about actual truth values.
24. 既然, ji4ran2 = result = since.
Example: 既然这种方法行不通，我们换另一种方法。Ji4ran2 Zhe4zhong3 Fang1fa
Xing2bu4tong1, Wo3men2 Huan4 Ling4yi4zhong3 Fang1fa = Since this method does
not work, we try another one.
Analysis: Here too, like for “从而, cong2er3”, the truth value of the statements is fixed
and in a sense, the rightness of one statement causes, results in, the rightness of the
other statement. A representation by a CAU-link is defendable, especially when
sentences like “the friction occurs, thus the heat increases” are met and changes or
occurrences are mentioned explicitly. But then two nouns are explicitly mentioned. “除
非, chu2fei1” = only if and “如果, ru2guo3” = if do NOT refer to causal relationships
directly. As the example sentences show the statement need not be elements that can be
taken up in, say, a technical expert system.
25. 所以, suo3yi3 = place to = therefore.
25. 因此, yin1ci3 = reason this = therefore.
Example: 他学习努力，因此他取得很大进步。Ta1 Xue2xi2 Nu3li4, Yin1ci3 Ta1
Qu3de2 Hen3da4 Jin4bu4 = He studied very hard, therefore he made great progress.
Analysis: Here no condition is expressed. “Therefore” refers directly to a cause, in the
example sentence it is “study”. In Chinese “所, suo3” = place, respectively “因, yin1”
= reason, pinpoint one of the two tokens. A CAU-link description is justified here.
Determining the precise arguments is not trivial. The statements describe processes,
which themselves may be seen as the arguments. There is here the possibility to use
nouns like “study” and “progress” as arguments, as there is always the possibility to
substantiate verbs, expressing them by nouns.
The more advanced analysis would expand the concepts “study” and “progress”. If
“study” means “increasing knowledge” and “progress” means “increasing something”
we shed some new light on the interpretation of the example sentence. Instead of
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“therefore” we then would possible have used, “i.e.”, id est, to express the fact that “if
knowledge increases, then something increases”. This would bring the sentence back
into a logical setting.
26. 因为, yin1wei2 = reason for = because.
Example: 因为我是学生,我必须学习。Yin1wei2 Wo3 Shi4 Xue2sheng1, Wo3 Bi4xu1
Xue2xi2 = Because I am a student, I have to study.
Analysis: Here too expansion of “student”, somebody who studies, sheds some new
light on the seemingly causal relationship. Being a student implies studying, by
definition. Of course, it is not this literal interpretation that is expressed. Just as in the
foregoing example for “therefore”, there is an undertone in the statement that justifies
the use of the word “because”. Calling oneself a student, meaning somebody who
studies, “leads to” the obligation to study indeed. It is only on this level of
interpretation that the causality becomes clear.
In the discussion we will come back to this special group of CAU-operators. The most
important remark to make is that causal relationships CAN, but must not necessarily,
be present in statements in which these CAU-words are used.
Group 4 Noun to statement
27. 鉴于, jian4yu2 = ability from = in view of.
Example: 鉴于这些事实,你可以离开。Jian4yu2 Zhe4xie Shi4shi2, Ni3 Ke2yi3
Li2kai1 = In view of these facts, you may go away.
Analysis: Here the allowance to go is what is influenced by the facts, which can be
represented by a simple CAU-link.
28. 凭借, ping2jie4 = use borrow = rely on.
Example: 他凭借自己的力量取得进步。Ta1 Ping2jie4 Zi4ji3 de Li4liang4 Qu3de2
Jin4bu4 = He relied on his own strength to made progress.
Analysis: As we saw before, “progress” is “increase of something” and that something
is what is influenced by the “strength”, so again a simple CAU-link, in principle again
between two nouns.
29. 使得, shi3de2 = make = make.
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Example: 大雪使得交通瘫痪。Da4xue3 Shi3de2 Jiao1tong1 Tan1huan4 = The strong
snow made the traffic be out of order.
Analysis: The CAU-link from “snow” is directly oriented towards “traffic” here.
30. 因为, yin1wei2 = reason for = because of.
Example: 因为天黑,他打开了灯。Yin1wei2 Tian1 Hei1, Ta1 Da3kai1 le Deng1 =
Because of the darkness, he turned on the light.
Analysis: In this second example for “因为, yin1wei2” the decision to turn on the light
is influenced by the darkness. So the real effect, of the darkness in this case, is again
not mentioned. “因, yin1” = reason explicitly refers to mental processes involved.
31. 由于, you2yu2 = root from = due to.
Example: 由于大雾,航班被取消。You2yu2 Da4 Wu4, Hang2ban1 Bei4 Qu3xiao1 =
Due to the heavy fog, the flight was cancelled.
Analysis: Here too the heavy fog does not influence the flight directly, but rather the
decision to cancel. The metaphorical of “root” has been discussed extensively before,
see case 8.
In this group the statements contained nouns that were not mentioned, but were the
concepts that were really involved in the CAU-links.
Group 5 Miscellaneous
32. 引起, yin2qi3 = guide up = set off.
Example: 他的话引起哄堂大笑。Ta1 de Hua4 Yin2qi3 Hong1tang2da4xiao4 = His
words set off roars of laughter.
Analysis: The laughing is by people that hear the words and react to these words. The
CAU-link is between “words” and “people”.
33. 为了, wei4le = for = in order to.
Example: 为了方便使用计算机，我们研究自然语言处理。Wei4le Fang4bian4
Shi3yong4 Ji4suan4ji1, Wo3men2 Yan2jiu1 Zi4ran2 Yu3yan2 Chu4li3 = In order to use
the computer easily, we study natural language processing.
Analysis: “In order to” or “for” is not really a CAU-operator, as the basic meaning is
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that using the computer is the goal that is to be reached by studying. The literal
meaning of “为了, wei4le” is “for”, which does not express a causality, but an intention.
However, an intention can be seen as a reason.

8.4 Extracting CAU relationships
with their arguments from an example text
The extracting process is aimed at coding scientific text with “causal” relationships. In
Section 8.3, we picked out some Chinese CAU-words, discussed their features, and
classified them into some subgroups. But one might wonder how such a process works
out in practice. In order to show how to use these CAU-operators in “causal”
knowledge extracting, a part of an article with many “causal” relationships was
selected, and Chinese CAU relationships with their arguments in the text were
extracted from this given example text.

8.4.1 The chosen part of the text
We have chosen the following material from the book of Xu [Xu, 1998]. Let us now
show the text. We represent each sentence in three lines. The first line is the sentence in
Chinese characters, the second one is the sentence in Chinese spelling, and the third
line gives the corresponding English words (not a complete sentence). For each
sentence we will underline the CAU-operators only, whether their corresponding
arguments are nouns or not. We also indicate their number as occurring in Section 8.3.
众所周知，
故障 的 发生
与
发展
过程，
Zhong4suo3zhou1zhi1, Gu4zhang4 de Fa1sheng1 yu3 Fa1zhan3 Guo4cheng2,
As everyone know,
fault de occurrence and development process,
元件
的 内在 因素 所
决定
的。
主要
是
由于(31)
(31)
Zhu3yao4 shi4 You2yu2
Yuan2jian4 de Nei4zai4 Yin1su4 Suo3 Jue4ding4 de.
(31)
mainly be due to
component de intrinsic factor that determine de.
但是
元件
工作
的 外部
条件 可以 加速 或
Dan4shi3 Yuan2jian4 Gong1zuo4 de Wai4bu4 Tiao2jian4 Ke2yi3 Jia1su4 huo4
But
component working de exterior condition could speed or
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延迟
故障 的 发生，
Yan2chi2 Gu4zhang4 de Fa1sheng1.
delay
fault
de occurrence
有时
甚至
会
招致(13)
元件 的 严重
损坏。
(13)
You3shi2 Shen4zhi4 hui4 Zhao1zhi4 Yuan2jian4 de Yan4zhong4 Sun3huai4.
sometimes even could incur(13) component de serious
shatter.
所以，
故障 的
发生
与
发展 的 机制，
Suo3yi3, Gu4zhang4 de Fa1sheng1 yu3 Fa1zhan3 de Ji1zhi4
Therefore, fault de occurrence and development de mechanism,
应当
是(19) 外部
条件 和
内在 因素
综合
(19)
Ying1dang1 Shi4 Wai4bu4 Tiao2jian4 he Nei4zai4 Yin1su4 Zong1he1
should
be(19) exterior condition and intrinsic factor
joint
作用
的 结果(19)。
Zuo4yong4 de Jie2guo3(19).
Function
de result(19).
内在
因素
表现 在
两 个 方面，
Nei4zai4 Yin1su4 Biao3xian4 Zai4 Liang3 ge4 Fang1mian4,
Intrinsic factor exhibit
at two ge4 aspect,
一方面
是
正常
运行 的 自然
过程；
Yi4fang1mian4 shi4 Zheng4chang2 Yun4xiang2 de Zi4ran2 Guo4cheng1;
one side
be normal
function de natural process;
另一方面
是 材质、 设计、 制造
或
装配
Ling4yi4fang1mian4 shi4 Cai2zhi4, she4ji4, Zhi4zao4 huo4 Zhuang1pei4
the other side
be material, design, manufacture or assemble
方面
的 缺陷，
Fang1mian4 de Que1xian4,
aspect
de limitation,
导致(7)
成为
加快
故障
形成
与 发展 的 因素。
(7)
Dao3zhi4 Cheng2wei2Jia1kuai4 Gu4zhang4 Xing2cheng2 yu3 Fa1zhan3 de Yin1su4.
Cause(7) become expedite
fault
form
and development de factor.
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元件
损坏
具有
各种
形式，
Yuan2jian4 Sun3huai4 Ju4you3 Ge4zhong3 Xing2shi4,
Component shatter have
each
form,
如
元件
长期
与 介质 流
作用
而 导致(7)
损坏，
(7)
Ru2 Yuan2jian4 Chang2qi1 yu3 Jie4zhi1 liu2 Zuo4yong4 er3 Dao3zhi4 Sun3huai4,
as component long time with medium-stream effect
and induce(7) shatter,
又 如
两 个
元件
表面
相互
接触 而
You4 ru2 Liang3 ge4 Yuan2jian4 Biao3mian4 Xiang1hu4 Jie1chu4 er3
again as two ge4 component surface
each other touch and
造成(?)
的
损坏 等。
(?)
Zao4cheng2 de Sun3huai4 deng3.
make(?)
de shatter etc.
如果
表面
没有
相对
运动，
Ru2guo3 Biao3mian4 Mei2you3 Xiang1dui4 Yun4dong4,
If
surface
no
relative movement,
一般
只能
造成(?)
表面
挤压
损伤。
(?)
Yi1ban1 Zhi3neng2 Zao4cheng2 Biao3mian4 Ji3ya1 Sun3shang1.
commonly only
make(?)
surface extrusion scathe.
当
初期
接触
形式 为 线
接触 或 点 接触
时，
Dang1 Chu1qi1 Jie1chu4 Xing2shi4 wei2 Xian4 jie1chu4 huo4 Dian3 Jie1chu4 shi2,
When initial stages touch form
be line touch or point touch time,
对应
的 相对
运动
形式 有
多
种。
Dui4ying4
de Xiang1dui4 Yun4dong4 Xing2shi4 you3 Duo2 zhong3.
corresponding de relatively movement form have many kinds.
配合副
间
作
无滑动
的 相对
滚动，
Pei4he2fu4
Jian1 Zuo4 Wu2hua2dong4 de Xiang1dui4 Gun3dong4,
Cooperating component among make slipless
de relative
roll,
通常
会
使(?)
表面
产生(15)
疲劳。
(?)
(15)
Tong1chang2 Hui4 Shi3 Biao3mian4 Chan3sheng1 Pi2lao2.
commonly could cause(?) surface produce(15)
fatigue.
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表现
形式
为 金属 微粒 从 接触
Biao3xian4 Xing2shi4 wei2 Jin1shu3 Wei1li4 cong2 Jie1chu4
Exhibition
form
be metal mote from touch
表面
上
脱落，
Biao3mian4 shang4 Tuo1luo4,
surface
at fall off,
如
滚动
轴承
和 凸轮
机构 的 滚动
Ru2 Gun3dong4 Zhou2cheng2 he2 Tu1lun2 Ji1gou4 de Gun3dong4
as
roll
axletree
and cam framework de roll
就
Jiu4
right on

是
这样。
shi4 Zhe4yang4.
be this matter.

当
材料
硬度 太 低 或
比压
太 高 时，
Dang1 Cai2liao4 Ying4du4 Tai4 di1 huo4 Bi3ya1 Tai4 gao1 shi2,
When material rigidity much low or relative press much high time,
也 会
出现(?) 挤压
损伤。
(?)
Ye3 Hui4 Chu1xian4 Ji3ya1 Sun3shang1.
also could appear(?) extrusion scathe.
同时
存在
滚动
和
相对
滑动
时，
Tong2shi2
Cun2zai4 Gun3dong4 he2 Xiang1dui4 Hua2dong4 shi2,
At the same time occurrence roll
and relative
glide time,
则
产生(15)
磨损 和 疲劳。
(15)
Ze2 Chan3sheng1 Mo2sun3 he2 Pi2lao2.
so
produce(15)
abrasion and fatigue.
但
在 许多
情况
下 也 有
可能
产生(15)
Dan4 Zai4 Xu3duo1 Qing2kuang4 xia4 Ye3 you3 Ke3neng2 Chan3sheng1(15)
But at many
instance under also have possible produce(15)
表面
挤压
损伤。
Biao3mian4 Ji3ya1
Sun3shang1.
surface
extrusion
scathe.
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疲劳
往往
发生
在
相对
滑动
量
Pi2lao2 Wang3wang3 Fa1sheng1 Zai4 Xiang1dui4 Hua2dong4 liang4
Fatigue sometimes occurrence at relative
glide
quantity
最小
或
等于 零 的
Zui4xiao3 huo4 Deng3yu2 Ling2 de
least
or equal to zero de

区域，
Qu1yu4.
area.

而 磨损
最
严重 的
部位 则
经常
位于
Er3 Mo2sun3 Zui4 yan2zhong4 de Bu4wei4 ze3 Jing1chang2 Wei4yu3
And abrasion most grievous de
part but often
locate at
相对
滑动
量
最大
的 区域。
Xiang1dui4 Hua2dong4 liang4 Zui4da4 de Qu1yu4.
relative
glide quantity maximum de area.
Remarks: The CAU-words, “使, Shi3, cause”, “造成, Zao4cheng2, make” and “出现,
Chu1xian4, appear” (marked by (?) in the sentence), do not occur in the collected
CAU-word set in Section 8.3. But they are really Chinese CAU-words. The reasons are
the following two. The first reason is that, in Section 8.3, we picked out some Chinese
CAU-words, not all. The word “出现, Chu1xian4, appear” and “造成, Zao4cheng2,
make” are ones that were not collected in our set. The second reason is that there are
many words having the same meaning, i.e. synonymy. The word “使, Shi3, cause” is a
synonym of the word “致使, Zhi4shi3, cause”. In order to extract CAU relations from
texts, we should make a complete CAU-operator set.
We see that there are twelve CAU-operators in this article. Our goal is not only to find
the CAU-operators, included in the text, but also to find the corresponding arguments
they connect, and to check whether these corresponding arguments are nouns.

8.4.2 The sentences with CAU relationships
We know that to find CAU-operators is not very difficult. But it is very difficult to
check their corresponding arguments. First we meet the problem of segmentation of
Chinese words. We do not discuss that here. After we complete the word segmentation,
the next step is to keep only the CAU-operators we found and their corresponding
arguments. This step is still not easy. We should detect which words are the arguments
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of the found CAU-operators. After we finish these two steps, we get the following
extraction results.
(1) 故障…………由于……内在
Gu4zhang4
You2yu2 Nei4zai4
fault
due to intrinsic

因素
Yin1su4
factor

CAU operator: 由于＝root from = due to
Argument 1: 内在因素＝intrinsic factor
Argument 2: 故障＝fault
Representation: intrinsic factor ━CAUÆ fault
(2) 外部 条件……………..招致…………损坏
Wai4bu4 Tiao2jian4
Zhao1zhi4 Sun3huai4
exterior condition
beget
shatter
CAU operator: 招致＝provoke arrive = beget
Argument 1: （外部）条件＝(exterior) condition
Argument 2: 损坏＝shatter
Representation: exterior condition ━CAUÆ shatter
(3) 故障……是 外部
条件
和
内在 因素 .…...的 结果
Gu4zhang4 shi4 Wai4bu4 Tiao2jian4 he Nei4zai4 Yin1su4 de Jie2guo3
fault
be exterior condition and intrinsic factor
de result
CAU operator: 是……的结果＝be …… de result = be the result of
Argument 1: 外部条件和内在因素＝exterior condition and intrinsic factor
Argument 2: 故障＝fault
Representation: exterior condition and intrinsic factor ━CAUÆ fault
(4) 作用
导致 损坏
Zuo4yong4 Dao3zhi4 Sun3huai4
effect
cause shatter
CAU operator: 导致＝lead to, to form = cause
Argument 1: no noun argument extracted.
Argument 2: 损坏＝shatter
Analysis: Because Argument 1 is a sentence, here no noun argument is extracted.
(5) 接触
造成
损坏
Jie1chu4 Zao4cheng2 Sun3huai4
touch
make
shatter
CAU operator: 造成＝create accomplish = make
Argument 1: 接触＝touch.
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Argument 2: 损坏＝shatter
Representation: touch ━CAUÆ shatter
(6) 没有
相对
运动……….造成
挤压 损伤
Mei2you3 Xiang1dui4 Yun4dong4 Zao4cheng2 Ji3ya1 Sun3shang1.
no
relative movement
make
extrusion scathe
CAU operator: 造成＝create accomplish = make
Argument 1: （没有相对）运动＝(no relative) movement
Argument 2: （挤压）损伤＝(extrusion) scathe
Representation: [NOT: relative movement] ━CAUÆ extrusion scathe
(7) 无滑动
的 相对
滚动
使
产生
疲劳
Wu2hua2dong4 de Xiang1dui4 Gun3dong4 Shi3 Chan3sheng1 Pi2lao2
slipless
de relative
roll
cause produce
fatigue
CAU operator: 产生＝product born = produce
Argument 1: （无滑动的相对）滚动＝(no slipless relative) roll
Argument 2: 疲劳＝fatigue
Representation: [relative roll without slip] ━CAUÆ fatigue
(8) 表面
产生
疲劳
Biao3mian4 Chan3sheng1 Pi2lao2
surfave
produce
fatigue
CAU operator: 产生＝product born = produce
Argument 1: 表面＝surface
Argument 2: 疲劳＝fatigue
Representation: no extracted CAU relations.
Analysis: Although two noun arguments are extracted, they do not express a
“causal” relation here.
(9) 硬度 太 低 或 比压
太 高……出现 挤压
损伤
Ying4du4 Tai4 di1 huo4 Bi3ya1 Tai4 gao1 Chu1xian4 Ji3ya1 Sun3shang1
rigidity much low or relative press much high appear extrusion scathe
CAU operator: 出现＝grow up become visible = appear
Argument 1: （硬度太）低或（比压太）高＝
(rigidity much) low or (relative press much) high
Argument 2: （挤压）损伤＝(extrusion) scathe
Representation: [(rigidity much) low] ━CAUÆ extrusion scathe
[(relative press much) high] ━CAUÆ extrusion scathe
Analysis: Because the sentence is a parataxis, there exist two CAU relations.
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(10) 滚动 和
相对
滑动
产生
磨损 和 疲劳
Gun3dong4 he2 Xiang1dui4 Hua2dong4 Chan3sheng1 Mo2sun3 he2 Pi2lao2
roll
and relative
glide
produce
abrasion and fatigue
CAU operator: 产生＝product born = produce
Argument 1: 滚动和（相对）滑动＝roll and (relative) glide
Argument 2: 磨损和疲劳＝abrasion and fatigue
Representation: roll ━CAUÆ abrasion
roll ━CAUÆ fatigue
(relative) glide ━CAUÆ abrasion
(relative) glide ━CAUÆ fatigue
Analysis: as in (9), there exist four CAU relations.
(11) 产生
挤压
损伤
Chan3sheng2 Ji3ya1
Sun3shang1
produce
extrusion
scathe
CAU operator: 产生＝product born = produce
Argument 1: 滚动和（相对）滑动＝roll and (relative) glide
Argument 2: 损伤＝scathe
Representation: roll ━CAUÆ scathe
(relative) glide ━CAUÆ scathe
Analysis: Because this sentence is not a complete sentence, it is a part of the above
sentence. These two sentences have the same SUBJECT. So, the Argument 1 is
also the same.
After we include these representations in a combined representation, we get the
following.
p1

p2

p8

p9

p3

p4

p11

p14

p13

p15

p5

p10
NOT

p6
p12

We introduced some symbols here in order to represent the graph clearly. They
indicate:

p7
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X

f(X)

X

f(X)

intrinsic factor

p1

fault

p2

exterior condition

p3

shatter

p4

touch

p5

relative movement

p6

(extrusion) scathe

p7

Relative roll without slip

p8

fatigue

p9

(rigidity much) low

p10

roll

p11

(relative press much) high

p12

(relative) glide

p13

abrasion

p14

scathe

p15

From the combined representation we can see that the article consists of three main
themes. One is on p2 and p4, i.e. fault and shatter. The second one is on p7, i.e.
(extrusion) scathe. The third one is on p9, p14 and p15, i.e. fatigue, abrasion and scathe.

8.4.3 Aspects of the extraction process
In Section 8.4.2, we picked out some causal relations, i.e., Chinese CAU-operators and
corresponding arguments from the given example text by hand. How do we pick them
out? A very important point is that we use inference to do it. In this section, we will
discuss this and get some information from extracting CAU relationships by hand. This
is very useful to help us to build an automatic extracting system.
As we discussed above, it is not difficult to choose CAU-operators, because the
number of these CAU-words is finite. But it is very difficult to determine the
corresponding noun arguments.
In Appendix IV, we have analyzed whether, after CAU-operators are obtained, the
corresponding noun arguments can be determined. But how do we pick out these CAU
relationships (including CAU-operators and their corresponding arguments) by hand in
Section 8.4.2? We know that we should determine the CAU relations according to their
definition strictly.
In order to determine the arguments corresponding to some CAU-operators, let us
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remember first what “A CAU B” means. From the definition we know that “A CAU B”
means “An occurrence of or a change in A can cause an occurrence of or a change in
B.” Now CAU-words or CAU-operators play the role like “cause” in the definition.
Actually, CAU-operators are very important in determining CAU relationships,
although some sentences with CAU meaning do not contain any CAU-operators.
Almost all CAU relations are connected by CAU-operators. What about “an
occurrence of or a change in” A or B? Mainly we determine it by the following two
methods.
(1) By finding change indicators or occurrence indicators.
In order to find noun arguments connected by the CAU-operators in a sentence, we
would check which part is a noun, and to check whether its change or occurrence can
“cause” (expressed by the CAU-operators) the change or occurrence of another noun.
So we would have to check change indicators or occurrence indicators. Analyzing a
sentence on change or occurrence indicators we have two possibilities. First, we may
actually find that something is changing or occurring. Second, some words, by their
very meaning, imply a change or occurrence. This second possibility asks for a
semantic analysis of words, i.e., more elaborate word graphs for these concepts. Here
we essentially use expansion of concepts. For example,
·如
元件
长期 与 介质 流
作用 而 导致(7) 损坏。
·Ru2 Yuan2jian4 Chang2qi1 yu3 Jie4zhi1 liu2 Zuo4yong4 er3 Dao3zhi4(7) Sun3huai4.
·As component long time with medium-stream effect
and induce(7) shatter.
In this sentence the CAU-operator is “ 导 致 , dao3zhi4”, induce, which is just
recognized and which is an operator pointing from the first part of the sentence to the
second part, which is “损坏, sun3huai4”, shatter. This, in fact, already indicates that
“shatter” is induced. An expansion of “shatter”, by using a dictionary, may indeed
confirm a change of state from “whole” to “broken”.
In the first part of the sentence the word “作用, zuo4yong4”, effect, expresses a change
or an occurrence. The effect is described by “component long time with mediumstream”. Like in the case of “high blood pressure (may) cause heart attack”, here “long
time with medium-stream” describes the occurrence of a state. No noun argument is
extracted. That is to say, if the effect (between medium-stream and component) occurs,
then shatter occurs. Because “shatter” is something changing, the sentence describes
that if something (effect) occurs then something else changes.
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·硬度
太 低 或 比压
太
高…出现
挤压
损伤。
·Ying4du4 Tai4 di1 huo4 Bi3ya Tai4 gao1 Chu1xian4 Ji3ya1 Sun3shang1.
·Rigidity much low or relative-pressure much high appear extrusion scathe.
In this example, although “出现, Chu1xian4, appear” has a “causal” meaning more or
less, its “causal” meaning is not strong. We did not pick it out and add it to our CAUwords set in Section 8.3. But, apart from this word, we find an “occurrence indicator”
and a “change indicator” in the sentence. “Much low” and “much high” indicate that
something changes, they are change indicators. “Extrusion scathe” is still something
changing, like “shatter” in our first example, it is a change indicator too. So, to
determine “occurrence indicator” or “change indicator” of nouns is an important
method to find noun arguments.
(2) By finding noun arguments from expansion of word graphs.
Another method to find noun arguments, connected by the CAU-operators in a
sentence, is from expansion of word graphs, although there are no sentences in the
given text that need expansion of word graphs to find noun arguments. Because such
an inference is a very important technique for finding noun arguments by hand, using
expansion of word graphs is another method to determine noun arguments. For
example, in Chinese there is a proverb:

·燕子
低 飞 蛇 过 道, 大 雨
马上
就 来到。
·Yan4zi Di1 fei1 She2 Guo4 dao4, Da4 yu3 Ma3shang4 Jiu4 Lai1dao4.
·Swallow low fly snake pass way, big rain immediately soon come.
In Chinese villages, people even now do weather forecast according to this proverb.
Actually, there are many proverbs used in weather forecast. We know that whether it
will rain does not depend on swallow or snake. But the foreboding of raining can
influence swallows and snakes. In order to obtain this CAU relationship, we should
expand word graphs, showing possible causes for their behavior of “flying low”
respectively “passing way”. This makes use of considerable background knowledge.

8.4.4 Concluding remarks
Unlike from the sentences in everyday life, from the sentences in scientific texts or
technical reports with CAU-operators we can, in most cases, easily extract CAU
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relationships. In the chosen article, there are twelve CAU-operators in eleven sentences.
From nine sentences of them, we can extract CAU relationships, including CAUoperators and their corresponding noun arguments. After we picked out the CAU
relationships in scientific texts, we obtain the material to establish the knowledge base
in expert systems. This chapter is only showing the method to extract CAU
relationships using CAU-operators by means of knowledge graphs. In order to build an
automatic extracting system, there are still many things we have to do.
(1) Word segmentation
In order to segment words from unmarked sentences correctly, we think a better
method is to build a good Chinese coding system containing much information. At
least we should change the current Chinese input and storage system based on Chinese
characters to a new one that is based on Chinese words.
(2) Checking parts of speech
After we get words from texts, we still should know the parts of speech. Nouns have to
be located as well as change and occurrence indicators.
(3) Choosing noun arguments connected by CAU-operators
When we get the words and parts of speech, the next work is to determine noun
arguments connected with the found CAU-operators or even in the case where no such
operators occur.
(4) Concept similarity and concept identification
For the use of similarity measures and concept identification, we can refer to [de Vries,
1989].

8.5 Discussion
The Chinese CAU-words considered exhibit several features that are of importance for
actual extraction of causal relationships from text for the establishment of expert
systems.
The first feature is the difference between logical implication and causal relationship. A
sentence like “if 2×2 = 4 then Beijing is a big city” of “if 2×2 = 5 then Beijing is a
small city” does not convey any causal relationship. Both sentences are true from the
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logical point of view, but nobody will extract a CAU-link from sentences like these.
In natural language, however, words are not always well chosen. Let us consider the
examples on friction and heat(ing). “Friction causes heat” is a wording that would
immediately be used to establish a CAU-link. “If friction occurs then heating occurs” is
a wording in a completely logical setting. There is a causal relationship behind this
statement and that would be missed in the extraction when “if”, “only if” and “if then”
would be excluded from the set of CAU-operators.
The use of such, not so well chosen, operators to describe CAU-links forces us to
consider the linked propositions “friction occurs” and “heating occurs”. When friction
and heating can be seen as both playing a role in a process, this would justify
establishing a CAU-link between them on basis of the chosen wording. The conclusion
is that statement to statement operators are to be handled with care. If a CAU-link is
present it will be recognizable by the occurrence of words like “occur” or “change” and
in general will be a noun to noun link.
The second feature is the use of several operators that express intentions by explicitly
mentioning “reason” or by use of a word like “for”. The focus in sentences containing
such CAU-words lies on the reasoning process of people. Nevertheless, at the level of
arguments of the operator there may be a causal relationship present, describing the
way the goal, usually expressed in the second argument, can be achieved. Like for IFTHEN-statements, this causal link between the arguments can be discovered by asking
whether there are nouns exhibiting change or occurrence, so that the standard sentence
for the recognition of a causal relationship can be formulated with the same meaning.
The third feature is the metaphoric use of language. Usually quite complicated
statements are linked by such operators as “来源于, lai2yuan2yu3” = “come root from”
or “酿成, niang3cheng2” = “make wine success”. This kind of language use partly
stems from the fact that the Chinese way of making words favors such constructions, a
historical aspect probably based on the fact that the original, very old, words describing
every day life things, had to be used to “bring under words” relationships like we
consider. Partly metaphorical use also stems from the fact that the speaker cannot or
does not want to make a more precise description and trusts that the listener can infer
the meaning from the vaguer metaphorical description by “seeing” the analogy.
For our extraction process it may again help to localize two nouns in the arguments that
allow a standard sentence formulation with (about) the same meaning.
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In all these three cases the recipe for extraction of CAU-links is the same. Locate
nouns in the arguments that change or occur and such that the meaning of the sentence
is more or less maintained.
The second part of this prescription may be omitted but then one is more prone to
mistake. A more systematic, but much more intensive way of discovering a causal
relationship involved is to expand the sentence. This means that the complete sentence
graph has to be constructed and then the words in it are to be expanded, which leads to
an even larger graph. This expansion procedure is to be continued until the hidden, but
present, CAU-link comes forward.
At the time of writing this expansion process, which asks for a large word graph
lexicon, cannot be carried out automatically yet. As a first application of our results, to
establish an expert system from a text which is a graph with only CAU-links, the above
mentioned recipe can be used. In Appendix IV the example sentences are analyzed.
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Word Graphs: The First Set
I.1 Introduction
The ontology of knowledge graphs was discussed by Hoede [Hoede, 1995] in the
proceedings of the ICCS95 held in Santa Cruz. After that Hoede and Li [Hoede & Li,
1996] began to research the representation of a set of prepositions. In order to make the
idea of a lexicon of word graphs clearer, the Chinese version of these prepositions was
discussed at the same time.
In building a lexicon of word graphs one should start with the simplest subgraphs. For
this reason they started with the study of prepositions. Prepositions form the glue for
the more complex words. We give a survey of their paper here.

I.2 Prepositions
Suppose one does not ask for graphs for words but asks for words for subgraphs of the
mind graph. What would the simplest graphs be that deserve a word to be attached to
it?
We consider one simple arc of type ORD. For our purpose we consider the total graph
representation of a graph in which arcs are also represented by vertices, and type-less
arcs represent the structure of the graph. The following figure gives the ORD-link and
its total graph representation.
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a:

ORD

.

ORD

b:

Part (b) in the figure has subgraphs like
ORD

and

ORD

.

Simple as these graphs are, they express what we would describe by the words FROM
and TO. Herewith we have found the first two of our lexicon of word graphs of
prepositions in a very basic form.
Prepositions turn out to be directly linked with the elements of the ontology of
knowledge graphs. Like the arcs of the mind graph they glue (some)things together and
may be considered the elementary particles of language.
As another example, that gives us the opportunity to introduce the Chinese language,
we consider the word IN. Its word graph is taken to be “ SUB
”. From a Chinese
dictionary [Ce, 1978] we read sixteen different meanings for IN, given by sixteen
different character combinations. These character combinations express different
connotations of the word IN and should therefore be representable by different word
graphs, according to our theory. They carried through the exercise to find the answer to
the question “what is the meaning of this word?” by examining direct translation of the
characters.
An important preliminary remark to be made, before giving their list of sixteen word
graphs, is about mereology. This is a notoriously difficult and much debated field. For
expressing “part of”-relationships quite a few proposals have been made. In our
ontology we have proposed SUB, PAR and FPAR as types of relations that are of
merological nature. They express, essentially, set inclusion, attribution by the mind and
relationship due to framing by the mind. The corresponding closest verbal descriptions
of these relationships are by “part of”, “attribute of” and “property of”. The fact that in
all three cases the word OF is used shows the source of the discussion in mereology.
OF is a homonym. The three types are extremely close for the mind that has to bring
the relationships “under words”. In the list of propositions to be given later on we will
recognize this triple of types. But also in the analysis of the word IN the SUB-relation
has in several cases not been chosen. Instead the PAR-relation seemed to describe the
meaning better.
In the following figure we give some English words to describe which aspect is mainly
expressed by the Chinese character combinations. In the word graphs these words
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usually occur as types of concepts. The order of presentation is chosen to show
similarities. Very close meanings are given under the same number.
Aspect
1. Location
Area
2. Time
Period

Chinese
characters

Word graph

在…里

location

在…上

area

在…以后

time

在…期间

period

ALI

SUB

ALI

ALI

SUB

ALI

ALI

SUB

ALI

ALI

SUB

ALI

3. Material

用…

4. State

处在…中

state

5. Activity

参加着…

activity

6. Capacity

包含在…之中

quality

7. Attribute

在…身上

quality

8. Object of verb

对于…

9. Position

以…

Order

按照…

Manner

符合于…

material

attribute
position
order
act

ALI

SUB

ALI

PAR

ALI

PAR

ALI

PAR

ALI

PAR

ALI

PAR

ALI

PAR

ALI

PAR

ALI

CAU

ALI
PAR

location

area
time
period

act
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10. Number

Proportion
11. Direction
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以…

cardinality

在…中

proportion

向…

direction

ALI

PAR

ALI

ALI

PAR

ALI

ALI

PAR

ALI

PAR
12. Process

在…当儿

ALI

Process

在…之内

PAR

ALI
time

13. Extent

ALI
period

SUB

在…方面

ALI

ALI
location

SUB
穿着…

PAR

ALI
location

subject
PAR

ALI
location

Fashion

ALI

ALI

location

clothing

FPAR
15. Reason

为了…

subject

ALI

area
SUB

戴着…

ALI
PAR

ALI
area

14. Wearing

ALI
process

PAR
SUB

Process

process

PAR

在…过程中

set

ALI

period

SKO

set

PAR

ALI
time

set

FPAR
CAU

FPAR
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FPAR
Causation

由于…

ALI

FPAR

activity

FPAR

CAU
CAU
16. As

进入到…中

ALI
verb

PAR
ALI

activity

I.3 The lexicon of prepositions
In the lexicon that is given in this section there are always chosen word graphs, that
were considered to express the basic meaning of the word. The chosen prepositions are
mentioned in the grammar of Quirk et al. [Quirk et al., 1972]. The following figure
consists of six parts, because we want to comment on the various groups. The total
graph form is used where demi-arcs are present, indicating just an outgoing or
incoming arc.
Part I
Word

Chinese characters

1. FROM

从…起

2. TO

到…

Word graph
ORD
ORD
SUB

3. OF

PAR

…的

FPAR
SUB
4. IN

在…里

PAR
FPAR
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SUB
5. WITH

PAR

和…一起

FPAR
ALI

6. LIKE

象…一样

7. BY

由…

8. BECAUSE

由于…

reason

9. FOR

为了…（目的）

CAU

CAU
ALI

CAU
ALI

purpose

This first group consists of the simplest graphs that can be made out of the ontology
elements. By gradually adding structure other prepositions arise. Ordering in space as
seen from the point of view of a speaker can be longitudinal or traversal and in the
second case horizontal or vertical. The following group is used for describing spatial
relations mainly.
Part II
在…以前

11. AFTER

在…以后

value

12. OVER

在…上方

scale

13. UNDER

在…下方

14. BY

在…旁

ALI

ORD

10. BEFORE

ALI

ORD

ALI

ORD
ALI

ORD
location

ALI

ALI

value

ALI

scale

neighbourhood
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15. AT

在…位置

16. ON

在…上

location

ALI

location

SUB

ALI

SUB
SUB

17. ABOVE

在…以上

ALI

ALI

neighbourhood

ALI

location

ORD
ALI

ALI

scale
scale
scale
SUB
ORD
18. BELOW

在…以下

ALI

ALI

ALI

scale
scale
scale
SUB
ORD
ALI
19. BESIDE

ALI

location
在…
前面

SUB

PAR

ALI
location
ALI
speaker

ORD
ORD
ALI

location
location
ALI
PAR
location
在…后面

ALI

location
location
ALI
PAR

ALI

21. BEHIND

ALI

location
location
location
SUB
ORD

在…旁

20. IN FRONT OF

ALI

ORD
ORD
ALI
location

PAR
ALI
location
ALI

speaker

SUB
ALI

ALI

location

location

In the example IN FRONT OF we notice the tendency in English to break up the graph
into smaller parts. IN and OF have already been described by word graphs, that can be
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recognized in the word graph given. The location of the speaker has been given as
reference point. The prepositions in the next group are often used in more abstract
discussion as well. Hence the lack of reference to location etc.
Part III
ORD

ORD

22. BETWEEN

在…（两者）之间

23. PAST

穿过…

24. AMIDST

在…之中

PAR

ALI

25. AMONGST

在…中间

SUB

ALI

ORD

ORD

set
set

The remaining prepositions roughly can be divided into three groups. A rather large
group consists of more complex prepositions in the sense that these can also be
expressed in terms of prepositions belonging to the 25 that we have described. The two
other groups involve negation and universal quantification respectively.
Part IV
BEYOND

≡

AT LOCATION PAST

SINCE

≡

AT TIMES AFTER TIME VALUE

UNTIL

≡

AT TIMES BEFORE TIME VALUE

UPTO

≡

AT VALUES ORDERED TO VALUE

ACROSS

≡

AT LOCATION PAST

THROUGH

≡

MOVING AT LOCATION

UP

≡

THROUGH LOCATIONS (following vertical ordering)

DOWN

≡

THROUGH LOCATIONS (against vertical ordering)

ALONG

≡

THROUGH LOCATIONS (following path)

The word graphs of these prepositions are already that large that they can be brought
under words by covering the graphs with smaller word graphs.
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Part V
OFF

≡

NOT ON

OUT OF

≡

NOT IN

WITHOUT

≡

NOT WITH

AGAINST

≡

NOT FOR

This smaller list shows the use of negation that can be expressed by the NEG-relation.
There are quite a few prepositions expressing NOT INCLUDING: EXCEPT FOR,
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF, APART FROM, EXCEPTING, EXCEPT, BUT, BUT
FOR (Chinese 除…外).
Some of these are synonyms. These prepositions have word graphs with strong
similarity to the word graph of WITHOUT.
Part VI
ALL OVER
ALL ALONG
ALL AROUND
THROUGHOUT

≡

AT ALL LOCATIONS

These four prepositions show universal quantification for which we can use the SKOloop. We did not give the word graph for AROUND, which essentially is AMIDST
with focus on locations.
With the group IN SPITE OF, DESPITE, FOR ALL, WITH ALL (Chinese 尽管…)
and the group WITH REGARD TO, WITH REFERENCE TO, AS TO, AS FOR
EQU
(Chinese 关于…), with “
” as word graph, we conclude our discussion of
the first group of word graphs.

I.4 Discussion
We see from the result that, particularly in the Chinese version, concepts like 是(Shi4),
BE or EXIST, occur. Words like these have to be expressed. In Turkish the word DIR is
also often used to express the “being” of a situation. This word is so basic that it
deserves to be described by the most basic frame, which is the empty frame of the
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following figure.
BE

Note that we have chosen not to use the FPAR-relation but its alternative, which is
naming a rectangle with the associated word in the corner.
The merological relation types FPAR, SUB and PAR are at the basic of the other very
basic word HAVE, which is described by the word graphs in the following figure.
HAVE

HAVE

PAR

SUB

HAVE
FPAR

These graphs can be read as “be something with”.
Verbs like CAN and MUST can be expressed by links of type FPOS or FNEC, or by
rectangles with names CAN or MUST, in which something has an attribute
POSSIBILITY with value POSSIBLE or attribute NECESSITY with value
NECESSARY.

Appendix II:
Word Graphs: The Third Set
II.1 Introduction
After word graphs were built for prepositions and adwords (including adjectives,
adverbs and Chinese quantity words), see Section 3.2, Hoede and Zhang [Hoede &
Zhang, 2001a] discussed the third set of word graphs including logic words. We give a
summary of this paper.

II.2 Classification of Chinese words and
criteria used in classifying
In order to make a distinction between the purposes of traditional linguistic and general
purposes we ought to divide the classification into two parts. One is the word
classification in the narrow sense, which is according to traditional linguistics. Another
is the word classification in the general sense, which is according to some general
purpose.
Definition II.l A narrow word classification is a classification according to the
grammar of traditional linguistics.
Definition II.2 A general word classification is a classification according to the
purpose of classifiers.
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There are several criteria in a narrow word classification. In Chinese we have three
main criteria. Words are considered:
·in terms of the shape feature
·in terms of the syntax feature
·in terms of the meaning of the word.
Of these criteria the second one is considered to be the key one because Chinese has no
distinct changes in the shape feature and the criterion of a word's meaning may
generate ambiguities. In line with the knowledge graph idea of meaning as a word
graph, particularly in Chinese the meaning of a word strongly depends on the context.
The specific meaning attached to a word is affected by the philosophy, the social
aspects, and the ethical aspects, etc., involved in the discussion. Nevertheless, the main
goal of knowledge graph theory is to construct a lexicon of word graphs.
For the purpose of natural language processing, we investigate logic words and classify
them, but not according to the narrow classification. The classification will be general,
the purpose being to make distinction according to the ontology of knowledge graph
theory.

II.3 Logic words and their classification
Definition II.3 A logic word of the first kind is a word, the word graph of which
contains one of the four types of frames in the knowledge graph ontology.
The existence of two somethings, seen as two components of a frame, puts them in an
FPAR-relationship with the frame. That frame can be named “and”. Similarly,
something in a NEGPAR-frame is put in a NEGPAR-relationship with that frame, that
now can be named “not”. By functional completeness the other connectives from
prepositional logic follow from equivalencies like p∨q↔ ¬ ( ¬ p∧ ¬ q), for the “or”
connective. When we consider something, say a situation S (German: Sachverhalt) in
the form of a graph a POSPAR-frame may be considered around it. We may describe
this by saying “S is a possibility”, “It is possible that S” or “Possibly we have S”. In
Chinese these three utterances are translated as
可能S “ke3neng2 S”, literally “possible S”
S是可能的 “S shi4 ke3neng2 de”, literally “S is possible”
有可能S “you3ke3neng2 S”, literally “have possible S”,
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respectively.
Subtle differences come forward due to the choice of the POSPAR-frame. Suppose S is
given by the following graph in total graph form,
S:

CAU

A

B

.

A POSPAR-frame around the whole of S would describe “(There is) possibility (that) A
causes B”. A frame around the subgraph containing A and CAU which by itself reads
“cause A”, would lead to a description of “A (is a) possible cause (of) B”. A frame
around CAU and B would describe “A possibly causes B”. In English “possible” is an
adjective and “possibly” an adverb. The decision which word to use depends here on
“cause” being a noun and “causes” a form of the verb “cause”. In Chinese, the three
sentences are translated
A引起B是可能的“A yin3qi3 B shi4 ke3neng2de”, literally “A cause B is possible of”,
B可能由A引起 “B ke3neng2 you2 A yin3qi3”, literally “B possible have A cause”
A可能引起B “A ke3neng2 yin3qi3 B”, literally “A possible cause B”.
The reader should remark that the existential and universal quantifiers, “there exists”
and “for all”, are not falling under Definition II.3. In fact, Peirce already pointed out
that making the statement S on the paper of assertion (in whatever form), is equivalent
to existential quantification (for closed formulae). That is why we put “There exists”
between brackets in our example sentences. The universal quantifier in knowledge
graph theory is expressed by the SKO-loop on a token, that should be read as “for all”.
SKO

CAU
ALI
dog

ALI
bark

is to be read as “all dogs bark” or “for all dogs (holds) dog bark(s)”. So “all” is not a
logic word of the first kind according to Definition II.3. We should note here that “all”
is falling in the category “totality” of Kant's ontology. “Exist” is a logic word of the
first kind as its word graph is the “be”-frame, the empty frame, filled with “something
SUB world”. In the framing and naming process, a subgraph of the mind graph is
framed and in that way the definition of a concept C is given. The description is “C is
a …”. Here “is” is a logic word of the first kind too as it describes the FPARrelationship between C and its frame content. The famous “ISA”-relationship, like in
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“A dog is a(n) animal”, expresses the FPAR-relationship between “animal” (part of the
definition of “dog”) and the “dog”-frame. So here IS in ISA is a logic word of the first
kind too.
Definition II.4 Logic words of the second kind are words the word graph of which
contain one of the nine types of binary relationships of the knowledge graph ontology
as dominant link.
We have given a restriction here by demanding that the relationship, e.g. the CAUrelationship, is a dominant link as otherwise all words would be logic words. Meant are
those words that describe the linking process in its basic form. Word graphs with more
than one type of binary relationship are to be excluded, unless one link is clearly
dominant. In the first paper in the series the 16 different word graphs for the Chinese
word for “in” were given. In them a SUB-link or a PAR-link was clearly dominant. A
preposition like “in” can therefore also be seen as a logic word of the second kind, used
often in thinking about structuring the world. To determine which link is dominant we
need some measure for dominance. In graph theory measures have been developed for
concepts like centrality. Similar measures can be chosen for the concept of dominance
and thus used to decide whether a word can be called a logic word of the second kind
or not.
The knowledge graph theory slogan “the structure is the meaning” is in line with the
second way of looking at truth. The statement “it is raining outside”, a standard
example, does not need comparison with a model. The structure of the part of the mind
graph associated by the listener with the statement is all that matters, as far as meaning
attribution is concerned. The truth of the statement is depending on the comparison,
with the outer world. In socalled truth conditional semantics this comparison is stressed.
In our structural semantics, the outcome of such a comparison is irrelevant. As a major
consequence of our stand even statements that are not well-formed also have a welldefined semantics as far as the corresponding mind graph frames are well-defined. A
statement like “x < 5” is considered to have no well-defined truth conditional semantics
even when a model is given, with proper domain and interpretations, because x is free.
Any knowledge graph constructed by a mind as corresponding to the statement is the
meaning of the statement in structural semantics.
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II.3.1 Classifying logic words of the first kind
Due to our chosen Definition II.3 we would have to construct the word graph to decide
whether a word is a logic word of the first kind. We already discussed the operators
from proposition logic and the quantification operators. Also modal logic operators
were discussed. Of all these only the universal quantification did not involve a frame,
but was expressed by a SKO-loop and was therefore a logic word of the second kind.
The first set of logic words of the first kind corresponds to the four frames themselves
and is given in the following table.
WORD
GRAPH

WORD

Frame

Inherence

be with

固有性
Gu4you3xing4

primitive have
gender

Negframe

Negation

be not

非
Fei 1

Not

Posframe

Possibility

be possible

可能性
Ke3neng2xing4

possible gender

Necframe

Necessity

be necessary

必然性
Bi4ran2xing4

necessary gender

PARAPHRASE CHINESE WORD

LITERALLY

Remark first the use of the word 性, “xing4” or “gender”, which is used to describe the
occurrence of an alternative. Literally possibility is circumscribed by “possible
male/female”, where male/female only functions to express the two values for
possibility, possible/impossible. Secondly, the word 非, “feil”, for “negation”, used in
the context of logic, literally must be translated as “not”.
The words inherence and negation were chosen as these are two of Kant's categories.
Note that the word “negation” has a subjective undertone. Similarly, any subgraph that
is framed and named gives a concept with the subgraph as inherent property set. The
word “inherence” clearly expresses more than just “being”.
The second set of logic words of the first kind has graphs containing one of the four
frames next to other parts. Let a graph P, corresponding to a proposition p, be contained
in a frame, which may be described by “it is so that p”, or simply by “being p” or even
just “p”. In the knowledge graph formalism the graph “P: p—EQUÆ[ ]ÅALI—
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proposition” would be given, or, simpler, fPf. A frame containing the frames fPf and
fQf is the representation of p∧q, or p AND q in natural language. The word graph for
“and”, 和, “he2”, respectively “∧”, 与, “yu3”, is

without specifying the contents of the two inner frames, or tokens as they are called.
By functional completeness other connections in proposition logic are expressible by
the “and”-frame and the NEG-frame. Consider a NEG-frame containing a proposition
graph P, then is can be described by “it is not so that p”, or simply by “negation p” or
“not p”. Omitting p from the graph the word graph for the word “not” results. In
Chinese this is described by, 不是p “bulshi4 p”, literally “not be p”. Likewise the
POS-frame and the NEC-frame allow expressing “possible p” respectively “necessary
p”. Omitting p again the word graphs for “possible”, 可能的 “ke3neng2 de”, and
“necessary”, 必然的 “bi4ran2 de”, result as
POS

and

NEC
.

Note that in Chinese the word 的 “de” is used to express the fact that we are dealing
with an adjective.
The frame corresponding to “being” may contain the graph of something considered to
exist in the world, so essentially the graph “[ ]—FPARÆ[ ]ÅALI—world” describes
the word “existence”, 存在性, “cun2zai4xing4”, literally “existence gender”. Further
information on the “world” considered, which may e.g. be a set of numbers, may be
added. We now have word graphs for the logic words of the first kind describing
logical operators, see the following table.
LOGICAL OPERATOR

WORDS

CHINESE WORDS

LITERALLY

And

与 Yu3

and

Not

非 Feil

not

Or

或 Huo4

or

If .... then

如果...则
Ru2guo3 ... ze2

if ... then

If and only if

当且仅当
Danglgie3jin3dangl

when and only
when

Proposition logic
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Existence (of)

存在 Cun2zai4

exist

Possible

可能的 Ke3neng2 de

possible of

Necessary

必然的 Bi4ran2 de

necessary of

Note that for “if”, the word 如果, “ru2guo3”, is used in “if ... then”, whereas in “if and
only if”, the word 当, “dang1”, is used, literally meaning “when”.

II.3.2 Classification of logic words of the second kind
Now we consider the subgraphs of the graph “
”where the
TYPE
label TYPE may be one of the eight types we distinguished. The following table gives
the words corresponding to the whole graph of three vertices and the graph in which an
encompassing be-frame is considered as well. For the type EQU the graph is
considered to represent the word “equal”, whereas “being equal” is considered to be a
synonym of “equality”.
TYPE

WORD

WORD (+ BE)

CHINESE WORD

CHINESE WORD
(+ BE)

EQU

Equal

Equality

相等 Xiang1deng3

相等性
Xiang1deng3xing4

SUB

In

Containment

里 Li3

包含性
Bao1han2xing4

ALI

Alike

Community

相像 Xiang1tiang 4

共性
Gon4xing4

DIS

Distinct

Disparateness

不同 Bu4tong2

差异性
Cha1yi4xing4

Ordering

顺序 Shun4xu4

排序
Pai2xu4

Causality

起因 Qi3yin1

因果性
Yin1guo3xing4

ORD
CAU

Causation

PAR

Attribution

SKO

Dependency

属性
Shu3xing4
映射 Ying3she4

依赖性
Yi3lai4xing4
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Some remarks are due here. First they could not determine an English or Chinese word
for the PAR-link. Secondly we notice that for the ORD-link, within a BE-frame, in
Chinese the alternative indicating word 性 xing 4, “gender”, is not used. Thirdly the
Chinese words tend to extend the description considerably, i.e. a more complicated
word graph is expressed. 包含 “Bao l han 2”, literally means “around inside”, hence
“containment”. This hints at the fact that also the English word “containment”
expresses more than just a SUB-link in a BE-frame. This explains why the two
columns for Chinese words given are so different apart from the words for “equal” and
“equality”. It is simply so that not every knowledge graph has a precisely describing
word. We might even have left more places open in the table for “lack of words”.
Now let us consider the subgraphs of the form and the corresponding words, given in
the following two tables.
TYPE

WORD

CHINESE WORD

LTTERALLY

Of …

…的一部分
…de yilbu4fen

… of one part

ORD

From

从 Cong 2

from

CAU

By

由…引起
You2 … yin3 qi3

have … cause

PAR

Of

…的特征
…de te4zheng1

… of attribute

SKO

Dependent (on)

依赖 Yi1lai4

depend on

EQU

Equal (to)

等于 Deng3yu2

equal (to)

SUB

With

就有 Ju4you3 …

have …

ALI

Similar (to)

相似于 Xiang1si4yu2

similar to

DIS

Distinct (from)

不同于 Bu4tong2yu2

not equal to

ORD

To

到 Dao4

to

EQU
SUB
ALI
DIS

CAU
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具有…性质
Ju4you3 ... xing4zhi4

have … attribute

SKO
Note, as discussed in [Hoede & Li, 1996], that the merological stand is that SUB, PAR
and FPAR are the three merological relationships, mixed up in the English language by
the fact that the words “of” and “with” are used in all three cases, like in the examples:
Part A of B, respectively B with part A,
Attribute A of B, respectively B with attribute A,
Property A of B, respectively B with property A,
or, more concretely:
The tail of the dog,
The beauty of the dog,
The barking of the dog;
if barking is part of the definition of “dog”. Some people define a dog as “something
that barks and sniffs”.
The graphs “
” are worded “of” and “with”
FPAR ” and “ FPAR
too, but in Chinese the two graphs are described by …的特征 “… de te4zheng1”
respectively 具有…特征 “ju4you3 … te4zheng1”. We see that in Chinese strict
distinction is made for the three merological relationships. Literally we have
…的一部分 … de yilbu4fen : … of one part of
…的性质 … de xing4zhi4 : … of attribute
…的特征 … de te4zhengl : … of property,
where in English only the word “of” is used, and
具有 ju4you3 … : with have …
具有…性质 ju4you3 … xing4zhi4 : with have … attribute
具有…特征 ju4you3 … te4zhengl : with have … property,
where in English only the word “with” is used.
It is quite remarkable that no fourth merological relationship is used in Chinese, which
fact supports the choice of only three merological relationships. This was not apparent
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from English.
The EQU, ALI and DIS-relationships are symmetric. This is probably the reason why
in the above table no words are given, which is due to the fact that they do not seem to
be present in language.
ALI
ALI
y ”.We say that y
If y is a function of x, “ x
SKO
depends (is dependent) on x. Special attention should be paid to the SKO-loop that is
considered, by van den Berg [van den Berg, 1993] and Willems [Willems, 1993], to
represent the words “all”, 所有, “suo3you3”, “each”, 每个, “mei3ge4”, “every”, 每
个, “mei3ge4”, and “any”, 任意, “ren4yi4”. The authors consider the four words to be
slightly different so that four different graphs should be presented, although the SKOloop, indicating something that is informationally dependent only on itself and hence
can be anything, clearly stands central. In Chinese three different words are used.
Also note that the CAU-relationship, with chosen word “by” is somewhat out of line
with the other relationships that seem more basic as structuring relationships. 由…引
起, “You2 … yin3qi3”, literally means “by ... cause”.
Of Kant's categories we can, with some difficulty, recognize the following six:
Inherence, Negation, Possibility, Necessity, Limitation and Causality. “Existence” we
consider as “being in the world”, so of less basic nature than “being”, “Reality” in our
subjectivistic theory is an assumption about correspondence between our image in the
mind and a presupposed outer world. They do not discuss the quantity categories of
Kant: unity, plurality and totality, in that paper. Rather, they want to focus on
commonness, that they take to be synonym with alikeness, and that puts the ALI-link
central.
The ALI-link might be called a primus inter pares as the process of concept formation
is seen to result from discovering similarity between a set of perceived objects. A word
evokes different subgraphs in different mind graphs, although probably with great
similarity. Using the word for a part of its complete meaning, for the speaker, allows to
use the word metaphorically. The listener may yet understand the used word in the
proper way by searching for other concepts that contain as part of their word graph the
same part as envisaged by the speaker. “The big bird landed on Schiphol airfield” uses
“bird” for “something that flies”. The listener may see this part of speaker's word graph
for “bird” as the intended focus of his word choice and may see it as part of listener's
word graph for “plane”. Speaker is considered by listener to have used “bird” for
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“plane”. Related to the metaphor is the pars pro toto construction. Speaker uses the
word for a part of a concept to indicate the whole concept.
Like for the logic words of the first kind, there is the problem to determine the border
line of the logic words of the second kind. “Alike” is the word with word graph
ALI
“
”, and hence a logic word of the second kind by Definition II.4, but what
about “like”? “A and B are alike” is a rather clean statement, but in “he works like a
horse” the ALI-link stands central although in the sentence graph the words “works”
and/or “horse” have to be expanded in order to localize the parts that are similar. The
simple expansion of “horse” to “working horse”, one of the things a horse can do,
already enables the localization, although the specific feature, on which the alikeness
meant by the speaker is based, namely working hard, is not yet part of the expansions.
The point is that next to the ALI-link more structure is needed in order to give a proper
word graph for the word “like”. This is similar to the situation for the word “in”,
discussed in [Hoede & Li, 1996]. The single SUB-arc gives the word graph for “in” in
English, but for the fifteen different Chinese words for “in”, more complex graphs had
to be given, depending on the specific context. In both examples we would like to call
“like” and the Chinese words for “in” logic words of the second kind, but that implies
that more complex word graphs than those existing merely of one of the basic types of
arcs or parts of them are to be called word graphs of logic words. That again brings
forward the problem to determine a borderline. In tense logic the word “past” clearly
involves an ORD-arc to the time of the speech act from the time of the act described by
the verb. In “I say (at time t0) John worked (at time t1)” we have t1 < t0 on the time scale,
or “ t ORD t ”, in short notation. We say that the verb “work” has the past tense.
1
0
The essence in “past” is as much the ordering as the fact that we are talking about time.
In “the lower floors of the building” the word “lower” involves an ordering too, but
now concerning spatial coordinates. Both “past” and “lower” may be considered to be
logic words of the second kind as the ORD-arc stands central. However, it is
increasingly becoming more difficult to classify the word as a logic word when the
graph becomes more complex. The linking of concepts by one of the eight basic types
of arcs is predominant in prepositions, see [Hoede & Li, 1996], that form the glue for
the many nouns, verbs and adwords, see [Hoede & Liu, 1998]. So prepositions are
logic words of the second kind according to Definition II.4. Apparently in our minds no
sharp borderline is present to distinguish logic words from other words. One might
even take the stand that all words that are not noun, verb or adword are forming the
material used to link these basic words. Here one should remark that with the noun its,
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named, instantiations are included. The number “2” is an instantiation of the noun
“number”. Likewise all plant names are instantiations of the noun “plant name”. All
plants in the extension of “plant”, however indicated, would also belong to the set of
basic words. An objection to this stand is that there are verbs like “be”, “can” and
“must” that are clearly pure logic words. But then, these verbs are, not without reason,
called auxiliary verbs. In fact in Chinese “can” and “must” are not considered to be
verbs. The verb “be”, shi 4, is often missing in a sentence, no other verbs being present.
The nouns indicating the categories in Kant's ontology, as far as we already interpreted
them in the tables, would have to be excluded as well and this poses a more serious
problem, as for example “possibility” was considered a typical logic word of the first
kind. But then, it might be considered to be a concept that expresses something
attributed by the mind, like “beauty”.
Due to our view on word formation a classification should be based on the concept.
Although representing a concept is affected by sociology, philosophy, psychology and
so on, it is independent of the difference in languages such as Chinese and English.
Whether we choose Chinese or English to express a concept, that is the same in the
minds of a Chinese or an Englishman, the structure of the concept is the same. There
may of course be language specific concepts. Before taking a more firm stand on the
choice of the classification principle, we will try to give knowledge graphs for some
potential logic words, as knowledge graphs are specifically designed for representing
the structure of concepts.

II.4 Word graphs for logic words
For our discussion about the classification problem for logic words it is useful to give a
survey of the actual word graphs. For the process of structural parsing we need to have
word graphs for all words anyhow.
We already considered as first set the prepositions, [Hoede & Li, 1996], then Chinese
classifiers and adwords [Hoede & Liu, 1998] next to the many nouns and verbs that, in
first instance, have very simple word graphs, just describing the genus of the word. In
the following listing we distinguish types of structures of logic words. Types of frames
are indicated in the left upper corner.
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II.4.l Proposition operators
AND:

NOT:

BE

OR:

NOT

IF…THEN…:

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT

BE

NOT

According to Definition II.3 these are word graphs for logic words of the first kind.

II.4.2 Modal logic operators
POSSIBLE:

POS

NECESSARY:

NEC

The nouns “possibility” and “necessity” have word graphs, corresponding to “being
possible” and “being necessary”.
POSSIBILITY:

NECESSITY:

BE

BE
POS

NEC

Within the frames, graphs, that describe propositions, can be present and we have a
formalism, strictly parallel to “normal” notation for logic, see van den Berg [van den
Berg, 1993]. If we would allow two other types of frames, according to “obligatory”
and “believable”, analogous graphs could be given for “obligation” and “believability”.
However, whether something is obligatory or believable is a subjective matter. Hence a
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PAR-arc, for attribution, seems more appropriate and we would have word graphs like

obligatory

PAR
EQU

ALI

PAR
EQU

ALI

obligation

And

unbelievable

.
believability

The adjectives are seen as instantiations of the nouns. If “possibility” and “necessity”
are seen as judgments, analogous word graphs could be given, but we would clearly get
away from the formalism of logic.

II.4.3 Quantification
Existential quantification is expressed by an explicit knowledge graph in which a
variable is instantiated, i.e. a token has been valuated. Unvaluated tokens correspond to
free variables. Note that there may be many graphs of the same structure only differing
in the instantiation. All these graphs correspond to “there is an x such that....” by
explicitly mentioning the “x”. In this paper they follow van den Berg and Willems and
represent universal qualification by a SKO-loop:
ALL:

SKO

.

II.4.4 Logic words based on set comparison
As we distinguish eight types of binary relationships, we would have eight classes of
logic words of the second kind to consider. However, as was discussed in [Hoede & Li,
1996], the types are to be divided into three groups, four based on set comparison, two
based on the structure of space-time and two based on mind processes.
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II.4.4.l The EQU-link
The basic word here is of course
EQU

EQUAL:

.

With a BE-frame we obtain the word graph for “equality”. There are quite a few words
in which the word equal occurs, like e.g. equivalent. The only word for which we
would like to give a word graph here is “true”. The graph of the statement compared
with the graph of the model in which the statement is interpreted should be equal to
make the statement true. Hence
EQU
ALI graph
graph ALI
TRUE:
PAR

PAR
ALI

ALI
statement
model
could be given as the word graph for “true”. Note the central position of the EQU-link.
“Truth” is then again obtained by putting a BE-frame around the word graph for “true”.

II.4.4.2 The SUB-link
IN:

SUB

This preposition was extensively discussed in [Hoede & Li, 1996]. The SUB-arc is
typically structuring entities. There are many words of which “sub” is a part. Should all
these words be called logic words? Is “subset” mainly describing a set or is the word
mainly expressing a “part of” relationship? In a general classification, according to
Definition II.2, the specific purpose of the classifier is decisive. When we want to
gather all words showing structuring aspects we should include all “sub”-words in the
set of logic words of the second kind and give predominance to the “part of” aspect.

II.4.4.3 The ALI-link
The basic word is of course “alike”
ALIKE:

ALI

.

We recall that this type of link may be considered the primus inter pares as it is
considered to be at the basis of the framing and naming process. Having discovered the
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alikeness in the examples of a species the mind may form a prototype structure and
frame and name this. We mention the ALI-relationship as playing an important role in
metaphors. It occurs in the word graphs of word like “similar”, which is almost a
synonym of “alike”, or a word like “seem”.

II.4.4.4 The DIS-link
The example of two sets with empty intersection, disjoint sets, is appropriate here.
DIS

DISPARATE:

.
Like for “sub”, there are many words including “dis”. For the same reason, if we want
to list all structuring words as logic words of the second kind, all these words are
considered to be so, even if this means including verbs like “disrupt” or “discover”.

II.5 Logic words referring to space and time
For the reflection upon space and time we assume that two basic types of relationships
suffice, the ORD-link and the CAU-link, although the CAU-link may be a composite
according to the philosopher Hume.

II.5.l The ORD-link
Here again we refer to the first paper on prepositions, in which the ORD-link is the
main link. Words like “from”, “to”, “before”, “after”, “under”, “behind”, “above” etc.
all have word graphs in which the ORD-link stands central. The words used in
temporal logic mainly refer to some kind of ordering. Interesting examples are the
tenses of a verb; present, past and future. Like we said before, two values of time are
involved, the time of speaking and the time of the process described by the verb.
PAR

ALI

ALI
speech

ORD

time

ALI
speech

ALI
time

ALI

ALI
time

EQU

PAR

PAR

process

PAR
ALI
time

ALI
process
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PAR
ALI
speech

ORD
ALI

time

PAR
ALI
time

ALI
process

are describing that the process occurs after, during, respectively before the speech act.
In a rather complicated way these graphs will be present when “future tense”, “present
tense”, respectively “past tense” would have to be described, as “tense” refers to the
form of the verb that describes the process. We do not give such graphs but rather
mention that these three graphs without the token for process, so in smaller form,
would be word graphs for “at a time after speech”, “at the time of speech”, respectively
“at a time before speech”, which is usually described by “later”, “now” respectively
“earlier”. These words, and analogous triples like “tomorrow”, “today” and
“yesterday” are considered to be logic words of the second kind. The ORD-link
typically occurs in word graphs for words that are used in comparisons.

II.5.2 The CAU-link
CAU
We do not have a good word for the graph “
”. The word “causing”
seems to come closest. With a BE-frame around it we might have the word graph for
“causation”. This again sheds some doubt on the CAU-link being basic, now in a
different way. Subgraphs of the total graph like “
”
CAU and CAU
however, may be seen as word graph, for “cause” and “effect”, “something that is
causing” and “something that is caused”. Causal relationships are very important in
building expert systems or decision support systems. First expert systems in medicine
were rule-based systems, where the rules were formulated in the “if A then B” form
instead of “A causes B”. For this reason and because the CAU-link was chosen in the
ontology, the words with word graphs in which the CAU-link stands central are
considered to be logic words of the second kind as well.

II.6 Logic words due to mental processes
The last two types are the PAR-link for attribution and the SKO-link for informational
dependency.
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II.6.l The PAR-link
Next to the FPAR-link and the SUB-link, this is the third merological relationship. All
three occur in the word graphs of prepositions like “of” and “with”. The PAR-link, with
BE-frame describing “attribution”, is typically used for adjectives and adverbs, see
[Hoede & Liu, 1998]. It is structuring thought like the other types of link do, but also
has syntactic aspects, in that it links certain types of words, adwords, to other types of
words like nouns and verbs. The CAU-link, that we use for describing the functioning
of verbs, has such a syntactical aspect as well, in that it determines subject and object
(if present). Although the ending “-ly” in adverbs refers to the attribution to verbs, and
hence to the PAR-link, we are not inclined to say that the PAR-link stands central in
adverbs and do not call these words logic words.

II.6.2 The SKO-link
The SKO-loop was used for universal quantification. The typical example for the SKOarc is mapping or function, as known from mathematics. If y = f(x) indicates that y is a
function of x, we say that y is informationally dependent on x, which is essentially
described by
SKO

DEPENDENT ON:

.

DEPENDENCY being described by:
BE
SKO

.

In natural language words for which the SKO-link stands central in the word graph are
rather rare. The concept “function”, as mapping from numbers to numbers, is used in
mathematical language and has word graph:
FUNCTION:

number

ALI

SKO

ALI

number

.

Like in the case of “functional” and “mapping”, for mapping of arbitrary objects to
numbers respectively mapping of arbitrary objects to objects, the SKO-link stands
central in the word graph for “function”. Words like these are called logic words of the
second kind as well.
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II.7 Words used in other logics
We have seen in Section 5.5 that words used in temporal logic would not be called
logic words in our classification according to Definitions II.3 and II.4. However, the
important role played by the ORD-link makes us say that many of these words fall in
the category of logic words of the second kind. There are other logics like deontic logic
or fuzzy logic, where according to our classification we would not speak of logic words
as none of the basic types of n-ary or binary relationships plays an important role,
although we have mentioned that for deontic logic an OBL-frame might be introduced.
In that case words like obligatory would be logic words of the first kind.
They prefer not to do this, as ethical valuations are essentially subjective. Likewise, for
words with a fuzziness aspect like “youth”, “old” or “somewhat” we do not have the
structuring aspect that other logic words have. A word that seems to stand central here
is “extent”, which is basically a measure for inclusion. The value of this measure may
be called the fuzziness of the inclusion. With “inclusion” we may think of sets, but the
word is used in a broader sense here. The quantitative aspect stands central. For this
reason we would not speak of logic words in case of fuzziness.

II.8 Words linking sentences
The last group of logic words is special in that they link sentences. Examples are
“however”, “nevertheless” or “but”. These words are frequently used in a reasoning
process. Within the same sentence the word “although” links subsentences in the same
way. Let p and q represent two sentences connected by the word “but”. Then the
meaning is considered to be “it is not so that p implies q”, or ¬ (p→q) in logical
notation. As this is equivalent to ¬ ( ¬ (p∧ ¬ q)), which is equivalent to (p∧ ¬ q),
the word graph would be
BUT:

BE
BE

NOT

and therefore we should classify such words as logic words of the first kind, although
two types of frames are occurring.

Appendix III:
Yao’s 49 Relation Types
In this appendix, we will represent all Yao’s 49 relation types by means of knowledge
graphs.
We give sentence graphs for the example sentences, without the details of tense. The
relationship is indicated by a frame. In many cases more explicit word graphs for the
occurring words are not given in order to avoid too large sentence graphs.
We recall that a relationship between two tokens is described by the knowledge graph
containing both concepts. In several cases Yao’s naming of a relationship shows that
the explicit semantics of a token is an essential part of the semantics of a relationship,
although not explicitly mentioned in the example sentence.
As an example we consider the verb leave. This is done “from” e.g. home town, which
can be called the origin. The relationship between the concept “leave” and the concept
“home town” is named ORG by Yao (see no. 32). But that means that the specific
semantics of “leave”, the ORD arc, turns the concept “home town” into something of
type ORIGIN. Such typings are given in capital.
The names of the related concepts are given in bold letters. Sometimes the relationship
is named by a linguistic function, as e.g. DAT(ive) in no. 11. The explanations are short
versions of those given by Yao. Quite a few examples do not seem to illustrate the type
of the relationship well.
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1. AGT (agent)
Explanation: The actor of an action.
Example: He gives me a book.
Graph:
ALI

me

ORD
AGENT

CAU

CAU

ALI

EQU
he

2. ANL (analogy)

ALI

ALI
give

book

Explanation: The similarity or the analogy with the main body in an event.
Example: Our lives are like honey-sweet.
Graph:

ANALOGY

BE

ALI

ALI

EQU

PAR

PAR

EQU

ALI

our lives

sweet

honey

3. BAS (basis)
Explanation: The basis complied to in an event or according to which is acted.
Example: According to the chief’s instructions, the leader of the platoon issues orders
of operation.
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ALI

operation
chief’s instructions

PAR

ALI

orders

CAU

EQU

CAU

ALI

issue

ALI
BASIS

CAU
ALI

platoon

PAR

ALI

leader

4. BEL (belong)
Explanation: The person or thing belonging to the main body in an event.
Example: Xiao Liu has a book.

Graph:
PAR

BE

ALI

ALI

ALI
Xiao Liu

BELONG

book

5. BKT (bracket)
Explanation: The relation between the words in the brackets and the aforegoing word.
Example: He went to Beijing (the capital of China).

Graph:

ALI
CAU
EQU
he

EQU

ORD
ALI
go

PAR
BRACKET

EQU
Beijing

ALI
capital

ALI
China

6. CAP (capacity)
Explanation: The capacity or function of some object in an event.
Example: He as a leader, takes part in the meeting.
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Graph:
leader

EQU

ALI

CAPACITY

PAR
CAU

CAU
ALI

EQU
he

take part in

ALI
meeting

7. CAS (condition)
Explanation: The condition effects that the event happens or develops.
Example: If he will come at 6 o’clock, we will go by the next train.

Graph:

6 o’clock

train
EQU

EQU
time
CONDITION

ALI

ALI

instrument

ALI
PAR
come

PAR

ALI

CAU

CAU
he

ALI

go

CAU
EQU

EQU

we

8. CAU (cause)
Explanation: The cause of some action or some status.
Example: He let her go away.

Graph:
CAUSE

CAU

ALI

EQU

CAU

CAU
ALI

EQU
she

he

let

ALI
go away
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9. COM (comrade)
Explanation: The indirect entity accompanied in or removed from an event.
Example: To compare dust and sand.

Graph:

ALI
CAU

ALI

dust
COMRADE

CAU
ALI

ALI

sand

compare

10. CON (conjunction)
Explanation: The conjunction of two events, they occur at the same time or right after
each other.
Example: I return to my office to continue my work.

Graph:
continue

ALI

CAU

my work

PAR
ALI
CAU

SUB

time interval

ALI

ALI

CONJUNCTION

time interval

PAR
CAU
EQU
I

ORD
ALI
return

EQU
my office

11. DAT (dative)
Explanation: The indirect object with some benefit or loss in an event.
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Example: Li Ming gives his monitor a book.

Graph:
DATIVE

EQU

ALI

his monitor

ORD
CAU

CAU

EQU

12. DEG (degree)

ALI

ALI

Li Ming

give

book

Explanation: The degree or comparing value.
Example: The elder brother is one head higher than his younger brother, (this is not a
relationship).
height
BE

Graph:

ALI
elder brother

EQU

PAR

EQU

X+head

ORD
younger brother

EQU

EQU

PAR

X

ALI
height

13. DET (determination)
Explanation: The determining of the main body in an event.
Example: Revolutionary mass.

Graph:

mass

ALI

PAR

ALI

revolutionary
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14. DIR (direction)
Explanation: The tendency of an activity in an event or the direction of movement.
Example: He is hitting Wang Ming’s face.
DIRECTION

Graph:

EQU
CAU

he

EQU

ALI

ALI

EQU

15. DST (destination)

SUB

CAU

hit

face

Wang Ming

Explanation: The destination of the activity in an event.
Example: He went to Beijing.

Graph:

CAU

ALI

EQU
he

16. DUR (duration)

ALI

ORD

DESTINATION

ALI

go

Beijing

Explanation: The duration from the beginning to the end of the event.
Example: In this year, he made a great progress.

Graph:
DURATION

ALI

EQU

this year measure
ALI

PAR
CAU
EQU
He

PAR

CAU
ALI
make

ALI
progress

EQU
great
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17. EXE (execution)
Explanation: The main body in a natural activity can effect some object.
Example: The flood inundated the crops.

Graph:
CAU

CAU
ALI
flood

ALI

EXECUTION

ALI

ALI
inundate

crops

18. EXP (experience)
Explanation: The experience of change.
Example: The snow melted.

Graph:

CAU
ALI

ALI

snow

19. EXT (external)

melt

Explanation: The external things which are referred to in the activity in an event, but
are not controlled by anything.
Example: The wife lost her husband.

Graph:

PAR
CAU

CAU
ALI
wife

ALI
lose

ALI
husband

20. FCS (focus)
Explanation: The focus of some object, or the focus of the behavior, status of some
object. Emphasis.
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Example: It is a history book that he read.

Graph:

BE

EQU

history

ALI

FOCUS

PAR
CAU

CAU

EQU

ALI

he

ALI
book

read

21. FRQ (frequency)
Explanation: The repetition of the action in an event.
Example: Li Ming went there three times.

Graph:
FREQUENCY

ALI

EQU 3
PAR
ORD

CAU
ALI

ALI

Li Ming

go

EQU
there

22. GOA (goal)
Explanation: The goal of a conscious action.
Example: He works for his living.
GOAL

Graph:

ALI

EQU
PAR

CAU
EQU
he

ALI
work

his living
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23. INS (instrument)
Explanation: The seeable or hidden instrument or equipment, or the instrument or
equipment used by actors.
Example: She played with the children with a stick of feather.

Graph:
ALI

INSTRUMENT

EQU

a stick of feather

PAR
FPAR

CAU
EQU

ALI

ALI

She

play

children

24. LOC (location)
Explanation: The location at which the action or status happened.
Example: He picked up a wallet beside the road.

Graph:
ALI

LOCATION

EQU

beside the road

PAR
CAU

CAU
EQU
He

ALI
pick up

ALI
wallet

25. MAT (material)
Explanation: The material, energy, or fund which formed or constructed something.
Example: To make the wine with grapes.
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Graph:
make
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PAR

ALI

ALI
EQU

CAU
wine

MATERIAL

CAU

grape

26. MAN (manner)
Explanation: The manner used to obtain some goal.
Example: He earned a lot of money by doing extra work.

Graph:

do

work

ALI

EQU

ALI

ALI
MANNER

extra

PAR

CAU
PAR

EQU
he

PAR

CAU

CAU

ALI

ALI
earn

money

EQU
a lot

27. MOD (modify)
Explanation: The modification of a verb or a pronoun.
Example: The machine started automatically.

Graph:

ALI

EQU

automatically

PAR
CAU
EQU
machine

ALI
start

MODIFICATION
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28. MOS (modify sentence)
Explanation: The modifier or phrase of a sentence which the speaker uttered, it is a
kind of limitation of the whole proposition.
Example: Actually, the weather is very cold.

Graph:

MODIFICATION
BE
ALI
PAR

EQU

very

ALI

EQU
weather

PAR
EQU

cold

actually

29. NUM (number)
Explanation: The numerical part of some thing.
Example: three Chinese Yuan.

Graph:

PAR

EQU

ALI
Yuan

3

ALI
NUMBER

30. OBJ (object)
Explanation: The existing directive object in some event or some activity.
Example: Li Ming repaired the computer.

Graph:

CAU
EQU
Li Ming

ALI

CAU
ALI
repair

EQU
computer

OBJECT
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31. OBS (object besides subject)
Explanation: It is used when the subject in the supplement is the same as the object in
the sentence.
Example: I asked her to come to my home, (this is not a relationship).

Graph:

EQU

ALI

OBS

CAU
EQU

ORD
CAU

CAU

EQU

32. ORG (origin)

ORD
EQU

ALI

she

come

my home

ALI

I

ask

Explanation: The origination of the activity, or the status before change in an event.
Example: Li Ming left his hometown.

Graph:

CAU
EQU

33. PAR (parallel)

ALI

ORD

EQU

ALI

Li Ming

ORIGIN

leave his hometown

Explanation: It is used in a parallel structure sentence.
Example: Mary and Mike married.

Graph:

CAU
Mary

EQU

CAU
EQU

EQU
CAU

Mike

CAU
ALI
ALI
marry

PARALLEL
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34. POS (possession)
Explanation: The individual in possession.
Example: I have two books.

Graph:

BE
PAR

EQU

PAR

ALI

POSSESSION

ALI

EQU
I

2

ALI

book

cardinality

35. PRT (part of thing)
Explanation: The component that formed the main body in an event, being a concrete
part.
Example: The big two eyes of Liu Fang.

Graph:
two eyes

SUB

EQU

ALI

ALI
PART

EQU
Liu Fang

36. QNT (quantity)
Explanation: The relation between thing and quantity.
Example: Wang Fang bought 30 Ji of butter.

Graph:

QUANTITY

ALI

EQU
PAR

CAU

CAU
EQU
Wang Fang

ALI
buy

ALI
butter

30 Ji

person
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37. PDC (product)
Explanation: The new object created in an activity.
Example: Li Ming designed a computer.

Graph:

CAU

CAU
EQU

ALI
EQU

ALI

Li Ming

design

PRODUCT

computer

38. REA (reason)
Explanation: The natural reasons of some event.
Example: He is tired, so he turned off the light.
ALI

Graph:
BE

CAU

tired
REASON

light

ALI

CAU

ALI

ALI

turn off

PAR
he

EQU

EQU

EQU

he

39. RLT (relative thing)
Explanation: The type of some thing.
Example: Mr. Wang is an amateur painter.

Graph:

BE

ALI
EQU

ALI

Wang Ming amateur painter

ALI

RLT
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40. REF (reference)
Explanation: The indirect object as the reference used in the comparison or measure in
an event.
Example: The elder brother is higher than his younger brother is.

Graph:
BE

height

ORD

ALI

PAR

ALI
PAR
ALI

EQU

height

REFERENCE

EQU

elder brother younger brother

41. RUT (route)
Explanation: The route or process that the event goes through.
Example: To look out through the gap in the door.

Graph:
gap
EQU
ROUTE

PAR

ALI

ORD
CAU

ALI
look out

EQU

door
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42. SCP (scope)
Explanation: The field or scope that the event touched upon.
Example: Li Ming engaged in scientific research.

Graph:
CAU

CAU
EQU
Li Ming

ALI
engage

ALI

SCOPE

ALI
research

43. SIT (situation)
Explanation: The situation in which the event takes place.
Example: In the difficult position, he learned 5 languages.

Graph:
POSITION

ALI
SITUATION

ALI

EQU
EQU
difficult

PAR

EQU
He

ALI
learn

44. SIU (supplementary situation)
Explanation: The modification of a status.
Example: She cried while she walked.

Graph:

PAR

CAU

CAU

ALI
language

EQU
ALI

cardinility

5
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she

walk

EQU

time internal
ALI

ALI
CAU

PAR

EQU
CAU
EQU

ALI

SUB

SIU

PAR

she

.

ALI

ALI
cry

time internal

45. ATT (attribute)
Explanation: The attribute of some object.
Example: the color of the apple.

Graph:

PAR
EQU

ALI

ATTRIBUTE

EQU

apple

color

46. TES (the example)
Explanation: The subset or a real instance of the object expressed by the central words.
Example: Beijing, i.e. the capital of China, is a very large city.

Graph:
BE

ALI
EQU

PAR
ALI
China

ALI
capital

TES
EQU

PAR
ALI
Beijing

ALI
city

very large
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47. TIM (time)
Explanation: The exact time at which an event happens.
Example: He will arrive at 5 o’clock.

Graph:
ALI

TIME

EQU

5 o’clock

PAR
CAU
ALI

EQU
he

arrive

48. TIT (title in title)
Explanation: The relation between the symbol in the first sentence and the article.
Example: (1) the character of physics.

Graph:
TITLE
ALI

(1)

EQU

PAR

PAR

ALI

EQU

ALI

symbol

character

physics

49. VAL (value)
Explanation: the value of ATT (attribute).
Example: His height is two meters.
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Graph:
BE
PAR
EQU
he

ALI

PAR
ALI
height

VALUE

EQU
2 meters

From the above sentence representation, we see that we have represented all Yao’s 49
relation types, as Yao mentioned in his book [Yao, 1996], by means of knowledge
graphs. We found that the given examples do not always express the exact meaning of
the relations.
As we see from the relation types of Yao, indicated by frames in many cases some
semantic aspect is taken up into the representing frame. This may be compared with the
15 Chinese words for “in”, see Appendix I, where also extra semantic differentiation
made it possible to indeed find 15 different word graphs.
We must, however, conclude that, although we can understand why semantic
information is taken up in the classification of relation types in a system called
Lexically Semantic Driven, in knowledge graph theory such information is
automatically included on expansion of the occurring words. The large number, 49, of
socalled semantic relationships of Yao masks the more basic character of the
knowledge graph ontology.

Appendix IV:
Analysis of Chinese CAU-Words
We go through the example sentences focusing on the arguments and try out the recipe
of finding nouns in the arguments. The CAU-words are described by the literal Chinese
translation. The primary argument words are underlined.
1.

2.

CAU-word

:

按照, an4zhao4 = push copy

Argument 1

:

the plan

Argument 2

:

we write papers

Analysis

:

Something should change, suggesting the papers as the
writing influences the state of the paper. The changing
aspect of papers is according to the plan. As a causational
link to a part implies a causational link to the whole we
chose papers as the second noun.

Result

:

plan ━ALIÆ□━CAUÆ□ÅALI━ papers

CAU-word

:

依据, yi1ju4 = depend reason

Argument 1

:

actual conditions

Argument 2

:

we make the plan

Analysis

:

The word “reason” indicates that the mental process is
focused upon. The making of the plan is triggered by the
conditions. However, other conditions would lead to a
different plan, so on the background, as it were, we have

Result

:

conditions ━ALIÆ□━CAUÆ□ÅALI━ plan
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Appendix IV:

CAU-word

:

根据, gen1ju4 = root reason

Argument 1

:

the weather forecast

Argument 2

:

we cannot go out

Analysis

:

As going out does not describe anything else but an act,
no noun is discernable here, or it should be “going”. This
is, however, not causally related to the weather forecast.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

凭, ping2 = use, depend on

Argument 1

:

his experience

Argument 2

:

he does this thing

Analysis

:

Like in case 1 we might link “experience” and “thing”,
but although the first clearly influences the second, by the
doing, there is no explicit relationship that can be
indicated.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

依靠, yi1kao4 = depend-depend

Argument 1

:

our wages

Argument 2

:

we live

Analysis

:

The influence of wage on living is clearly that of wage on
some aspect of living, mainly “possessions”. This is not
explicitly mentioned and “live” is such a complex concept
that no specific aspect presents itself in the expansion of
the concept “live”.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

暗含着, An4han2zhe1 = darkness include

Argument 1

:

darkness

Argument 2

:

danger

Analysis

:

Although two nouns are explicitly mentioned, “dark
include” is an operator that might be paraphrased as “may
include”. There is no real causal relationship between the
two concepts “darkness” and “danger”.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.
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9.

10.

11.
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CAU-word

:

导致, dao3zhi4 = lead to-to form

Argument 1

:

weakness

Argument 2

:

illness

Analysis

:

This is a clear CAU-operator. The discussion of the
example sentence showed only an indirect relationship
between the arguments. Weakness as a condition for the
occurrence of the illness, that is caused by something else.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted,
relationships are accepted.

CAU-word

:

来源于, lai2yuan2yu3 = come root from

Argument 1

:

knowledge

Argument 2

:

practice

Analysis

:

The discussion of the example sentence showed that
metaphorical use of language tends to hide actual causal
relationships.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

酿成, niang3cheng2 = make wine success

Argument 1

:

carelessness

Argument 2

:

calamity

Analysis

:

Again the “real” causal relationship is hidden, due to the
metaphorical use of language.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

起因于, qi3yin1yu3 = up reason from

Argument 1

:

trifle

Argument 2

:

fight

Analysis

:

The causality is via the mental process of people.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

取决于, qu3jue2yu3 = take decision from

Argument 1

:

belief

Argument 2

:

success

unless

indirect

causal
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12.

13.

14.

Appendix IV:

Analysis

:

The causality is via the mental process of people.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

所致, suo3zhi4 = place to form

Argument 1

:

negligence

Argument 2

:

accident

Analysis

:

The accident was only indirectly caused by the
negligence, that acts as a condition.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

招致, zhao1zhi4 = ask to form

Argument 1

:

fault

Argument 2

:

loss

Analysis

:

Not all faults incur losses. Between the two concepts
“fault” and “loss” there is no direct causal relationship.

Result

:

No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

:

在于, zai4yu2 = at from

Argument 1

:

contradictions

Argument 2

:

development

Analysis

:

The two arguments may be seen as causally related. Here
we see very clearly what is coming forward from several
examples sofar. There is a causal relationship present and
the CAU-operator is used in a correct way. Yet it is rather
difficult to discover the precise arguments of the causality.
The actual relationship between “contradictions” and
“development” remains vague, even after expanding the
concept “development”. Which statements or aspects in
the description of development contradict each other? If
we extract a CAU-link between the two noun concepts,
we have no precise picture of the causality, that we feel
may indeed be present.

Result

:

contradictions ━ ALIÆ □ ━ CAUÆ □ ÅALI ━
development

Sofar the example sentences did not give many CAU-links that we would accept for an
expert system. We have determined pairs of nouns and we could have taken these pairs
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as being causally related. But then, at the same time, we are aware of the fact that
although the CAU-words used are rightfully called CAU-words, the arguments are not
directly linked in most cases. The basic causal relationship if often not explicitly
mentioned. It is only by thinking carefully about what is said, and that means
expansion of concepts, that we find why a CAU-word is used in a certain sentence.
For the representation this means the following. The CAU-words may be represented
by word graphs and in many cases just by a simple CAU-link, although it is evident
that each CAU-operator has its specific connotations and should have its specific word
graph. Metaphorical use of language makes it extremely difficult to give these word
graphs. A typical example is “酿成, niang3cheng2” = make wine success.
We are facing a decision on the representation. Either we give explicit different word
graphs for all CAU-words, which may help in the process of determining the
arguments, or we accept that a CAU-link usually is representing a more complex graph.
We choose for the second option, because even if the word graphs in expanded form
are known the use of CAU-words is such that still arguments of the basic causality
expressed are often not directly detectable. As for these arguments we have seen that
pairs of nouns can usually be determined, although there need not be a direct causal
relationship between them. However, just as the CAU-operators themselves are
complex in most cases and yet are represented by simple CAU-links, the arguments
may only be indirectly related causally and yet be represented as the arguments of the
simple CAU-link. The quality of such a result of extraction is, of course, rather poor.
For extracting technical knowledge from texts the described simplification may be
acceptable. Even if the CAU-words are quite complex in nature their use in a technical
setting may concern arguments that are quite simply identifiable. But usually the CAUwords used are restricted to a small set. The cases 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and their
equivalent formulations are all describing the technical causal relationship between
“friction” and “heat”, arguments that are easily extracted. Result: friction ━ALIÆ□
━CAUÆ□ÅALI━ heat in all these cases.
20.

CAU-word

: 致使, zhi4shi3 = to form make

Argument 1

: smoking

Argument 2

: death

Analysis

: This is clearly a CAU-operator. The causal relationship is
complex. “Smoking” is a process, described by a
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substantiation of the verb “to smoke”. “Death” is a fact a
process too. In particular in examples like this the actual
causality is hard to pinpoint. Yet in the establishment of
medical expert systems we would like to extract
information like this.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Result

: smoking ━ALIÆ□━CAUÆ□ÅALI━ death

CAU-word

: 从而, cong2er3 = from and

Argument 1

: A

Argument 2

: B

Analysis

: As A and B are arbitrary statements no causal relationship
is expressed.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 除非, chu2fei1 = divide not

Argument 1

: money

Argument 2

: travel

Analysis

: Two statements are concerned in which two nouns can be
determined. But clearly this example is expressing a logic
proposition like in case 21.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 如果, ru2guo3 = example fruit

Argument 1

: weather

Argument 2

: go out

Analysis

: A purely logical sentence, and on the background only a
relationship between “weather” and the “decision” to go
out.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 既然, ji4ran2 = result

Argument 1

: method

Argument 2

: another one

Analysis

: Even though two methods are put into relationship, there is
no reason to extract a CAU-relationship.
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26.

27.

28.

29.
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Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 因此, yin1ci3 = reason this

Argument 1

: study

Argument 2

: progress

Analysis

: As we discussed, in fact a tautological statement is
involved. Study, increasing knowledge means increasing
something, “therefore” progress.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 因为, yin1wei2 = reason for

Argument 1

: student

Argument 2

: study

Analysis

: Analogous to case 25.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 鉴于, jian4yu2 = ability from

Argument 1

: facts

Argument 2

: may go away

Analysis

: Instead of a “decision”, here an “allowance” is the second
noun involved.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 凭借, ping2jie4 = use borrow

Argument 1

: strength

Argument 2

: progress

Analysis

: The second noun involved is not “progress”, which is
“increase of something”, but that “something” that is
increasing.

Result

: strength ━ ALIÆ □ ━ CAUÆ □ ÅALI ━ where the
second token is not typed.

CAU-word

: 使得, shi3de2 = make

Argument 1

: snow
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30.

31.

32.

33.
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Argument 2

: traffic

Analysis

: A normal case of causal relationship

Result

: snow ━ALIÆ□━CAUÆ□ÅALI━ traffic

CAU-word

: 因为, yin1wei2 = reason for

Argument 1

: darkness

Argument 2

: light

Analysis

: As can be seen from the Chinese use of the word “reason”,
there is no direct causal relationship.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 由于, you2yu2 = root from

Argument 1

: fog

Argument 2

: flight

Analysis

: Here the metaphorical use of language hints at the nonexistence of a direct causal relationship.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 引起, yin2qi3 = guide up

Argument 1

: words

Argument 2

: laughter

Analysis

: The listening people are intermediate.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

CAU-word

: 为了, wei4le = for

Argument 1

: study

Argument 2

: use

Analysis

: The operator expresses an intention, not a causality.

Result

: No CAU-link extracted.

General conclusion
Almost all operators considered are CAU-words, or may lead to extraction of a CAUlink. However, the example sentence show that in everyday non-technical conversation
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or writing language is used in a way that asks for considerable interpretational power
of the listener or reader. In more than half of the cases we concluded that , strictly taken,
no CAU-link could be extracted, although the presence of a CAU-link in an expansion
of the sentence graph was not to be excluded. Interesting in this connection are the
CAU-operators that contain the word “reason”. A reason is in a sense a cause, but the
effect is on the decision taken by people. The word “decision” is usually not mentioned
in the sentence, as it is already implied by the word “reason”.
It turns out that even if the word graphs for the considered CAU-words would be
extensively given, there still would exist a considerable problem with the arguments.
Often the background knowledge needed for proper interpretation of a sentence is
considerable. For automatic extraction of CAU-links this poses a tremendous problem.
However, it may be that technical texts are structured in such a way that the needed use
of background knowledge is much less.
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Summary
This thesis contains some results on natural language processing by means of
knowledge graphs.
Knowledge Graphs is a new kind of theory to process natural languages. The
knowledge graph project began in 1982 as a joint project “The construction and
analysis of knowledge graphs” at Groningen University and Twente University in the
Netherlands. The initial purpose of this project was to use graphs to represent
knowledge in expert systems.
The development of the knowledge graph project can be divided into three main stages.
The first stage is knowledge integration and structuring. The purpose in the first stage
is to offer knowledge representation and inference mechanisms for building expert
systems. In the second stage, its focus has shifted to knowledge representation. The
purpose in the second stage is to understand natural language.
In the beginning of the first stage, the goal was to extract CAU (causal) relations from
a text. That is to say, only one basic feature was studied. Afterwards, the PAR (part of)
relation and the AKO (a kind of) relation were introduced. With these three types of
relationship knowledge integration and structuring were studied systematically. At the
same time, using path algebra, the inference problem was investigated.
After establishing its use for expert systems in medical science and social science
successfully, the project turned to study how to use knowledge graph theory in
handling the problem of natural language understanding. Apparently, only three kinds
of relations could not represent all knowledge expressed by natural language correctly.
Therefore, some other new relation types were introduced successively. After
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introducing the new relation types, the project focused on finding out how much of
natural language can be expressed by knowledge graphs. This led to the research of
knowledge representation in general.
The results of this second stage were collected in two theses, by Willems [Willems,
1993] and van den Berg [van den Berg, 1993]. Willems focused on the representation
of language by knowledge graphs, whereas van den Berg showed that logic could be
represented within the knowledge graph formalism as well. The number of types of
relations was enlarged to eight binary relations and four n-ary relations.
A third stage of the project started in 1996, when C. Hoede and X. Li developed an
exchange programme between the university of Twente in the Netherlands and
Northwestern Polytechnical University in Xi’an, China. X. Liu, the author of this thesis,
and L. Zhang entered the project from the side of Xi’an. The focus of the third stage is
on investigating whether the representation formalism is indeed universal.
The three main parts of this thesis reflect this development. Part A focuses on Chinese
as a language and investigates whether specific features of Chinese can be represented
with the knowledge graph formalism. Part B then is dedicated to the translation
problem. Part C, finally, can be seen as a counterpart to the thesis of de Vries [de Vries,
1989], in which causal relationships were extracted from English.
Part A is covered by Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. Part B is covered by Chapter 6 and 7. Part
C is covered by Chapter 8.
In Chapter 2 we study the difference between Chinese and Indo-European languages.
In this chapter, we study the special difficulties and some special problems in Chinese
language understanding.
In Chapter 3 we systematically discuss the composition of a Chinese word, and the
construction of Chinese word graphs, which is the foundation of knowledge graph
theory. Word graphs have been studied in three papers. For reasons of completeness,
the two other papers have been added as appendices.
In Chapter 4 we discuss modal particles and the representation of sentence types. It
deals with the representation of assertive sentences, exclamatory sentences, imperative
sentences and questions.
In Chapter 5 we introduced sememe analysis into language parsing. We found that after
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we use sememe analysis in parsing, we can easily deal with Chinese passive sentences.
Further more, we compare the difference in passive sentences between English and
Chinese from the point of view of sentence pattern, semantic relation and other aspects
in view of knowledge graph theory.
In Chapter 6 we show an example of the translation, by hand, from ancient Chinese to
modern Chinese, using the knowledge graph method with the established Chinese word
graphs, sentence graphs and the newly developed theory of structural parsing. This
shows us how to use the knowledge graph method in translation.
In Chapter 7 we compare the knowledge graph method with Yao’s method which is
driven by lexical-semantics. The comparison is focused on the semantic relations
selected in these two methods. We divide and represent the 49 kinds of semantic
relations in Yao’s theory with the knowledge graph ontology. We compare the
translation of a Chinese sentence into an English sentence by these two methods.
In Chapter 8 we discuss another application of the knowledge graph method namely to
establish expert systems by a natural language interface. We want to develop a theory
to build expert systems based on written Chinese. Therefore, we try to find as many
Chinese words that are indicators for “causal” relations as possible, and classify them.
We also investigate an example text.

论文摘要
本论文发展了知识图理论，系统地研究了利用知识图为主要工具进行汉语
理解方面的一些问题，总结了我们的研究工作和成果。
知识图项目可分为三个阶段。第三阶段始于 1996 年，当时，荷兰 Twente
大学 Hoede 教授和西北工业大学李学良教授发起组织了荷兰 Twente 大学和西北
工业大学之间的一个联合项目，张蕾和本文作者刘小冬开始参加这个项目，同时
开始了知识图理论的一般表示形式的研究。
本文由三部分组成，这三部分同时也反映了知识图理论的发展过程。第一
部分，主要研究了汉语同西方语言的一些差异，同时也研究了是否可以用知识图
理论来表示这些差异；第二部分，主要研究了自动翻译问题；第三部分，研究了
从文本中抽取知识的问题，并给出了一个研究实例。
第一部分包括第 2、3、4、5 章；第二部分包括第 6、7 章；第三部分由第 8
章组成。
第二章，主要研究了汉语与一般印欧语言的一些差异，指出了研究汉语理
解的一些特殊困难和特殊问题，看到了用知识图方法处理汉语的力量。
第三章，系统讨论了汉语词的组成成分和汉语词图的构成，研究了形容词、
副词和量词（通称为 adword）在知识图中的表示问题，从知识图表示的角度对
汉语量词进行了分类。
第四章，研究了汉语特有的一个词类——语气词——的表示和句子类型的
表示。主要研究了肯定句、感叹句、祈使句和疑问句的表示问题。
第五章，将义素分析方法引入一般语言分析中。我们发现，在引入义素分
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析后，可以很容易处理汉语被动句。进一步，我们还比较了英汉被动句的差别。
第六章，基于已经建立的词图、句子图以及结构分析，通过一个古汉语到
现代汉语翻译的实例，说明了知识图方法处理语言翻译的过程。
第七章，系统比较了知识图方法与词汇语义驱动方法之间的异同。主要将
焦点放在这两种方法所选择的语义关系上。按照知识图的本体论(ontology)，我
们将词汇语义驱动方法中所选定的 49 种“关系”划分成 2 个部分：基本关系和
复杂关系。另外还比较了用这两种方法分析一个中文句子的过程和所获得的结
果。
第八章，我们研究了知识图方法的另外一个应用——建立具有自然语言界
面的专家系统。我们希望寻找一种方法来通过书面汉语语料建立专家系统知识
库，因此，在这一章中我们首先尽可能多的挑选出具有“起因”意义的汉语单词，
并将其分类。最后，我们还研究了一个实际抽取汉语书面语“起因”关系的例子。

Further Research
1. Coding of Chinese characters
The basis of processing Chinese is coding Chinese characters. When computers were
used in China to handle Chinese characters, the first and the biggest problem met was
to input Chinese characters into computers. In order to use and disseminate computers
as soon as possible, many methods for inputting Chinese characters into computers
were developed. But regrettably those methods were only input methods. Of the three
steps: information inputting, information handling, and information outputting, the
most important one is information handling. But in processing Chinese, almost all
people focus on input and output of Chinese. At present in a good processing system
for Chinese, the supplied tools are only inputting, showing, and printing Chinese
characters.
In recent years, people can input Chinese characters, not only single Chinese characters,
but also Chinese phrases, into computers. However, these systems cannot keep the
information contained in the phrases. Even when people had segmented phrases from
the unmarked text, these systems did not keep the information. It seems promising to
represent such phrases by means of “phrase graphs” or “chunk graphs”.
The two main difficulties to process Chinese in natural language understanding are
word segmentation and polyphony. I think the best way to solve the word segmentation
should be to add space between Chinese words, like in English, or a better coding of
Chinese characters should be discovered. Possibly the coding of Chinese with
phonetics should be studied.
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2. Sememe analysis
Chinese uses ideographs. Let us consider a very simple example. 楼 “lou2”, building,
is a Chinese word. Watching its shape only, we can already get the basic meaning of
this word. (楼 “lou2” is formed from three parts: 木 “mu4”, wood, 米 “mi3”, rice,
and 女 “nv3”, women. Its meaning can be guessed from these three parts.) Since
“shape” has a subordinate position in Indo-European, and our current grammar system
comes from Indo-European, traditional grammar is more concerned with the two
aspects of sound and meaning.
However the feature to express meaning by “sound and shape” in Chinese is very
apparent. As we mentioned in Chapter 2, ancient Chinese words are nearly all
monosyllabic, but along with the development of society, many new words were
created necessarily, and these new words were made up from original Chinese
characters, instead of making new characters. At the same time, these new words are
combined with some most general Chinese characters. The result is that the number of
Chinese characters used in everyday life does not increase, but on the contrary has the
tendency to decrease. Chinese can already deal with new concept representation by
relying on only about 1000 Chinese characters, most frequently used.
This phenomenon is very much in line with the idea of sememe analysis. The
combination of concepts determines a more complex concept or, in knowledge graph
theoretical terms, the combination of word graphs leads to the word graph of the more
complex concept. It is for this reason that both sememe analysis and combination of
word graphs should be studied further, in particular for Chinese.

3. Machine translation and
automatic abstracting
The problems dealt with in Part B and Part C still must be considered to be the most
challenging from the point of view of artificial intelligence.
Let us summarize the approach.
(1) A sentence in language 1 is to be mapped on a sentence graph.
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(2) This sentence graph is to be transformed into a sentence graph in language 2
containing at least the same information.
(3) The sentence graph is to be uttered in language 2.
The first step is called structuring parsing and consists of combining word graphs, both
semantic and syntactic word graphs, for the occurring words, to obtain the graph of the
sentence.
It should be clear that the problem mentioned in 1, of retaining information by
computers of Chinese phrases and the suggested research, are very much in line with
the idea of structural parsing.
The problem of abstracting was considered in Part C for CAU relationships. It was
remarked that these relationships would become apparent after structural parsing of the
whole text, but that there is a possibility that they might remain hidden. One problem
here is to bring such hidden relationships forward. Another problem is whether
complete structural parsing is indeed necessary or might be circumvented.
The main subject of further research is, of course, the actual programming of both
structural parsing and automatic abstracting.
The second step, translation of sentence graphs, may lead to serious problems when
languages do not have clear counterpart words. The sentence graph in language 1
should then be “covered” by word graphs that exist for language 2. This may lead to
the necessity of studying “expansion” of concepts in more detail and might tie up with
the problem mentioned in 2. Note that in Chapter 6 the language 1 and 2 were ancient
Chinese and modern Chinese, that are so close that this transformation problem does
hardly occur.
The third step, uttering a sentence graph, poses problems for which first approaches
were developed by Zhang [Zhang, 2002].
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